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REPORT OF THE COMMODITY CONT.ROLS COMMITTEE. 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY 

Appointment of the Committee.-During the course of the debates 
in the House of the People on the Essential Supplies (Temporary 
Powers) Amendment Bill,-1952, on the 8th and 11th August 1952, the 
Minister for Commerce and Industry, Shri T. T. Krishnamachari, 
gave an assurance to the House that he would set up a Committee to 
examine the existing controls and streamline the various control 
Orders and Notifications that had been issued·.by the Government of 
India. Accordingly, the Commodity Controls Committee was apJX>int
ed by the Government of India in the Ministry of Commerce and 
Industry by their Memorandum No. 24(31)-PC/52, dated the 24th 
October 1952. The Committee was constituted as follows:-

Chairman 
Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao, M.P., Deputy Chairman, 

Council of States. 

Members 
Shri M. P. Pai, I.C.S., Joint Secretary to the Gover:h.ment of • India, Ministry of Production. 

Shri P. A. Gopalakrishnan, I.C.S., Joint Secretary to the Gov
ernme~t of India, Ministry of Food and Agriculture. 

Shri L. K. Jha, I.C.S., Joint Secretary to the Government of 
India, Ministry of Commerce and Industry. 

Shri B. N. Lokur, Deputy Secretary to the Government of India, 
Ministry of Law. 

Secretary 
Shri M. A. Mulky, Assistant Economic Adviser to the Govern

ment of India. 

2. Since the Committee had also to review the working of the 
Drugs (Control) Act, 1950, the Committee, with the concurrence of 
the Ministry of Health, co-opted Shri P. M. Nabar, Drugs Controller 
(India), to join in its deliberations. 

Consequent on Shri Gopalakrishnan's departure for Washington 
to attend the Special Session of the International Wheat Council in 
January 1953, Dr. S. R. Sen, Economic and Statistical Adviser, Minis
try of Food and Agriculture, was appointed to serve as a Member of 
the Committee vice Shri Gopalakrishnan. 
23M of C&I 
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3.. Terms of Reference.-The Cdrnmittee's term3 of reference\· ciS 

contained in the Ministry of Commerce and Industry Memorandum 
N~. 24(31)J>C/52, dated the 24th October 1952 were as ft•llows:-

:(a) to examine and review the working of-

{i) the· Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act, 1946; 

(ii) the Supply and Prices of Goods Act, 1950; 
(iii) the Drugs (Control) Act, 1950, 

and the Orders and Notifications issued thereunder; 

{b) to make recommendations for the revision or repeal of any 
of the said laws with a view to improving the existing 
systems of controls; and 

(c) to streamline the· Control Orders and Notifications. 

The Committee was also guided in its work by the debates in the 
House of the People on the Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) 
Amendment Bill, 1952, on the 8th and 11th August i952, and the 
debates in the Council o~ States on the 29th and 30th· July 1952. 

4. Method of lnquiry.-The Commodity Controls Committee met 
immediately after its constitution on the 24th October 1952 and 
fi.naiised the Questionnaire (vide Appendix I) which was issued on 
the 27th October 1952. Copies of the Questionnaire were sent to all 
State Governmel}ts, all Members of Parliament, all recognised 
Chambers of Commerce and Trade Associations, Trade Unions, the 
concerned Ministries of the Government_of India, prominent business
men and industrialists, economists and others "interested. In all, more 
than 1;:lo0 copies of the Questionnaire were issued. Replies to the 
Questionnaire were requested by the 20th November 1952. But as 
'most of the State Governments, Chambers of Commerce and Trade 
1\ssociations and others requested for an extension of time, the date 
was. extended to 30th November 1952. The following table gives 
information in regard to the replies received by the Committee:-

I •. State Governments, Ministries and Officials 
of the Government of India 

II. Chambers of Commerce and Trade Asso
ciations, Trade Unions, &c. 

III. Members of Parliament 
IV. Individuals including prominent business

me industrialists and economists, 
Members of Prices Advisory Bo.1r..:l, All 
India Handloom Board, etc. 

Copies of 
Questionnaire 

issued. 
------

No. 

72 

248 
715 

182 
-=--

1,217 
------

Replies 
recei\ed. 

----
No. 

33 

84 
7 

5 ----
129 

-----
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A list of the State Governments. Chambers of Commerce and Trade 
.A:;sociations, Trade Unions, and individuals from whom replies to 
the Questionnaire were received will be found in Appendix II. 

5. The Committee began its work of examining witnesses on the 
'27th November 1952 at Delhi. Up to the end of December 1952, the_ 
representatives of the Governments of the States adjoining Delhi as 
well as representatives of Chambers of Commerce and Trade Associa.
;tions located at Delhi, a few economists and some Me!)1bers of Parlia
ment were examined. During January to March 1953, the Committee 
visited Bombay, Lucknow, Madras, Bangalore, Patna, Calcu~ta,: 
:Shillong, Nagpur and Hyderabad to examine the representatives _.of_ 
ihe State Governments concerned, Chambers of Commerce and Trade 
Associations Trade Unions and other interests. 'The Committee held ' ' 

·73 meetings at which it examined the representatives of 21 State 
'Governments, 45 Chambers of Commerce and' Trade Associations, 5 
'Trade Unions, and 41 individuals which included Members of Parlia
ment, leading businessmen and. economists, and certain officials of 
ihe Government of India: The Governments of Travancore-Cochin, · 
Kutch and Saurashtra (who had ·~:llready· sent their written replies) · 
-expressed their inability to send their representatives to meet the 
!Committee. A list of State Governments, Chambers of Commerce 
·and Trade Associations, and Trade Unions, whose representatives \Vere 
oexamined as well as individuals examined by the- Committee will be 
:found in Appendix III. 

o. Importance of the Inquiry.-Commodity controls came to be 
jntroduced in this country during the last war as a purely emergency 
measure and had to be continued during the difficult period which 
'followed the War and Partition of the country. As the controls are 
'in respect of commodities which are essential for the life of the' com
·munity and affect a large section of the population, naturally public 
·attention has been focussed on the working of the controls and the 
-question of their continuance. Prior to the appointment of this 
Committee also a number of studies had been undertaken. We may 
in this connection refer to the work of the Commodity Prices Board 
which during the period of its shortlived existence from February to 
September 1947 submitted about twelve Reports on certain commo
dities, such as cotton, cloth and yarn, iron and steel, coal, paper and 
·vanaspati. The Board also submitted a Report on "Controls and their 
'Continuance". Reference may also be ,made to the Uttar Pradesh 
'Controls Inquiry Committee which was appointed. on the 8th Decem
ber 1950 and which submitted its Report on the 29th March 1952. The 
Committee's Report, it may be pointed out, deals mainly with the 
working of controls in Uttar Pradesh. The. terms of reference of the 
pre.>ent Committee were much wider than of its forerunners. 
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7. During the course of the debates in the House of the People on. 
the Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Amendment Bill, 1952, in 
August 1952, the Minister for Commerce and Industry, while giving 
the assurance in regard to the appointment .of a Committee to examine 
all the Control Acts and the Orders and Notifications issued there
under, considered it desirable that the Governments of the States 
should also appoint similar Committees to examine the Control Laws 
enacted by them. We understand that the Ministry of Commerce and 
Industry addressed the State Governments in this regard and up to 
tl}e date· of the submission of our Report, the State Governments of 
Mysore, Hyderabad, Bihar,· West Bengal, 11:adhya Bharat, PEPSU,. 
Rajasthan, Bhopal, Bilaspur. and Vindhya Pradesh, have appointed 
such Committees. 

8. The Committee was requested to submit_ its Report by the end_ 
of January 1953. In view, however, of the complexity of the inquiry· 
and the fact that it was necessary- to examine representatives of the· 
State Governments, Chambers of Commerce, Trade Associations and . 
other interests, it became evident that the Committee would not be· 
able to submit its Report by the date originally f.xed and had to take· 
more time. The submission of the Report could not be expedited also· 
because the Members, who were working on the Committee part time,. 
had to attend to their normal duties necessitating frequent absences. 
fr.om Delhi. Further, the amendment of the Industri~s (Development. 
and Regulations) Act which took place in the last Session of Parlia
ment made it necessary for the Committee to study certain problems ... 
afresh. 



CHAPTER II 

ORIGIN AND PRESENT POSITION OF COMMODITY CONTROLS 

·g. The War Period.-The necessity to control the· prices, produc
tion and distribution of commodities arose during the last war. The 
;greater part of the productive. activity had to }?e directed for the 
prosecution of the war and the production of consumer goods for 
.civilian use had to be -cut down to essential ·needs only and their 
·distribution had to be done equitably. Soon after the outbreak of 
the war, the Defence of India Act was enacted. Rule 81 of the 
Defence of India Rules, which wen~. framed under the Defence of 
India Act, made provision "for regulating. or prohibiting the produc
:tion, treatment, keeping, storage, movement, transport, distribution, 
disposal, acquisition, use or consumption of articles or things of any 
.description whatsoever.'~. It was':not until' the entry of Japan into 
the war, however, that the powers vested in the Government of 
India came to be .. increasingly used. Iron and steel was the first 
:important commodity to be brought under control. The Iron and 
Steel (Control of Distribution) Order which was issued on the 26th 
July 1941 and came into force on the 1st August 1941 had as its 
·Object the ensuring of supplies of iron and steel produced in India 
for war purposes and for meeting essential civilian requirements. 
Under the Order, restrictio11~··'were placed on the acquisition or dis
·posal of iron and steel so that no person could acquire. or di.:;pose 
of iron and steel except under the authority of a licence issued J:>y 
a Department of the Central Government or by a written order of 
the Iron and Steel Controller. Among foodgrains, .wheat was the 
first important commodity to be brought under controL During the 
latter half of 1941 due to partial failure of the rice. crop in·J940-41 
and also th~ difficulty of obtaining supplies of rice. from Burma, the 
internal demand for wheat increased. Coupled ~ith this were the 
large purchases of wheat by the British Government for the ?rmy 
in the Middle East. The publication of the All-India Final Wheat 
Forecast for 1940-41 in August 1941 gave an indication of a" s.horter 
crop; prices of wheat rose sharply and the Government was obliged 
to take steps to keep prices within reasonable limits. On the 2nd 
November 1941, the Government of India issued a Press Note warning 
dealers that wheat prices would be brought under control if the 
:situation deteriorated further. As prices continued to rise, the 
Government of India issued a Notification on the 5th December 1941 
fixing the maximum wholesale prices of wheat at Rs. 4-6-0 per maund 
;~t Lyallpur and Hapur and extended it by suitable adaptation · ~o· 

5 
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other markets. The Provincial Governments were requested \!)> 

e. ·force this control in their respective areas. Subsequently, in· 
April 1942, the Wheat Control Order was issued under which a 
system of licensing was introduced to control inter-provincial move
ments of wheat. Later on, in May, the ·Foodgrains (Futures and 
Options Prohibition) Order was issued under which all futures deaJ
ings in wheat and gram were prohibited. The Food Department was. 
constituted in December 1942 for the purpose of integrating all the 
activities· in regard to the purchase, distribution and movement of 
foodgrains· on an all-India basis. 

10. With the intensification of the war, the earlier months of 1943: 
were- marked by shortages especially of consumer goods, and the 
prices. of several classes of essential industrial goods rose very high_ 
Measures had, therefore, to be taken ·by Government for not only 
keeping prices in check but also for increasing industrial production. 
These. measures included the setting up of the Department of Indus
tries and Civil Supplies in May 1943. One of the first tasks under
taken by this Department was th~ introduction of a comprehensive
system of control over the production and distribution of cotton; 
textiles. The Department also instituted several measures to elimi
nate black-marketing and to make consumer goods available to the
public at reasonable prices. In June 1943, with the issue of the
Cotton Cloth and Yarn (Control) Order, every phase of the activities. 
9f the cotton textile industry came under official control. Under the· 
')rder- a Textile Control Board was appointed to tender advice to· 
the Government of India. In October 1943 the Hoarding and Profi
teering Prevention Ordinance was promulgated to prevent hoarding 
:md profiteering, and prices were fixed for a large range of consumer 
goods. The Consumer Goods (Control of Distribution) Order was 
.iSsued in July .1944 under which ceiling prices for certain articles; 
were fixed. By this time, all the important commodities had been:. 
brought under .control. Towards the end of the war, in June 1945~ 
the Textile Industry (Control of Production) Order was issued t() 
bring about rationalisation and standardisation of production of the 
textile mills. 

11. Immediate Post-war Period.-With the cessation of hostilitieSr 
-measures were taken to relax some of the controls; for example, a 
number of- articles were removed from the Schedule to the Consumer 
Gooru (Control of Distribution) Order. The Defence_ of India Aet 
:and Rules, and the various Orders issued thereunder were due to. 
'lapse on the 1st October 1946. While the Government did not con
sider it necessary to continue controls on all the commodities subject" 
to controls during the W4ilr period, it was felt that controls had to be
rontinued on certain cum.mooiti~s which were still ~- sht.>rt supp!yr 
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and which were essential for the life of the community. As the Cen
tral Legislature had no power to make laws on the subject, the British 
Par:iament passed the India (Central Government and J .. egislature). 
Act, 1946, conferring power on the Indian Legislature to legislate for 
controls in respect of certain commodities for a specified period. The 
Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Ordinance was then promul
gated by the Government of India and came into force on the l st 
October 1946 under which Central control over certain essentia~ com
modities was continued. The Ordinance was replaced -on the 19th 
November 1946 by the Essential Supplies (Temporary .Powers) Act, 
1946. Power to legis:ate for control over more commoditie;;· was taken 
by amending the India (Central Government and Legislature) Act, 
1946. The commodities brought under control were foodstuffs, catt.le 
fodder, cotton and woollen textiles;-raw cotton,' cotton seed, paper in
cluding newsprint, petroleum and peroleum products, spare parts of 
mechanically propelled vehicles, coal, iron and steel, and mica. The 
Hoarding and PrO'fiteering Prevention Ordinance was .repealed early 
in 1948. 

12. The Period of Decontrol, 1947-48.-With the attainment of In· 
dependence in August 1947, there was_ a growing demand in the. 
country that controls should be relaxed. It was urged _that instead 
of curbing prices, controls actually forced the prices of commodities 
to rise. It was also alleged that t.ke existence o~ controls led to black· 
marketing, corruption and other evils. Towards the end of 1947, 
therefore, Government decided to give a trial to the policy of decon
trol. An experiment in decontrol was first made in regard to food
grains, and later on extended to other commodities such as raw co.·t
ton, cotton cloth and yarn. Prices of certain commodities, e.g., steel, 
coal arid cement were also revised upwards. But the experiment was 
shortlived, and controls were reimposed in August 1948 because 'prices 
instead of coming down, began to soar. 

13. Position after re-imposition of controls in August 1948.-In 
August 1948, Government announced their decision in regard to the 
reimposition of control on cloth, providing for the fixation ~f ex-mill 
prices for cloth and yarn, the stamping of prices on cloth and yam, 
and other matters. On the 21st August 1948, floor and ceiling prices 
for raw cotton were fixed and on the 24th September the policy in 
regard to foodgrains -was announced, and controls over prices and 
procurement in respect of the major f.oodgrains were imposed again. 

H. In July 1949, by an amendment to the Essential Supplies (Tem
porary Powers) Act, 1946 raw cotton (ginned and unginner), cotton 
seeds and coke were included within the purview of the Act. As 
prices .of su2~ were J"ising, in September 19-!9 the Government issued 
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:!n ~r~ f~eezing sugar stocks with ~e factarie; and "futures'' ~d 
options In sugar were banned. As 1t was feared tha±. afte d 1 
t . · s b r eva u-a IOn m eptem er 1949, there would be a rise ; .... nr;,..es G . . . ........ ~ , overn-

ment .annou~ced their policy early in October 1949 in regard to the 
measures which would be taken to keep prices in check. These in
cluded reducfion of 10 per cent in the retail prices ot essential _ 

d .ti b . com 
mo 1 es, annmg of forward trading in cotton seeds. fixation of 
·c~ng prices of jute goods for export, etc. Government also took 
:actiOn to keep the prices of essential drugs and medicines in check 
;by promulgating on the 3rd October 1949 the Drugs (Control) Ordi
:nance which was applicable to all the Chief Commissimers' Provinces. 
As· uniform action all over the country in regard t<l the control on 
drugs was considered necessary, the Governments of: the other Pro
vinces were asked to take legislative action on the lines of the Central 
Ordinance. The Centr:al Ordihance was replaced on the 7th April' 
1950 by the Drugs (Control) Act, 1950, which extends to all Part C 
States, and the Governments of Part A and Part B States were asked 
to follow suit. 

In the meanwhile the new Constitution of India came into force. 
Under the Constitution, trade and commerce, in,. and the production, 
supply and distribution of, goods remained a State 5ubject, though 
the Centre could assume power in respect of the products of indus,.. 
tries the control of which would be declared by Parliament by law to 
be expedient in the public interest. Nevertheless, as Central Control 
of certain·· essential commodities was considered necessary for at least 
sometime, provision was made in article 369 that trade ar..d commerce 
in; and the production, supply and distribution of, the commodities 
now covered by the Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers). Act 
should be a subject in the Concurrent List for a period of five years. 

15: The measures taken by the Government of India to keep do·wn 
the price level met with some success and the index number.of whole
sale prices fell from 393·3 in October .1949 to 381'6 in December 1949. 
But then a new situation arose consequent on the outbreak of the 
Korean War in June 1950. As a result of stockpiling and rearmament, 
world prices again began to rise sharply. India could not escape the 
effects ·of. this development and consequently the prices of important 
industrial raw materials like ~lphur,-·caustic soda; soda-ash, etc. as_ 
well as of imported and other consumer goods such as of bicycles, 
electric bulbs, infants' foods, etc. rose very high, Government had, 
therefore, to take stdcter measures to arrest the rise in prices and 
to prevent hoarding and blackmarketing. By an amendment of _the 
Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act, more se~ere pums~
ment in the· case of hoarding of foodgrains was provided. As It 
became necessary for the Government of India to legislate on 
matters relating to trade and commerce, production, supply and 
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distribution of goods which were in the State List, Parliament on 
the 12th August 1950 assumed the necessary legislative powers 
after passing a Resolution under clause (1) of Article 249 of the 
Constitution. The Supply and Prices o'f Goods Ordinance, 1950 was 
subsequently promulgated on the 2nd September 1950 empowering 
Government to fix maximum prices and maximum quantities at 
which certain goods could be sold or held. The goods to which the 
Ordinance applied were non-ferrous metals, including brass (un
wrought and .semi-manufactured), bicycles, cycle tyres and tubes, 
electric bulbs, razor blades, caustic soda, soda-ash, tanning materials 
(wattle bark, wattle extract and quebracho), raw rubber, casein and 
infants' foods. Later, in November 1950, the Ordinance was made 
applicable to bicycle parts and accessories, tannery wool and 
Ostermilk. In December 1950, the Ordinance was replaced by an 
Act, namely, the Supply and Prices of ·Goods Act which applied 
to all the aforesaid goods and gave powers to Government to im
_pose controls in respect of any commodity by bringing it within 
the scope of the Act by the issue of a notification.: f'he Act was 
made applicable later to sulphur, chrome ore, certain. textiles acces
.sories and mill stores and raw jute and jute manufactures. 

16. Recent Relaxations of Cont1•ols.-With the cessation of 
stockpiling on the part of the Western Powers, there was a down
ward trend in prices from July 1951. The decline began to be more 
pronounced in India, espeeially between January and March 1952. 
For the week ended 26th January 1952, the index number of whole
sale prices stood at 428·8 compared with 460:0 which ~as the peak 
figure reached for the week ended 14th April 1951. By the ·middle 
of March 1952, the index number had declined further . to 364·9. 
Thereafter, there has been a slight rise but on the whole the. index 
number has been round about 380 to 400. Under the· altered con
ditions, the Government of India have been relaxing controls from 
time to time. 

17. Exis.ting Commodity Controls.-The position as regards the 
existing commodity- controls which have been the- subject of our 
inquiry is as stated below. 

Control under the Essential Supplies .(Temporary Powers) Act, 
1946, is at present exercised. over the following commodities:--

1. Foodstuffs. 

2. Cattle Fodder. 

3. Cotton Textiles. 

4. Raw Cotton. 

5. Cotton seed. 
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6. Coal and Coke. 

7. Iron and Steel. 

Under the Supply and Prices of Goods Act, 1950, the following: 
commodities are at present subject. to control:-

1. Non-ferrous metals, including brass (unwrought and semi--
manufactured). 

2. Caustic soda. 

3. Soda ash. 

4; Tanning materials (wattle bark and wattle extract). 
5. Casein. 

6. Sulphur. 

7. Tannery wool. 

Under the Drugs (Control) Act, 1950, the prices of the following: 
~n categories of drugs are at present controlled:- · 

1. Aureomycin. 

2. Chloromycetin. 

3. Dental Anaesthetics. 

4. Hormones and glandular preparations. 

5. Insu1in. 

6. Liver extracts. 

7. Penicillin in all forms. 

8. Sera, Vacines, toxins and anti-toxins. 

9. Streptomycin. 

10. Vi~amins and vitamin preparations. 

We shall later refer in detail to the working ~f controls on these
particular commodities covered by the three Acts. 



CHAPTER III 

EFFECTS oF Co.MM:ODITY CONTROLS ON THE EcoNoMY OF THE CouNTRY~ 

18. Controls on commodities have been in existence in this: 
country for more than a decade now, and the Committee thought 
it desirable to know from the interests affected the effects of, these· 
controls on the general economy of tlie country, and, in particularr 
on the production, distribution and the price structure of the 
commodities subject to control. The views of the different interests, 
as collected By us in regard to the working_ of commodity controls
mainly in the post-war period, are given below. 

19. Views of Chambers of Commerce 'and . Trade Associations.
The Chambers of Commerce and Trade Associations are not unani
mous in their views as regards the effects of commodity controls 
on the general economy of the country. One section holds the 
view that controls have failed in their objectives, and their effects 
on the general economy of the country have been adverse rather 
than beneficial. In suppdrt of this view, the Chambers point out 
that production of food crops and industrial production did not 
increase, mainly due to the fact that production controls were· 
unimaginative. In regard to,$ood crops especially, if was pointed 
out that actually while the production of cash crops increased, that 
of food crops decreased. As regards the supply and distribution 
of commodities also, some Chambers hold the view that the controls 
have not worked well. It was stated, for example, that commodities 
in spite of distribution control could not reach places where there 
was a great scarcity, while in many instances there was .a glut of 
such commodities in some places. It was also pointed out that 
controls disorganised the old trade channels, and in their place a 
new set of people were brought in -who had no experience of trade. 
Then again, as regards prices, they argued that as a result of con
trols, prices were not brought under check and they actually rose 
instead. Commodities were not available at controlled prices and 
black-markets have prevailed. 

Another section of Chambers of Commerce and Trade Associa
tions while critical of controls, on principle, ·are inclined to hold 
that they have· worked fairly well on the whole. They agree that 
controls have helped in keeping prices down in so far as essential 
articles were concerned, and but for controls the inflationary 
situation might have got worse. 
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20. View~ of ~tate ~ove"!'ments.-A, majority of the State Go\s~ 
.ernments either m their wntten evidence or oral evidence before 
us expressed the view that the working of the three Control Acts 
~have on the whole reacted well on the general economy of the 
country. It i_s pointed. out by them that .. the existence of controls 
.has not hampered production; in fact, that production of certain 
commodities actually increased. In regard to prices, the view is 
strong that controls had the desired effect of keeping prices steady 
if not lowering them. Prices of essential commodities, it is pointed 
out by them, were stabilised at reasonable levels. The State Gov
ernments are also of the view that proper supply and distribution 
of the commodities have been achieved as a result of controls. But 
for controls, equitable distribution of the essential commodities 
would not have been possible. 

21. Views of individuals.-Among the individuals who submitted 
replies to our Questionnaire or who were orally examined by us 
may be mentioned Members of Parliament, economists, and other 
;prominent public men. _The majority of these witnesses were of the 
opinion that controls have on the whole been beneficial to the com
munity, and but for their existence, equitable distribution of com
modities would not have been possible. Besides, prices of essential 
commodities would have soared and the poorer sections of the 
community would have suffered. However, some of the witnesses 
while appreciating that controls might have been necessary during 
the war period were of the view that their continuance after the 
war emergency was over was not at all esse~tial. They thought 
that controls had actually brought about adverse effects, and referred 
in this context to the prevalence of blackmarkets, corruption, 

/ . 
hoarding and other evil practices. 

22. Recent Relaxations of Controls.-We have already made a 
reference earlier in Chapter II to the recent relaxations of certain 
controls.· The word "relaxation" in regard controls is used in two 
senses, namely,·. (1) when all types of control-production, distri
bution, price and movement control-in respect of a particular 
commodity or commodities, out of several commodities subject to 

.control, are removed, and (2) when in respect of a particular con
trolled commodity or commodities, certain types of control to which 
they are subject are removed. In India, recent relaxations of con~ 
trois have been mainly in the form of removal of certain types of 
.control on particular··commodities. For example, in regard to certain 
commodities the relaxations have been in respect of distribution and 
price control, production control being retained. Among the . com
modities controls over which have been relaxed may be mentioned 
:foodgrains, sugar, vana8pati, cattle· fodder (including oilcakes). 
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cotton seed, raw co'tton, cloth and yarn and iron and steel, all covered'. 
by the Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act, and bicycles, 
bicycle parts and accessories, cycle tyres and tubes, electric bulbs. .. 
and infants foods under the Supply and Prices of Goods Act. 

The Chambers and Trade Associations have generally welcomed 
the relaxations which they feel would react -favourably on the 
economy of the country. It is, however, pointed out by some of 
them that it is yet too early to assess the results of the recent relaxa
tions. Some of the Chambers refer to the fact that the relaxations: 
have already resulted in an increase in production and a decline in 
prices. Some of them also admit that immediately after relaxa· 
tions, prices of the commodities may have aTisen, but their opinion 
is that after the first initial rise, price~ are bound 'to come down. 

23. The State Governments are divided in their opinion as re
gards the results of the recent relaxations of controls. Most of 
them feel, however, that it is too early to assess the effects of the 
relaxations on the general economy of the country. Some of them 
have pointed out that the relaxations in respect of certain commodi
ties, e.g., foodgrains and the decontrolled varieties of cloth have 
brought about a ·rise in prices. Besides, relaxations have not 
resulted in any appreciable imorovement in the supply position of 
the commodities. 

24. The various individuals who appeared before the Committee 
were not specific in their views as regards the results of the recent 
relaxations of controls. Those who favoured the removal of controls 
altogether, naturally welcomed the relaxations which they said had 
brought relief to the consumers who could now get the decontrolled 
commodities, for example, foodgrains, in some of the States without 
the necessity of having to wait in queues. Others who favoured 
the retention of controls were rather sceptical of the beneficial 
effects of the relaxations and were inclined to think that relaxa
tions would bring about a rise in prices which was not in the in
terest of the consumers. 

25. The representatives of the Trade Unions examined by the 
Committee were critical of the effects of the recent relaxations~ 
Their view was that with relaxations prices had risen in some cases. 
For example, it was pointed out to us that with decontrol of millets 
in Bombay, prices had gone up in certain areas. Then again, in 
regard to cloth, after decontrol, prices of superfine cloth had risen_ 
One of the representatives admitted that in the case of decontroL 
of sugar, the consumer had been benefited to some extent. 



CHAPTER IV 

CoNTINUANCE oF CoMMODITY CoNTROLs. 

26. Should Controls be continued?':-As we have already seen, 
~ontrols on commodities were imposed in India during the war 
.period mainly for the successful prosecution of the war. After the 
cessation of hostilities as the country was still in a state of emer
gency and it was thought that it would take some time for the eco~ 
nomy to return to normalcy, the controls had to be continued. The 
Partition of the country, the post-devaluation difficulties, and the 
outbreak of the Korean War in June 1950, retarded the return to 
normalcy of the economy of the country, and actually controls. had 
to be tightened to meet the new situation. The life of the Essential 
Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act had to be extended from timE> 
to time, and it is now due to expir:e on the 25th January 1955. ThE> 
Supply and Prices of Goods Act was enacted after the passing of a 
Resolution by the Provisional Parliament under Article 249 of th~ 
Constitution on 12th August 1950. By further Resolutions dated the 
1th June 1951 and 22nd July 1952, the life of the Resolution dated 
the 12th August 1950 has been twice extended. The Resolution is 
now due to expire on the 14th August 1953, and thereafter the Sup
ply and Prices of Goods Act will remain in force for a period of six 
months i.e., up to the 14th February, 1954. The Drugs (Control) Act 
had also to be enacted. It will be seen that one of the Acts is due 
to expire shortly while another is due to expire in less than a year 
and a half. It, therefore, becomes necessary to take a decision in 
regard to the continuance of controls _and the enactment of the 
necessary laws. The problem of the future of controls is a difficult 
-one, but the advantages of taking a decision well in advance are 
obvious. We note ·that Government have, however, by accepting 
the Planning Commission's Report, indicated their. broad policy. 
The views of the various interests placed before the Committee 
during the course of its inquiry will be helpful to Governm_ent in 
the final determination of their detailed policy regarding the con
tinm:nce of controls. These views are summarised below. 

27. Views of Chambers of Ccmmerce and Trade Associations on 
continuance of Controls.-As stated earlier, a large sectidn of the 
Chambers of Commerce and Trade Associations advanced the view 
that while controls w~re no doubt necessary during the war period, 
they have outlived their usefulness to-day. Even assuming. they 
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pointed out, that during the immediate postwar period continuance 
<>f controls was found necessary due to the fact that the economy 
of the country had not returned to normalcy, no such justification 
exists at present. They also stated that·to-day production of many 
of the essential commodities had increased. Besides this, they re
ferred to the fact that with the cessation of stockpiling, which had 
followed the outbreak of the Korean War, there ·has been an im
provement in the supply position of industrial raw materials and 
:eonsumer goods. Further, the seller's market which was. in evidence' 
soon after the outbreak of the Korean War has given way to a 
buyer's market to-day. The extreme view among this section is that 
all controls should be immediately abolished. But there is a section 
who are in favour of gradual removal of controls beginning with 
commodities whose production has increased and in respecj; of 
which no difficulties are experienced as regards their distribution. 
Among the commodities mentioned in respect of which it was sug
gested that controls can be removed were cotton textiles, raw cot
ton, coal and salt, which are covered by the Essential Supplies 
(TempcJrary Powers) Act, and caustic soda, soda-ash and non
ferrous metals covered by the Supply and Prices of Goods Act. As 
regards certain other commodities in respect of which relaxations 
of controls were suggested are iron and steel, and foodgrains (ex
cept wheat and rice). 

28. Views of State Gov.ernments.-state Governments generally 
feel that controls should not be completely removed. Some of the 
State Governments are emphatic that the present circumstances do 
not permit the removal of controls. ·They are. however, prepared 
·to consider this question further when production has increased stilf 
more. Other States feel that as production of certain commodities 
covered by the Essential Supplies Act, the Supply and ..Prices· of 
Goods Act, 1950, and the Drugs (Control)- Act, sucli as salt, etc.; 
has already increased sufficiently, control on these commodities 
could now be removed. In--regara to foodgrains, the State Govern
ments -agree that the problem is rather difficult and while some ·of 
them are opposed to the removal of controls on all foodgrains, 
others are of the view that except in respect of such foodgrains as 
wheat and rice, control should be removed. Some of the State 
Governments while holding the view that controls on certain· com
modities should not be removed suggest that the controls. may be 
relaxed in respect of them in certain directions. For example, they 
·suggest that while distribution control on certain commodities ·may 
be removed, price control should be allowed to remain. Among the 
commodities in respect of which relaxations are suggested are salt, 
cloth and yarn, cement and sugar. 
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~9. V!e~s .of .(ndividuals and Trade Unions.-Opinion among the~ 
.vanous I~d1v1duals whom we examined is not unanimous as regards 
the contmuance of controls. Some of the individuals were rather· 
strong in their view that the present is the opportune moment for· 
removing controls. This .view was based on the assumption that 
production had increased and there was no scarcity of commodities. 
They also pointed out that controls had resulted in mal-distribution 
of commodities, corruption, nepotism and other evils. Equally 
strong in their views were other individuals who held that in the 
context of the present economic conditions in the country, controls 
were still necessary. They argued that it would be wrong to deal 
with the problem by removing controls jus£ because the administra
tion of controls had resulted in various malpractices. They pointed 
out that the way to attack the problem was to improve the adminis
tration of controls by rooting out corruption, etc. so that the controls. 
may work smoothly in the interest of the good of the community. 

30. Some of the Trade Union representatives stated to us that 
, controls should be kept in order to ensure a minimum guaranteed 
supply to the consumers, especially in respect of essential articles 
like food, clothing, etc. They cautioned against what might appear 
to be an abundance of supply when what had actually happened 
was that because of higher prices and the lttck of purchasing power 
of the consumer, consumption had decreased. Theref9re, they sug
gested that no hasty decision as regards decontrol should be taken 
without reliable data both in regard to supply and prices. 

'at. Planning Commission's views on controls.-At this stage it 
would be relevant to refer to the Planning Commission's views on 
co~trols, which have been accepted by Government for its guidance. 
The Planning Commission in its Report on the Five Year Plan has 
referred to the problem of controls and their place in a system of 
planned economy. We can do no better than give the following 
quotations from the Report on this subject matter:-

"A major problem in this connection is the role of controls in a 
planned economy. This is a subject which has many aspects and 
it is possible in this field to fall into a doctrinaire approach which,. 
however, sound on abstract theoretical considerations, may prove
unworkable in practice. On the other hand, an ·excessive elasticity 
of approach to this question may lead to a negation of planning· 
itself. To some extent, over-all controls through fiscal, monetary 
and commercial policy can influence the allocation of resources, but 
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physical controls are also necessary. Given the fact, that, in the 
mitial stages of development it is the excessive pressure on a few 
commodities which tend to limit the rate of progress, the extent to 
which physical controls are heeded to supplement financial controls 
may even be regarded as a measure of utilisation that is being made 
of surplus resources (like manpower) in the system. The targets o1 
production defined in a plan cannot also be achieved unless a struc
ture of relative prices favouring the desired allocation of resources 
is maintained. The working of controls during and since the wax 
has demonstrated clearly that if production in a particular line, say, 
foodgrains, has to be increased, the necessary incentive for the pro
ducer cannot be created unless the prices of alternative crops are 
r:ontrolled. In an economy which starts from. a low level of output 
increases in several lines of production will be found necessary. .A 
simultaneous increase in production in all lines is not possible b;y 
merely raising the money reward for work. In the cas~ of· certain 
key commodities, it may be necessary to keep down prices in ordei 
to obviate the need for price rises in several· industries which use 
these commodities. To make this policy effective, controls on pro· 
duction and on movement and physical allocations to consum'en 
become inescapable. 

"Controls in a word are the means by which Government main· 
tains a balance between various, sectional interests. Under certain 

l• • 

circumstances the accent may be' on the maintenance of certain price 
ceilings, and through these of the real pu~chasing power of the in· 
comes accr!ling to certain classes. Under other conditions, the en· 
forcement of minimum prices might be a necessary corollary to ~ 
policy· of ensuring a reasonable rate of_ return 6n effort in certain 
lines of economic activity. Viewed in the proper perspective, con· 
trois are but another aspect of the p,roblem of incentives, for to the 
extent that controls limit the freedom of action on the part of cer· 
tain c1asses, they provide correspondingly an incentive to certain 
others and the practical problem is always to balance the loss oi 
satisfaction in one case against the gain in the other. For one tc 
ask for fuller employment and more rapid development and at the 
same time to object to controls is obviously to support two contra· 
dietary obje:ctives. 

"Most of the opposition to controls comes, however, from dis
satisfaction with the working of particular controls. It must be 
recognised that controls ineffectively or inefficientlv administered 
may do harm rather than good. It is also true ~hat so Jong as the 
public regards controls as so ·many hindrances to be circumvented 
if possible, to put up with otherwise, there wili be resentment agains1 
controls. To a great extent this is a question. of creating the· righ1 

23 M of C&I 
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atmosphere by explaining to the public the relationship between 
controls and the rate of economic progress that the country e-n· 
achieve. From this point of view it is an essential condition that the 
rationale of each control is' made clear to the public and the rights 
and obligations of the parties affected defined in a manner which 
leaves little scope for doubt as to what \~ expected of ~he public and 
where redress can be had in' case of any grievance. It is also vital 
to the success of! the controls to make the necessary adjustments in 
their working from time to time as the conditions governing the 
supply and demand of the commodities in question change. But, 
here again, whatever changes are made must accord with the objec
tives in view and should not throw in doubt the basis of the entire 
policy. 

"The difficulties of administering an extensive system of control:; 
in_ an economy. organised by and 'large in small units cannot be 
under-rated. Methods adopted successfully in other countries are 
not directly applicable to India. Effectiveness of controls under 
these conditions can be ensured only through control at strategic 
points and through encouraging producers' and consumers' organi
sations which will help to make the actual operation of controls 
smoother, less irksome and more efficient." 

32. Committee's observations.-It is in the light of these observa
tions that the Committee has approached the examination and review 
of· the working of controls and made its recommendations. While 
a lot can be said on contrqls, there is full agreement on the part of 
everybody that there would be need to have controls in times of 
emergency. The difference of opinion· may be cnly about the 
occasions for the use o.f controls. The Federation of Indian Chambers 
of Commerce and Industry say at page 3 of their Memorandum to 
the Committee:-

"The Committee (of the Federation) feel that such controls as 
have to be operated should be mainly indirect type of 
controls and through appropriate changes from t1me to 
time in fiscal, monetary and commercial policies. Per
haps a few controls on item of production,- movement 
and allocation may be used to maximise the utilisation 
of scarce supplies and ensure the realisation of approved 
plans of economic development." . 

·At pages 36-37, they say:-

"If ......... only. a minimum number of ec;sential controls are 
retained and enforced properly, it will help to impart 
health and resilience to the economy and keep in check 
the demoralisation in the society ............. If industry and 
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trade are allowed to function more freely than at prese11t 
-subject to certain overall . controls- . it will- give a 
definite incentive to production and ~fficient distribu
tion." 

We hardly find" any large measure of difference between this view 
and the view of the Planning -Commission. In fact. even as this 
Committee was engaged in its work, many of the physical controls 
'have been removed as th~ production. and supply ~onditions showed 
.improvement . 

. 33. Our approach to the question of controls in the succeeding 
pages-is not, therefore, an academic one. We do not debate whether 
in theory, controls are good or· bad. We recognise that there are 
times when controls are necessary and equally that at times they 

:may be harmful. Once it is conceded that- l!ontrols • do fulfil a 
·useful function under certain conditions. it follows that Government 
must retain the powers to exercise controls whenever the- situation 
~o warrants. Equally, once it is recognised that controls. if wrongly 
:applied, can do a good deal of damage, it becomes obvious that . the 
-exercise of those powers must be under constant rev1ew and their 
application adapted to changing conditions with the least loss of 
time. 

34. The negative function of controls of prevent.ing people from 
-doing something which, from .. iheir point of view, is opportune. but 
which is otherwise anti-social-has only a short teiVl value. No 
·democratic government can allow any section of the community to 
·exploit the rest by taking advantage of temporary shortages. Such 
functions of the controls cease· to have any· value when the 
.energency' leading to shortages and scarcities has passed. Controls 
·can. however, be used for another, rriore positive purpose. -When a 
·country has chosen, as India has, the path of planned progress in 
the economic field. Government must. in the last analysis. retain the 
powers of overall guidance and control. We have. in the rest of the 
report, tried to take cognizance of the need to retain a certain 
Teserve of powers on the one hand and the need to relax unnecessary 
controls on the other. Our field of study has, however. been restrict
·ed to commodity controls proper. Indirect controls exercised 
'through fiscal measures. the controls on exports and imports. the 
regulation of capital issues and other similar measures whicli have 
a profound effect on the economy of the country has been outside 
the scope of our inquiry. Our attention has been focussed on controls 
which govern the production, distribution, and prices of various 
goods produced in the country. We have examined, to begin with, 
-certain general problems which affect all controls, such as, the 
enforcement of control laws and measures necessary to improve the 
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control system. and we have then proceeded to consider each of the 
enactments under which the present powers of control are 
exercised. 

35. Committee's recommendation for a single comprehensive
permanent Central Act for Controls.-We have at present three 
CentraLActs-the Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act, 1946, 
the Supply and Prices of Goods Act, 1950 and the Drugs (Control) 
Act, 1950-the ·object of each of which is to regulate the production, 
supply, distribution and prices of certain commodities. Each of 
the three Acts. however. covers different fields and each of them is 
to remain in force for different durations. While the methods of 
control envisaged by the Supply and Prices of Goods Act and the 
Drugs (Control) Act are substantially identical, those envisaged by 
the Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act are entirely diffe
rent. The Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act enables 
controls to be exercised in respect of some specified commodities by 
making Orders for the purpose. The Supply and Prices of Goods 
Act provides 'for the control of certain other -&pecified. goods. the 
list of which can be enlarged by the Central Government by notified 
orders. The Act contemplates the making of separate orders in 
respect of each aspect of control of the various goods whenever 
necessary.- The Drugs (Control) Act relates to control of drugs and 
the scheme of the Act i~ the. same as that of the Supply and Prices 
of Goods Act. The Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act and 
the Supply and Prices of Goods Act extend to the whole of India 
except the State of Jammu and Kashmir. while the Drugs (Control) 
Act extends only to Part C States, the other States having taken 
separate action to make similar laws. The Drugs (Control) Act is 
a permanent Act but the Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) 
Act is to remain in force till the 25th January 1955 only, while the 
Supply and Prices of Goods Act is due to expire on the 14th. 
February 1954. 

36: Whether at any time it is necessary to ~xercise control in 
respect of a particular commodity and if so, to what extent and in 
what form the control should be exercised depends er.tirely upon the 
overall situation regarding that commodity at that time. The com
modities in respect of which control is necessary and the form and 
extent of such control, therefore, keep on changing from time to 
time. It is neither possible nor desirable that legislation should be 
undertaken time and again to provide for contrul of different com
modities as occasion arises. To have a number of laws on the 
subject of control is also confusing. The Committee considers it 
essential that there should be a single permanent and consolidated 
law conferring upon the Central Government reserve powers to. 
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enable the exercise of control over any commodity at any time; such 
law should be sufficiently elastic and comprehensive to meet every 
emergency. 

37. Subject to entry 33 in the Concurrent List, trade and· com
merce within the State and production, supply and distribution of 
goods is, in view of entries 26 and 27 of the State List, normally 
within the exclusive legislative /competence of the State Legfsla
tures. Nevertheless, article 369 of the Constitution has made 
express provision enabling Parliament to make laws, dufing a 
period of five years. from the commencement of the Constitution-. 
with respect to trade and commerce within a State, and the 
production, supply and distribution of, commodities covered by the 
Essential ·supplies (Temporary Powers) Act'.and it is .this provision 
which has made possible the enactment by Parliament relating to 
the Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act notwithstanding 
~ntries 26 and 27 of the State List. However, ·the power to Parlia
ment will cease on the 25th January 1955 and the Essential Supplies 
(Temporary Powers) Act will expire on that day and it would not 
then be possible to have a Central law providing for all aspects of 
control. 

38. It would no doubt be competent for Parliament to enact, with 
reference to entry 34 of the Gnncurrent List, a law to regulate the 
prices of all commodities but such law would not cover other aspects 
of control like production, supply and distribution. 

39. Article 249 of the Constitution also provides an expedient to 
.enable Parliament to legislate with respect to matters in the Statt
List. and it is in accordance with this artide, as has been seen beforE.", 
that Parliament has been able to enact the Supply and Prices of 
Goods Act. However, this expedient is cumbersome and unsatis
factory as the resolution has to be continued year after year if 
the law made by Parliament under this article is to remain in force. 
A resolution had to be passed annually for the last three years to 
provide for the enactment and continuation of the Supplies and 
.Prices of Goods Act which will soon expire if a further resolution is 
not passed. The expedient envisaged by article 250 also is incon
venient. 

40. Entry 33 of the Concurrent List provides a partial solution 
to the problE>m. It enables Parliament to declare by law that the 

-control of. any industries by the Union is expedient in the public 
interest and upon such declaration Parliament becomes competent 
to legislate in regard to trade and commerce in, and the production, 
supply and distribution of, the products of such i.n.dustries. In virtue 
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of entry 52 of the Union List, the Industries (Development and Regu
lation) Act, 1951 was enacted and provision was made for regulating 
the production and distributio~ of articles by undertakings pertam
mg to certain specified industries. The scope of the Act has recently 
been considerably widened by its amendment by the Industries. 
(Development and Regulation) Amendment Act, 19G3 relatable tO· 
entry 33 of the Concurrent List. A new chapter (Chapter IIIB) has. 
been inserted providing for power to control, by Orders to be made 
by the Central Government, supply, distribution, price etc., of articles, 
relatable to industries covered by the Act. The scheme of control 
IS more or less on the lines of the Essential Supplies (Temporary 
Powers) Act. The distinct advantage of this Act" is that it is of 
permanent duration and facilitates control of certain articles even 
after the expiry of the Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act 
and the Supply and Prices of Goods Act. But the Act deals with_ 
articles relatable to certain specified industries only . and hence
cannot take the place of a comprehensive Act which the Committee
have in mind. It does not , and cannot cover many important 
commodities, such as foodstuffs,· the control of which may be neces
sary at some time or the other. 

41. The existing provisions of the Constitution do not ptrmit the
enactment by Parliament of a permanent comprehensive law of 
controls in relation to all commodities. But the need for such a 
law is so urgent and· pressing that the Committee. after carefully 
considering all its pros ·and cons, unhesitatingly make the recom
mendation that the Constitution should be suitably amended tD
confer on Parliament the necessary legislative power. It is impera
tive that the controls of essential commodities ~hould be regulated 
on an all-India basis. If the States are left to adopt their own system. 
of intra-State controls, there is the likelihood of controls in one
)tate operating to the detriment of the neighbouring States. Such 
a position is amply demonstrated by the Control Orders made by 
some of the State Governments in relation to foodstuffs, cattle
fodder and cotton seed in exercise of their delegated powers under 
the Central laws or of their powers under the local laws. We feel 
that it is in the overall interest of the States themselves that con
trols should be exercised under a Central law. We. therefore •. 
recommend that entries 26 and 27 of the State List should be trans-· 
ferred to the Concurrent List to achieve the object in view. 

42. The permanent and comprehensive law to be enacted on the
amendment of the Constitution as recommended by the Committee-· 
should be by and large, on the lines of the Essential Supplies. 
(Temporaiy Powers) Act bu~ sh~uld embra~e all . essential _and, 
scarce commodities. In fact, It m1ght be poss1ble to giVe the des1rect 
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shape to the Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act itself by 
making suitable modifications therein. On the enactment of such 
law, the Drugs (Control) ·Act and Chapter IIIB. of the· Industries 
(Development and Regulation) Act will have to be repealed. 

43. We are not unaware of the difficulties in the way of amending 
the Constitution on the lines indicated in para. 41 above. But, as 
already stated. we have made the recommendation as we are satis
fied that such amendment is to the ultimate good of the country· 
as a whole. If however, it is considered that an outright transfer 
of entries 26 and 27 of the State List. to the Concurrent List is not 
for any reason possible or practicable. the Committe would suggest 
in the alternative that the Constitution should be amended at least 
. to such extent as may be necessary for conferri.ng legislative power 
on Parliament in respect of foodstuffs. cattle fodder. raw cotton, 
cotton seed and other agricultural products. We have pointed out 
in the Chapter on Foodstuffs and Cattle Fodder that controls in 
respect of these commodities must be continued for a considerable 
length of time. The absence of controls on these commodities on 
an all-India basis is bound to react adversely on the economy of 
the country. It is. therefore, in any event absolutely essential that 
Parliament should have the power to legislate :in respect of these 
commodities. In the opinion of the Committee, if entries 26 and 
27 of the State List cannot be transferred to the Concurrent List, 
at least a new entry 33A may be inserted in the Concurrent List 
regarding trade and commerce in, and production, supply and distri
bution of, essential or scarce agricultural products and entries 26 
and 27 in the State List should be made subject to the provisions 
of entry 33A of the Concurrent List as well. 

44. As the Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act, 1946, is 
due to expire on the 25th January, ·1955, it is necessary that action 
recommended by the Committee may haye ~o be ~aken before jha·t 
date. 



CHAPTER V 

ENFORCEMENT oF CoNTROL LAws 

45. Controls are imposed for the attainment of certain objective~ 
for example, maintaining or increasing supplies, securing their equit 
able distribution and availability at fair prices, etc. The objective. 
can be attained only-if the control laws are scrupulously observed b; 
all concerned in letter and in spirit. Observance of laws, in turn 
depends upon their strict enforcement. The penal provisions in 1 

law are primarily aimed at securing the observance of the law: thE 
subject is wa!"ned that he would be inviting a penalty if he dodge: 
the law. However, in practice, detection, investigation and trial o 
offences-and not merely provision for punishment of offences-pia~ 
a vital part in making the law a success or failure. In the followin~ 
paragraphs, the Committee wishes to examine the va·rious matter~ 
which are relevant for the successful working of the control laws. 

46. Penalties and Punishmen.ts.-The penal provisions in the threE 
existing control laws are p;-ovided in Sections 7, 7A, 8, 9 and 10 o: 
the Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act, Sections 14 and 1~ 
of the Supply and Prices of Goods Act and Sections 13 and 14 of thE 
Drugs (Control) Act. Under the Essential Supplies (Temporary 
Powers) Act the nature of punishment as well as· the maximurr. 
punishment are varying: for offences relating to cotton textiles thE 
punishment prescribed is both imprisonment for a term extending tc 
three years and a fine, for offences relating to hoarding of foodstuffs. 
the punishment is imprisonment extending to seven years and a fim 
not less than 20 times of the ·value of the foodgrains found in posses· 
sion of the offender, while for other offences relating to foodstuffs the 
punishment is imprisonment extending to three years and a firie 
though a sentence of fine only can be awarded for reasons to be re
corded in writing. Offences relating to commodities other than cottor 
te~tUes and foodstuffs are punishable with imprisonment extending tc 
three years or with fine or with both. Under the Supply and Price~ 
of Goods . Act as well as under the Drugs (Control) Act the punish· 
ment prescribed is imprisonment for three years or fine or both bu1 
the punishment of imprisonment is compulsory for hoarding offence~ 

·under the Supply and Prices of Goods Act. All the three Acts pro-
vide for forfeiture of property in respect_ of which the offence i~ 
committed. Attempts and abetments are made punishable under the 
Essential Supplies {Temporary Powers) Act but not under the other 
two Acts. 
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47. To the Committee's question as to whether the provi_sions con
tained in the three Acts in regard to the penalties are adequate and are 
having any deterrent effect, the replies received from the various 
interests are not uniform. The State Governments consider the pro
visions adequate but point out that the Courts do not take a serious 
view of the breach of control laws, with the result that the offenders 
e>scape lightly. They observe that even in cases which call for 
deterrent punishment the offenders are let off with small fines and 
that where the sentences of imprisonment is obligatory, imprisonment 
till the rising of the Court only is awarded. The representatives of 
the Trade Unions are of the view that both the penalties provided 
in the Acts and the punishments awarded are inadequate. Their 
main criticism as regards the punishments awarded is ·that while the 
big offenders either secure acquittals, or receiv;e light punishments, the 
petty offenders are dealt with severely. Some of the individuals who 
appeared before the Committee stated that the general impression is 
"that contravention of the control orders is not visited by the same 
.severe punishment as offences under other laws. The view he_ld 
generally by the Chambers of Commerce and Trade Associations is 
just· the opposite: some of the Chambers of Commerce consider that 
the penalties provided are excessive and out of proportion· to the 
gravity of offences. One State Gove.rnment expressed itself in favour 

--<lf prescribing one month's simple imprisonment as the. minimum 
punishment for control offences. Another suggested that the goods 
<Of a ·black-marketeer should be·· confiscated and handed over to some 
who would be in a position to run the business in the commodity. 
The representatives of Trade Unions suggest that imprisonment should 
be compulsory and even whipping may be prescribed for certain 
·serious offences. 

48. Our view is 'that no useful purpose would be served by fixing 
the maximum imprisonment at more than three years for any offence 
against the control laws. Though the offence of hoarding of foodstuffs 
is punishable with seven years' imprisonment, no case· has· come to 
our notice in which punishment of imprisonment of even three years 
has been awarded. On the other hand. the provision for imprison
ment upto seven years has made the offence triable exclusively by a 
·Court of Sessions and has introduced delaying and expensive pro
cedure and also other avoidable complications. 

49. We do not consider it necessary to provide that imprisonment 
~hould be compulsory in respect of any offences or that the penalties 
of both imprisonment and fine should be awarded in any specified 
-cases. The nature of offences against control laws is such that a 
wooden rule in the matter of punishment is not desirable. We should 
leave it to the Courts to determine the form and extent of punishment 
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in each case on its .merits and are. therefore, in favour of a provision 
that all offences against control laws should be punishable with im
-prison:nent for a term extending to three years or with fine or with 
both. Such a provision introduces simplicity and uniformity with
out in any way sacrificing the desired effects of penalties. We do not 
think tha~ whipping should be prescribed as a- penalty. We are or 
the opinion that attempts to contravene and abetments of contraven
tion of the control laws should also be made punishable. 

50. The provisions relating to offences by corporations have come· 
in for special criticism by the Chambers of Commerce and Trade 
Associations. · 'l;'hei,r criticism was mainly against Section 9 of th~, 
Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act which provides that every 
director, man~ger, secretary or other officer or agent of a ccrporation 
shall be deemed to be guilty of the offence committed by the corpora
tion and throws on them the onus of proving. that the offence was 
committed without his knowledge or .. that he exercised all due dilig
ence to preven:t tl;le commission of the offence; . These provisions are 
analogous to the provisions contained in the Defence of India Rules 
but it was urged that while such provisions may have been necessary 
during war time, they involve unjustified hardship now. The corres
ponding,provisions in Section 15 of the. Supply and Prices of Goods 
Act are different,: under these provisions the presumption of guilt· 
'Irises only in respect of persons who, during the relevant period, were 
·n charge of and were responsible to the corporation for the conduct 
of the business of the establishment in or in relation to which the 
offence is committed. The other officers of the cor:Poration are liable 
only if it is proved that the offence has- been committed with their 
consent or connivance, or is attributable to any neglect on their part. 
T:be Drugs (Control) Act follows the pattern of the Essential Supplies 
(Temporary Powers) Act. We have carefully considered the question 
:md are of the opinion that it would be unjust to presume that every 
one connected with the affairs of a corporation is guilty and that, 
therefore, the provisions of Section 15 of the Supply and Prices of 
Goods Act are more suitable and should be adopted in all control: 
laws. 

51. It was suggested by some that it is not desirable to take every· 
contravention of the control laws to a court of law, as such a procedur~ 
ir.volves delays ind also does not end in deterrent punishment. We
were urged to consider the advisability of punishing certain classes; 
Df petty offences by administrative action: it was stated that trifling, 
offences can be dealt with effectively and expeditiously by administer
mg warnings and confiscating property, while even some serious 
offences like profiteering can· be adequately punished deterrently as: 
bv cancelling licences and confiscating property. We do not, however,. 
lhink that the established course of justice should be short-circuited_ 
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Power to deal with petty offences administratively brings in its wake· 
certain undesirable complications. -It is likely to be abused at lower 
levels and lead to corruption and favouritism. · Penalties like suspen-
sion or cancellation of licence and confiscation of property might often 
be incommensurate with the nature of the offence. Administrative 
action might also i~vite criticism and charges of malice or caprice. 

\ 

52. Investigation of O.ffences.-Investigation of offences against the-
control laws is generally regulated ·bY the provisions qf the Code of 
Criminal Procedure. But Section 3(2)(j) of the. Essential Supplies 
(Temporary Powers) Act enabl~s making of orders relating to search 
or seizure. Like provisions appear in Section 1~ of the· Supply and 
Prices of Goods Act but the powers of search .and seizure _cannot, 
under that Section, be conferred on an ·officer ~elow the rank of an 
Inspector of Police. The power of investigation of offences under the 
Drugs (Control) Act is vested under Section 15 of that Act on officers. 
of or above the rank of an Inspector of Police and only those officers
are given the right of search and seizure under Section 16. 

53. Some of the State Governments represented that the provisions. 
relating to search and seizure in the Supply and Prices of Goods Act 
and the Drugs (Control) Act operate as a severe handicap. They have 
to depend upon officers of and above the rank of police officers whose, 
s'ervices are not readily availabl~; .• with the result that by the time
action is taken the offenders destroy all traces of evidence and escape. 
In some of the States the number of Inspectors of Police is so limited: 
that they cannot cope with the duties relating to control laws in addi
tion to their normal duties. It was also suggested by some States 
that officers other than of the police force may also be empowered to. 
make searches and conduct preliminary investigations. For example~ 
officers of the Civil Supplies Department might, it was urged, be 
vested with powers of search and seizure in respect of food offences, 
while Drugs Inspectors and officers of the Medical Department might: 
be empowered to take necessary action in connection with the drugs 
offences. 

54. We agree that it would be very inconvenient if officers not· 
'below the rank of an Inspector of Police alqne are empowered to
investigate any such offences. Under the Cod~ of Criminal Procedure 
every Police Officer in charge of a Police Station has power to investi
gate into all cognisable offences, .many of which are more serious than 
ordinary offences against control laws. We are of opinion that the 
normal procedure provided by the Code of Criminal Procedure may 
be applied to control offences also. Of course, administrative iustruc
t.ions may be issued by the competent authority that certain specified 
classes of control offences should be investigated only by officers or.· 
nr above a specified rank. 
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55. We have given considerable thought to the question whether 
the power of investigation, and in particular the power of search and 
seizure, should be vested in departmental officers .. It was represented 
by ~he Civil Supplies Departments of certain States. that the Police 
Officers do not interest themselves sufficient1y in the investi-gation of 
offences against control laws, the enforcemenf of which is in the 
hands of the departmental staff and it was, therefore, suggested that 
the power of investigation should rest with departmental staff only. 
While we have no objection to such a proposal in principle, our view 
1s that unless departmental officers are properly trained for the pur- . 
pose, they might not discharge their powers of investigation satisfac
torily, with the result that there would remain the likelihood of cases 
failing due to technical defects. In our opinion, a provisio·n empower
ing the Government to make qrders conferring powers of investigation 
of control offences and of .search and seizure on departmental staff 
should find place in all control laws so that it may be used in cases 
where the departmental staff trained to exercise such · powers are - . 
available. 

56. Some of the State Governments complained to us that in the 
inves-tigation of offences for contravention of control laws, they are 
handicapped by the provisions of section 103 of the Code of Criminal 
Procedure which require searches !o be made in the presence of two 
or_ more respectable inhabitants of the locality in which the place to 
be searched is situated. They represented that at times it is difficult 
to get witnesses from the same locality and further that there were 
times when .such witnesses turned hostile after the prosecutions were 
launched. Such a situation, it was stated, is due to the fact that the 
inhabitants of the same locality are naturally sympathetic to or un
willing to implicate their neighbours. It is suggested that it should 
not be ~ade compulsory to call witnesses of the same locality when 
-searches are conducted for offences against control laws. We do not 
· wish to support the suggestion. The procedure laid down in the 
Code of Criminal Procedure is common to all offences and there 1s 

no good- reason why an exception should be made in regard to th~ 
·.:searches made in connection with any particular class of offences. 

57. It was complained before us that proper discretion and dis
-crimination is not exercised in the detection and investigation of 
offences. It was repr,esented that while big offences and offenders 
are overlooked the smaller ones are mercilessly brought to book. It 

-was also represented that many a complaint \s lodged on mere sus-
-p1cion and without proper investigation. Though concrete instances 
-were not brought to our notice, we agree that such a situation, if 
it exists, is not dcsir~bl2. The law must be administered with an '2Vt:n 
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hand, without fear or favour. It should be the responsibility of the 
State Governments to examine such complaints and take suitable
action to remove th~ir causes. To av'Qid the danger of institution of 
prosecutions on frivolous evidence or after half-baked investigations, 
we wou~d recommend that in all important, complicatQd or doubtful 
cases, the previous advice of the Government Advocate should be 
sought bef<>re launching the prosec;~tions. 

58. We wish to record that the enforcement of control laws should 
not operate as a hardship or harassment to the public. It was repre
sented to us that at times the investigation and trial of trivial and 
technical offences entail inconvenience and annoyance dispropor
tionate to the nature of the offences. It was even suggested that no 
action should be taken against such offences. While we do not think 
that the relevant provisions creating such trivial and technical offences 
should be reduced to a dead letter, we emphatically recommend that 
appropriate authorities should make a periodical review of the cases 
in which action has been taken for trivial and technical offences and 
devise ways and means to minimize such hardship or harassment. 
If in any particular class of cases. considerable hardship or harass
ment is inevitable due to any peculiar circumstances. the authorities 
might even consider giving suitable directives to ensure that such 
cases are not unnecessarily dragged to the court provided that such a 
course does not 'really result in a weakening of the system of controls. 

59. Trial of Offences.-Sections 11, 12, 13, 13A, 13B and 15 of the· 
Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act prescribe special proce
dure. in certain respects, for the trial of offences under that Act. It 
is provided that an offence under the Act shall not be taken co~niz
~nce of except on a report in writing of the facts constituting the· 
offence made by a public· servant. The offences are made triable· 
summarily on the request of the prosecution. First Class Magistrates 
and Presidency Magistrates are empowered to pass a sentence of fine 
E-xceeding Rs. 1,000. It is provided that persons accused or convicted 
of food offences ·shall not be released on bail unless the prosecution 
has been given an opportunity to oppose the bail and unless it appears 

. to the court that the accused are not guilty. To expedite disposal of 
r•ases, provision is made for their day to day trial. The burden of 
oroof in certain cases is placed upon the accused. The Supply and 
Prices of Goods Act follows substantially the Essential Supplies 
(Temporary Powers) Act in regard to the cognizance of offences and· 
summary trials and further provides for sanction of specified authori
ties previous to the institution of the prosecution. The Drugs 
(Control) Act provides for such previous sanction but prescribes nO:· 
special procedure in respect of any other matters. 
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60. Loud complaints were heard from many quarters regan::.~ 
-the manner in which the control offences are tried by the' courts of 
~aw. Inordinate delay in the trial of Offences was particularly pressed 
upon us by most of the witnesses. ·It was represented that the provi
.sion for summary trial was not 1n many cases observed and that cases 
were not tried from day to day irt spite of tlie provision of Section 13B 
of the Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act. Protracted trials 
without doubt harass the accused and cause them great inconvenience 
in many respects and it is desirable that the trial of control offences 
is concluded within the minimum possible time. It appears to us that 
the delay in disposal of the control cases is mainly due to pressure of 
work with trying magistrates· and unless that pressure is reduced 
c-onsiderably the trials would not be expedited. We recommend that 
the State Governments be requested to keep a close watch on the 
volume of criminal work and strengthen the magistracy to facilitate 
.quick disposal of the control cases. If there is a tendency to put back 
the control cases to give preference. to cases under ordinary crimina] 
Jaw it should be strongly discouraged. 

61. Suggestio~s were made for appointment of special magistrates 
!or trial of control cases. Such special magistrates are no doubt ap
pointed at many stations but it is obviously not possible to recommend 
the appointment of special magistrates all over the country. They 
may not have enough-work if appointed 'for a small area and it would 
be inconvenient to the public if a larger area is brought within their 
jurisdiction. We would leave it to the State Governments to 
examine the advisability of appointing special magistrates for parti
,cular areas. 

62. We.do not wish to go into the merits of the complaint that 
·punishments awarded by the courts are lenient and incommensurate 
with the nature of offences. If the Enforcement Officers feel that in 

. particular cases or class of cases, any court awards inadequate. 
sentence, the highe·r courts may be moved for enhancement of the 

·sentence so that such higher courts may lay down principles in the 
. matter of awarding sentence for the guidance of subordinate courts. 

63. In our opinion, the special procedural provisions made in the 
Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act are generally sufficient 
and suitable and may be adopted in all control laws. We may, how
ever, point out that the provisions of Section 13B of the Essential 
Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act need not find place in the statute 
.and may be enforced by appropriate administrative checks. 
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64. We are not in favour of the provision that the prior consent or 
.;anciion of any authority is necessary for instituting a prosecution. 
We have recommended elsewhere that in all important, complicated 

·'Or doubtful cases, the advice of the Government Advocate should be 
--obtained before launching the prosecution and in our opinion such 
. .a safeguard is sufficient ·against frivolous prosecutions. If necessary, 
administrative instructions may be issued to the efiect that specified 

--Classes of cases should have the concurrence of Government before 
· they are taken to court. 

. -
65. E'nfo1·cement Machinery.-The present position is that though 

· the police force is generally in charge of the enforcement of control 
laws, the departmental machinery also is on the alert and provides 

·the necessary assistance to the police in the detection and investiga
·tion of control offences. We have suggested elsewhere that there 
would be no objection to train departmental staff for taking the entir~ 
responsibility of detection and investigation of offences. · · 

Until recently the Directorate of Enforcement set up by the Central 
·Government was placed in charge of enforcement of certain control 
·provisions. It was complained to us that this special squad was a 
needless duplication of the enforcement machinery and in fact was 

. 3 factor discouraging to the State Enforcement Department which, 
it was stated, was quite competent to deal with all types of cases. 

'The issue is not a live one now as the Central Directorate of Enforce~ 
rment has been wound up with)effect from 1st Apri11953. 



CHAPTER VI 

IMPROVEMENT- oF THE CoNTROL ·SYSTEM 

66. Suggestions for improving the Control System.-In the lase. 
Chapter, we examined the legal provisions as regards enforcement 
in the three Acts with a view to seeing whether by making the· 
necessary changes the control machinery could be made to worlc 
smoothly.· Certain other suggestions have also been made to us: 
for the improvement of the control system. We propose to refer to· 
these suggestions in this Chapter. 

67. Administration of Controls.-It cannot be denied that con
trols would not serve the purpose for which they are imposed if they
are- not properly administered. An efficient administrat~ve system 
is, therefore, a prerequisite to the proper working of controls. Much 
of the opposition i:o. this country to controls has been based on the 
impression that they have not been properly administered .. It lias: 
been pointed out to us not only by the Chambers of the Commerce· 
and Trade Associations, but also by consumer interests that the 
administrative personnel are inefficient, subject to corruption and are· 
easy prey to evil practices. We nave questioned the State Govern
ments whose representatives appeared before us as regards this· 
criticism. Opinion is unanimous among them that the inefficiency 
of the administrativ'e personnel is due to the fact that the bulk or
the staff has been recruited on a purely temporary basis. Due. 
therefore, to the temporary nature of their employment, the tempta
tions for corruption are very great. 

68. The Committee note with regret that, although the un
desirability of using temporary personnel for purposes of control has 
been repeatedly emphasised, yet, most of the control offices are 
staffed by people who can at any time be given a month's notice of 
discharge. Without a real effort to remedy the situation, the ad
ministration is not likely to improve. The practice of recruiting 
temporary hands to fill posts in control offices as and when they are 
opened means that these offices have a pletfiora of men who to start 
with have no experience of administration and are not even familiar 
with the ordinary routine of Government offices. ·The fact that they 
~re temporary also eru::ourages them, not unnaturally, to look for
other opening of a more secure character. They cannot, therefore,-. 
give to their work the undivided attention that it deserves. There 
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may even be a tendency among some of them to seek employment: 
in the very firms they have to deal with in the day-to-day adminis
tration of the controls. 

69. All these are serious matters. The irritation and dissatisfac
tion which people feel about inefficient administration often leads 
them to the conclusion that controls are bad or that controls lead ta 
maladministration, favouritism or worse. The Committee consider 
that even though the posts sanctioned in control offices may be tern• 
porary ones-and there is no reason why the sanction should be 
limited to a few months at a time-the incumbents could well be 
drawn from the permanent services and such temporary recruit
ment as takes place should be in the resultai;lt vacancies. In other 
words. if it is inevitable that a certain percentage of Government 
servants should be temporary hands, it would be far more desirable 
to have an even balance between temporary and permanent people 
in all the Government Departments than to follow the present 
system of concentrating the temporary men in the control offices. 
Secondly, in the matter of retrenchment, we understand that when• 
ever the volume of work in any particular control office goes down~ 
the axe falls on the juniormost members of that office even though 
in another Central Government office, there may be still more 
junior men who continue. We think it very undesirable that a feel
ing should be created in the stcrlf engaged in control offices that the 
tenure of. their appointment is dependent. upon their prolonging 
their work. This destroys the impetus to efficiency, hampers a ready_ 
readjustment in controls as and when circumstances warrant and is 
not conducive to the speedy disposal of work. Here again the solu
tion lies in looking at the problem, not from a departmental angle 
but from a wider point of view. If a common ·roster of temporary 
Government servants is maintained by the Central- and State Gov
ernments respectively, then, if work in a particular control office 
goes down, the resultant retrenchment should be evenly borne by all 
offices and the man who has taken the pains to reduce the volume 
of work will not find himself out of job as a result. 

70. Advisory Committees.-The present controls qave been im
posed mainly for the purpose of equitable distribution of essential 
commodities to consumers at reasonable prices. For the purpose of 
achieving this objective, the producers, dealers and other traders,. 
and also the consumers have io be subject to certain ·restrictions_ 
Whether the controls have been working well and without detri
ment to the various interests concerned can be known only by con
sulting them. Some sort of machinery e.g., Advisory Committees,. 
would therefore, appear to be necessary .. In the Advisory Commit
tees. the producer, the dealer. the consumer and also other interests 
23 M of C&I 
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(:an be brought together for an exchange of views. From the delibe
::rations of these Advisory Committees, the authorities would be able 
io know what sort of difficulties are being experienced bv the vari
•ous interests and steps can then be taken to remedy them. 

71. Opinion of most of the interests that· the Committee consult
-ed was in favour of the appointment of Advisory Committees at the 
Centre, in the States and in the DistriCts. Some of tlie State Gov
-ernments, Chambers of Commerce as well as certain individuals 

. ' however, . expressed themselves against the appointment of these 
CoJ?mittees. We would like to observe that these Advisory Com
mittees are not new, for they already. exist in many of the States. 
In some of the States in addition to the State Committees, there 
are Advisory Committees in the Districts. Committees for specific 
commodities also exist in some of the States. We were told that the 
working of some of these Committees had not been satisfactory. If 
these Committees are to be really useful;the choice of personel must 
be very carefully made. Only such people should be selected who 
.are capable of fairly representing the broader issues affecting their 
Tespective groups and can be trusted not to use their membership 
of the Committees for furthering their personal interests. The 
District Committees in each State need not be many; one Committee 
·Can serve the interest of several Districts. The representatives 
.of the interests, viz., producers, dealers and consumers should 
have representation on the Committees. It was suggested 

io the Committee that representation should also be given to Kisan 
Sabhas, Trade Unions, Co-operative Societies, etc. These represent 
mainly consumers and representatives of such suitable organisa
tions should be included in the Advisory Committees without how
·ever making the size of the Committees too large. These Commit
tees should meet as often as possible and review the working of the 
.controls in their area. As regards Advisory Committees to assis_t the 
·Central Government, such Committees for specific commodities al
ready exist. For example, there is the Cotton Textiles and Cotton 
Yarn Committees, and the Coal Advisory Board. For some of the 
jmportant commodities, such as cotton textiles, iron arid steel, and 
..coal, it may be advisable to have separate Advisory Committees. It 
would be a good idea of a summary of recommendations of the Central 
·and State Advisory Committees and the action taken thereon is 
placed before the respective Legislatures once every year. 

72. Simplification .of Control Laws.-When controls were intro
·duced during the war period, the various Control Orders liad to be 
inevitably issued as and when exigencies of the situation demanded. 

Naturally, it was not possible to pay attention to the systematiza
tion of the Orders. Due to abnormal conditions prevailing in the 
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'im~diate post-war period, the position remained much the same. 
The result has been that numerous Orders and Notifications cover .. 
ing different aspects of controls have been in force from time to 

1ime. At one stage there were as many as seven Orders regulating 
'the control of c<;>tton textiles and the Notifications issued thereunder 
were almost countless. The existence of a large number of Orders 

;and Notifications in respect of a commodity obviously tends to create 
confusion: it becomes difficult for the common man to keep himself 
informed of the Orders on Notifications in force from time to time' 
and the administration of .control laws also becomes complicated. 
Now that the controls are to be continued, especially as an essen .. 
tial feature of the nation's planned economy, it is· necessary to 
evolve a system of control.laws easily intelligible to every one con
cerned. 

73. We have recommended jn an earlier Chapter that there 
·should be a single comprehen~ive Act to provide for controls in res-: 
pect of all commodities. We are further of the view that the pro-' 
visions regarding the various- aspects of control relating to a c-om
modity should be made in a single Order under such Act. The prac-. 
tice of making different Orders to cover different aspects of control 
relating to a commodity should be discontinued. If necessary, the' 
Order may be divided into several Parts so that the various aspects 
{)f the control may be separately dealt with jn differen~ Parts. 

74. We realise the necessity of·'amending the Orders and Notifi
cations from time to time but it appears to us that with greater care 
and imagination it should be possible to reduce the number of. 
amendments. Frequent amendments not only confuse the public 
but the administration as well. It becomes difficult for all concern-. 
ed to know the correct up-to-date position of any Order or Notifica
tion at a given point of time. The position becomes more difficult as 
the Orders and Notifications are not reprinted from time to time 

· incorporating the various amendments and the information re
garding the nature and number of amendments is not easily avail"' 
able. We have to regretfully mention here that the Committee had 
a difficult task in obtaining a list of all the Notifications issued 
under the various Orders. Even officers in charge of administration 
of some of the commodities subject to control were found to be no:t 
'Sure of the up-to-date position of the various Orders and Notifica-
tions. The inconvenience which the public must be experiencing can 
be easily imagined. · 

75. The lack of any definite system- in numbering the various 
(Orders and Notifications and amendments thereto also contributes· 
largely to the confusing state of the control ~laws. For example, in 
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the case of the Iron and Steel (Control of Production and Distribt.!.. 
tion Order, the main Order is simply described as No. 315 and amend
ments thereto made· for example, on 12th September 1950, 3rd 
May 1951, and 21st August 1951, have been numbered as No. 1(!)-
42(62), SC(A)-4(59) and SRO 1292 [File No~ SC(A)-4(53)J respective
ly; such a method of numbering is hardly helpful to the public. 

76. The Committee recommends that a sound system of number
ing the Orders and Notifications and amendments thereto should be· 
evolved so that every one concerned can easily become aware of the
up-to-date position of the control laws. The Committee suggests, for 
example, that the Order relating to raw cotton may be numbered · 
"Ess.Sup./Cotton". "Ess.Sup" would stand for the Act under which 
the Order is made (Essential Supplies Act) and "Cotton" indicates 
the commodity in respect of which .the Order is made. The amend
ments to tbe Order should be numbered as "E'ss.Sup./Cotton/ Am 
(1)", Ess.Sup./Cotton/ Am(2) ancl so on. ·In numbering the Notifi
cations issued under any clause of any Order, the number of the· 
clau~e should be indicated. Accordingly, a Notification under clause-
3(i) of the Order relating to cotton should be numbered as "Ess.Sup_ 
/Cotton-3(i)". Amendments to the Notification should be numbered: 
as "Ess.Sup./Cotton/3(i)/Am(1), Ess.Sup./Cotton/3(1)/Am(2) and 
so on. 

We strongly recommend that each office in charge of the ad
ministration of controls should maintain master copies, brought up
to-date, of the Control Orders and Notifications with which it may 
be concerned and a complete list of an· amendments to such Orders 
and Notifications. 

· 77. We have reproduced in Appendix IV the various Orders and: 
Notifications issued under the Essential Supplies (Temporary Po
wers) Act, 1946, now in force after incorporating all the amendments. 
thereto.' They would give the public the correct picture of the latest 
position regarding the controls under tliat Act. In accordance with! 
our recommendation that" there should be a single Order relating to 
a commodity and a single main Notification relating to a clause in 
.the Order, many of the Orders and Notifications in Appendix IV 
will have to be consolidated. We have suggested in Appendix V 
the drafts of such consolidated Orders and Notifications. We sug-
gest that the various Orders relating to prohibition or regulation of 
forward contracts, futures and options, should be withdrawn and 
appropriate action in that direction should be taken under the For
ward Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1952. We have, therefore, not 
taken into account these Orders in preparing the drafts of the con- . 
solidated orders. 
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i8. In our opmwn, the consolidated Orders and Notifications in 
.Appendix V should be reissued and the otlier Orders_ and Notifica
tio!ls which do not. require consolidation should be reprinted as 
brought upto date in Appendix IV and in doing so the system of 
.numbering suggested above should be adopted. 

As we are recommending ~lsewhere that t~e controls under the 
Drugs (Control_) Act should be. totally removed ar.d ·as the Supply 
.and Price of Goods Act is due to expire soon, we· have not l'tream
:lined the Notifications under those two Acts. 

79. Simplification of Forms and Re.turns.-Under some of the Con
trol Orders, provision is made for the submission of certain Returns 
:in prescribed forms regularly to the specified: authorities. Repre
sentatives of the· Chambers of Commerce and 'l'rade Associations 
were strongly of the view that such Returns ate too numerous and 
many of them are quite unnecessary. It was also pointed out by them 

'that much valuable time was taken up 'in completing the Forms. 
In the case of the textile industry, it was complained to us by repre
.sentatives of the Bombay Millowners' Association when we examin
ed them in January 1953 that as many as 577 Returns had to be 
:submitted annually, and the Mills have to maintain separate staff 
tor preparing the Returns. It was also stated that many of the Forms 
·were cumbrous and too detaflec1.information was required. In our 
·view, the number of Forms should be considerably reduced and 
made less cumbrous and the Returns should riot be too frequent. At 
ihe same time, it is essential that a certain minimum number of 
Forms and Returns are necessary for the maintenance of up-to-date 
statistical information in regard to the productioR, movement etc. 
·of articles relating to particular industries. In the formulation· of 
the control policy, this information is useful and representatives of 
'Chambers of Commerce and others agree with this view. 

80. The Committee apprehends that certain Forms and Returns 
-prescribed for a special situation are unwittingly allowed to conti
nue even after their utility has ceased. To avoid such a position, 
it is desirable that the Ministries concerned should make suitable 
:arrangements for a periodical rev1ew of the Forms and Returns 
:.and weed out such of them as may be no longer necessary. 

81. Publication of Contra! Laws.-In the· opinion of the Commit
tee the present method of publishing the Orders and Notifications 
m the Official Gazette is inadequate to give full publicity_ to them. ·It 
is essential that the attention of the public thereto should pe drawn 
bv issuing a Press Note containing the _substance ·of the Orders and 
Notifications issued. Wherever possible, such Press Notes may; J>e 
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issued in the regional languages as well. Arrangements should also
exist with the Government of India Press or with other appropriate
agency for booking of orders for the supply of copies of all Orders
and Notifications, so that any one interested would receive by post,. 
on payment of an annual subscription, copies of all Orders and 
Notifications as soon as they are published. In this way it would 
be possible for any one mterested in a particular commodity to keep
himself fully informed of all Orders and Notifications relating: 
thereto without the obligation to study every issue of the Official 
Gazette in detail. 

82, The Committee is further of the view that the various Orders; 
and Notifications, incorporating all the amendments thereto. should: 
be reprinted every year. 

83. Several witnesses _made a suggestion that a Manual of Con
trol Orders including all the Control Laws should be issued. This .. 
however. is not a new suggestion. The late Ministry of Industry ancr 
Supply brought out a Manual of Control Orders in March, 1949_ 
The supplementary lists of corrections and addenda to this Manual 
have been subsequently issued. Howeverl the Manual has by now
become practically out of date. Moreover, the Manual did not con-
tain all the Central Orders and Notifications, for example, those
issued by the Food and Agricultural Ministry and the late Com
merce Ministry.' Some of the States, for example, Uttar Pradesh,. 
Orissa, Bombay and Bhopal, have also brought out Manuals of their 
Control Orders. There is no doubt that a Handbook containing air 
the Control Orders would be very useful to the public. But it is: 
es"sential that the Handbook should be reprinted year after year
after incorporattn,g all the amendments. • As we have suggested! 
that all the Orders and Nofific~tions should be reprinted annually~. 
it should not be difficult to oring out such a Handbook every year_ 
It may also be. considered whe~her· it would be· possible to mak€> 
available· to persons interested in a particular commodity appr~ 
priate parts of the Handbook separately so that they may not have
to purchase the entire volume. The. State Governments should also
similarly publish such Handbook containing the Orders and Notifi
cations issued· by them. 

84. The Distributive System.-The commercial community, espe
cially, were critical of the distributive system which controls have 
brought into being. Their main criticism was that the normal chan
nels of distributive trade have been disturbed by the throwing out or 
business of a large number of experienced wholesale. and retail dea
lers. In their place, a new class of persons who had· no previous 
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experience of trade has been brought in. Their suggestion, ther~ 
fore, was that the normal trade channels should be restored. 

85. What the community has in mind perhaps is the existence of 
the nominee system e.g., in respect of certain commodities like salt: 
and cloth and yarn under which distribution of the commodities in 
question has been effected by some of the State Governments. With. 
regard to certain other commodities, the Co-operat.:.ve organisation. 
has been also utilised for the purpose of the distribution of the com
modities. In sue!?- cases, the normal channels of trade were no doubt 
disrupted and consequently a large number of dealers, commission. 
agents, and other were thrown out of work. The State Governments. 
have expressed the view that distribution through nominees ot• Co
operative Societies enables the distributive system to function effec
tively. There is no doubt that the appointm~nt of these nominees 
has meant the elimination of certain wholesale and other dealers .. 
The State Governments who were questioned by us on this point· 
said that in the appointment of the nominees, every effort was made
to see that really those who were in the line were appointed. Fur
ther, we understand that the reasons for changing· the pattern of 
distribution was that in the earlier years of control, the distributive· 
trade did not fully co-operate and the State Governments had to
step in to ensure proper distribution. Under the existing circums
tances. the State Governments,..appear to favour the continuance of 
the nominee system. While we agree that in the appointment of: 
nominees, care has general!Y been taken to see. that only those in.' 
the line were appointed, it is quite likely· that at times other con
siderations may have affected these appointments. ·So long as con
trols remain and the State Governments prefer to retain the nominee
system, it should be ensured- tfiat at least the appointment of· these
nominees is made in a fair manner and withAhe ultimate object of 
giving the best service ·to the ·consumer. Thus, there can be no
grouse against greater use of Co-operative Societies through who:rn 
distribut:on of certain commodities, e.g., yarn, f;odgrains, etc., has 
heen beneficial to the consumers SUCh as haridloom Weavers, incVJ.S• 
tria 1 workers, etc. 

86. Delegation of Powers.-Section 4· of the Essential Supplies 
(Temporary Powers) Act enables the Central Government to dele-
gate its powers to make orders under section 3 to officers and: 
authorities subordinate to the Central Government and also to
State Governments and officers and authorities subordinate to them~· 
Section 22 of the Supply and Prices of Goods Act also provides . for
similar delegation of the Central Govermnent's Powers under the 
Act, the only difference being that under this provision the Centrnt 
Government· cannot directly delegate the powers · to officers anct 
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authorities subordinate to State Governments but the State Govern
ments are given the power in turn to re-delegate to the officers and 
.authorities subordinate to them the powers delegated to the State 
Governments. Some of the State Governments consider the pro
visions in the Es:sential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act improper 
in so far as the Central Government is enabled to delegate directly 
its powers to officers and authorities subordinate to the State 
Governments and are of the opinion that the delegation should, as 
.ln the Supply and Prices of Goods Act, be in the fi::-st instance in 
favour of the State Governments, who in their turn should have 
·,the power to redelegate the powers to their own oJicers and 
:authorities. We agree that the Central Goverr.ment or officers and 
authorities subordinate to the Centr~al Government should not 
delegate their powers directly to officers and 2.uthorities under the 
State Governments. and the formula adopted by the Supply and 
Prices of Goods Act and also in the Industries (D.::velot:-ment and 
.Regulation) Act is the right one. 

87. In some cases the powers delegated to State G::>Vernments 
:are made exercisable subject to the concurrence of the Central 
·Government. Some of the State Governments complained that the 
-!;ondltion regarding the concurrence of the Centr::1l Governme,1t is 
inconvenient as in emergent situations it becomes difficult to obtain 
the concurrence of the Central Government in time. In fact. it was 
-complained to us that even in normal circumstances the concur
Tence of the Central Government is sometimes delayed for a long 
i.ime. Instances were quoted before us in which thP- Central Govern
ment :1ad failed to give the concurrence for more than six months. 
In the opinion of the Committee. the condition of concurrence of 
the Central Government is necessary to enable the Central Govern
mcr:t to satisfy itself that the delegated powers are not exercised by 
the State Governments in a manner detrimental to the interests of 
the neighbouring States and also of the country as a whole. How
-E-"~·er. we recommend that the Central Government should see that 
~here is no delay in' giving or withholding its concurrence. 

88. It has come to our notice that the State Governments approach 
the Central Government for delegation of certain powers to meet 
a specified emergent situation but the delegated powers are exer
cised and the orders made in exercise of those' delegated powers are 
continued in force even after the situation has changed. This makes 
it imperative to provide in each case that the delegation of powers 
and the orders made pursuant thereto shall be operative for speci
fied periods only. It should be for the State Governments to 
approach the Central Government in good time and obtain fresh 
delegation if it is considered necessary that their powers or the 
~rders made by them should continue for a longer period. 
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It is necessary to rt!view the various delegations of power now 
·in existence. With that end in view, we suggest that all delegations 
-should be withdrawn with six months' notice and the States should 

·<>e asked to approach the Central Government afresh for delegation 
."';f powers within that period so that the question of delegation would, 
:be re-examined. 



CHAPTER VII 

FIXATION OF PRICES 

_ 89. Price Control.-ln the effective working of controls, fixatiom 
of prices plays an important part. While the main purpose of" 
controls during the war period was the direction of production for
th~ prosecution of the war, yet it was the policy of Government. 
to keep prices- in check and thereby to enable the consumers to 
obtain essential goods at reasonable prices. With the cessation of~ 
hostilities, controls .had to be continued for the equitable distribution.. 
of commodities in short supply and for keeping prices in check_ 
This objective has been still kept in view. Price control is, in fact •. 
one of the most important aspect of controls. 

90. Types of Price Control.-The commodities which· are subject: 
to price control will be referred to when we shall deal with the· 
controls on specific commodities. But we shall, at this stage, refer
to the different types of price controls in this country and the basis~ 
on which the prices are fixed.· As regards the types of price· 
controls, there are three main types, viz., (i) ceiling or maximum. 
prices, (ii) fixed prices, and (iii) ceiling and floor prices. 

91. Under the first type of control. ceiling or maximum prices-::. 
are fixed for the commodities concerned, and though the commodi
ties can be sold below these prices, it is an offence if they are sold:. 
above these prices. Under the second type, when the prices for_ 
goods are fixed at a certain" figure they can be sold only at the· 
c'fixed" price, and selling above or below this "fixed" price is pro
hibited. When ceiling and floor prices are fixed, liberty is given t(). 
sell the goods at any price below the ceiling and above the floor· 
prices fixed. 

92. In general, the practice is to prescribe a maximum price. 
Thus. most of the articles under the Supply and Prices of Goods 
Act and also under the Drugs (Control) Act are subject to ceiling 
prices. Obviously, the fixation of a ceiling price is not an. easy 
project. On the one hand, it has to give to the producer a reason
able margin over and above his costs: otherwise production v•ould 
suffer and the consumer would be no better off. On the other hand. 
a liberal ceiling is likely to hurt the consumer because with controls. 
the general tendency is for goods to sell at the maximum prescribed 
price and not below it-although there is no legal bar to sales;-; 
below the ceiling price. 

42 
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93. The system of having a fixed price is not very popular 
because it means that even if the producer is prepared to sell below 
a certain price, the law would not permit him to do so.· Resort to 
the system of a fixed price is only necessary in those rare cases 
where the interests-both of the consumer and of the producer
require special protection. Thus. in the case of coal. fixed prices 
have been prescribed by law so that on the one hand, the con
sumer is not charged a higher price and, on the other, producers 
are not forced to, reduce their price which cut-throat competition 
among them would lead to in the absence of .control. 

94. The system of prescribing both a ceiling and a floor price has 
the advantage of looking after the interests. of the consumer and the 
producer alike while leaving a margin within which prices can .. 
adjust from day to da'y according to demand . and supply. The basic 
purpose behind such a system is that while the consumer is assured. 
that he will not be charged a price above the ceiling. the producer-· 
also has the confidence that there would be no danger, if he increased 
his production full-blast, of his prices going d·own below the floor 
level. For such a system to· be effective Government must be 
prepared to enter the market and give support to prices if they 
tend to fall below the floor. Obviously, such a responsibility can 
only· be assumed in the case of only the most important commo
dities and the main instance of this type of control is to be found in 
cotton. 

95. Basis of Price Fixation.-It will be seen from what has. been 
stated above that one of the main "'factors which contribute to the 
success of a scheme of price controls is the choice of the current 
price to be prescribed by law. In quite a few instances prices have 
been fixed on what is k~own as the "cost plus" formula. In other 
words, cost, either of the importer or of the manufacturer, has been 
taken as the basis and the addition of a reasonable margin of profit 
has been authorised to cover the wholesaler and the retailer. In 
the case of important industries. the Tariff Board-and later the 
Tariff Commission-has been asked to make enquiries into v.'hat 
would be the fair price for particular commodities. Thus. the 
system of price control on cotton yarn and cloth has been worked 
on the basis of a formula given by the late Tariff Board; Other 
commodities for which the Tariff Board or Tariff Comm-ission has 
made similar recommendations include super-phosphates, steel, 
etc. In the case of the Supply and Prices of Goods Act, the prices 
prevailing on the 15th June 1950, i.e., before the outbreak of the 
Korean War, were taken as the base and subsequent adjustments 
were allowed on the basis of proved variations in costs. This 
fiystem of accepting prices in a particular year as reasonable and 
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<the>n giving allowances for known variations has been applied 
1o other commodities also. 

96. Views of Chambers of Commerce and State Government on 
the Fixation of Prices.-The Chambers of • Commerce and the 
Trade Associations emphasized that the prices fixed should give a 
normal return to the manufacturer, or the agricultural producer or 
the importer. Some of the representatives of the Chambers of 
Commerce and Trade Associations stated to us that prices are c·ften 
fixed arbitrarily without taking into account the cost of production 
or landed cost and .the margin of profit to the manufacturer, agri
culturist or importer and the wholesale or retail dealers. though no 
pdrticular instances were pointed out. In the case of the Supply 
and Prices of Goods Act, they referred to the fact that it was 
prescribed that the maximum prices of certai::J. articles would _ be 
the price prevalent on the 15th June 1950. · Their criticism was 
that it was not possible to determine beyond doubt as to. what the 
ruling prices on that day were, and thus there was a good deal of 
vagueness and uncertainty in the minds of everybody .. Some of 
the State Governm"ents who commented mainly on the prices of 
foodgains were of the view that some sort of parity between 
neighbouring States 0ught to be maintained in thing the procure
ment prices. They, therefore, suggested that divergence of procure
ment prices should be minimised. They also felt that the margin 
between the procurement and the issue prices should be kept within 
narrow limits. 

97. Some of the witnesses who appeared before us referred to 
the fact that in the case of the Supply and Prices of Goods Act, the 
maximum prices fixed for certain articles were higher than the 
market prices now prevailing with the result that the fixation of 
maximum prices served no purpose. In the case of the Drugs 
(Control) Act also, witnesses pointed out that many of the drugs 
were now sold at well below the controlled prices. 

98. Revision of Prices.-If the price control is to work effective
ly and serve the purpose for which it is intended, then the need for 
constant revision of prices would a.rise with variations in the cost 
of production or the landed cost of the articles in question. At 
present, for example, in the case of the articles covered by the 
Supply and Prices of Goods Act, the ceiling prices are periodically 
reviewed, takin"g into account the reports from the State Govern
ments, any variations in the landed costs of imp0rted articles and 
other factors. While the importance of periodical revlSlon of 
prices is obvious, there are certain disadvantages also in frequent 
changes in prices. If prices are revised downwards at short notice, 
some of the dealers who have large stocks purchased at higher 
prices may be ced with difficulty. 
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It is not possible for us to suggest any particular 'principle or 
procedure for the fixation of prices for all types· of commodities. 
In fact, the considerations governing different types of. goods are 
necessarily different. Thus, in the case of imported goods, all' that 
can be controlled really is the margin of profit of the importer and 
the distributor in India and not the basic price at which goods are 
imported. In the case of manufactured articles, unless the price 
of the raw material is controlled, it is virtually impossible to main
tain a price ceiling for the finished article. Agam, if the price. of 
the raw material is controlled but not that of a commodity which 
can be produced in place of that particular faw material, there 
would be every danger of production being diverted to channels 
over which there is no control. The net long-term effect cf such 
policy might well be to reduce the supply of the commodity whieh 
is considered more essential. In the last analysis, the success of a 
policy of price control does not depend on the effectiveness of the 
punitive measures behind it, but on the reasonableness of the 
prices fixed. All that we can say on the subject here is th~t when
~ver it is necessaryrto control prices by law, every effort should be 
made to make a thorough examination· of all the factors involved, 
to assess the long-term effects of the policy no less than its imme
diate effects and to ensure that the policies followed in allied 
economic fields are not such as to undermine the effectiveness of 
the control measures. If pdc~ ..• control is to be successful, the prices 
fixed must be fair not only from the-point of view of the consumer, 
but also of the producer and the distributor. 



. CHAPTER VIII 

"THE EssENTIAL SuPPLIES (TEMPORARY PoWERs) AcT, 1946 

Foodstuffs and Fodder 

99, Commodities subject to Control and the existing Control 
•:Orders.-We propose now to take up for examination the existing 
,.controls on various commodities and shall take up first those on 
·foodstuffs and fodder. The commodities in, this category subject to 
·control and the Control Orders issued by the Central Government 
-1n respect of them are detailed below:-

(1) Foodgrains. 

(i) The Foodgains (Futures and Options) {Prohibitiop,) Order, 
1946. 

(ii) The Flour (Use in Soap Making) (Prohibition) Order, 
1946. 

' 
•(iii) The Foodgrains (Licensing and Procurement) Order, 

1952. 
-(iv) The Rajasthan Gram and Gram Products (Export Con

trol) Order, 1953. 
;(v) The Gram and Gram Products (Export Control) Order, 

1953. 
:(vi) Order No. PY.620(ii)/52-53. dated the 18th May 1953 

prohibiting the manufacture of 'Fines' from indigenous 
wheat. 

~2) Sugar. 

(i) The Sugar and Gur Control Order, 1950. 

(ii) The Sugar and Gur (Futures and Options Prohibition) 
Order, 1951. 

(iii) Order No S.R.O. 1988 dated the 2nd December 1952; 
{iv) Order No. S.R.O. 2073, dated the 18th December 
1952: and (v) Order No. S.R.O. 38, dated the 6th 
January 1953, regarding exercise of control over cer
tain sugar JP.ills by the Central Government for main
taining the production and supply of sugar and appoint
ment of the authorized controller therefor. 

46 
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(3) Fruit Products. 
The Fruit Products Order. 1948. 

;(4) Skim Milk. 
(i) The Bombay Skim Milk Powder (Control on Distribution 

-and Movement) Order,- 1952. (Replaced by Order 
No. M.C./M-50/B, dated the 20th April 1953. issued by· 
the Bombay Government). 

(ii) Order No. S.R.O. 1606 dated the 13th September · 1952. 
delegating power to the Bombay State Government to 
impose controls on milk and milk products. 

(5) Spices. 
The Spices (Forward Contracts Prohibjtion) Order. 1944. 

(6) Onions. 
The Onions (Removal of Control) Order, 1952. 

~7) Oilseeds, Oils, Oilcakes and Cattle Fod~er. 
(i) The Oilseeds (Forward Contracts Prohibition) Order, 

1953. 
(in The Vegetable Oils ana Oilcakes (Forward Contracts 

Prohibition) Order, 1944. 
:(iii) The Vegetable Oil P~oducts (Control) Order, 1947. 

- . 1,. 

·(iv) The Oilcakes (Removal of Control) Order, 1952. 
(v) Order No. S.R.O. 1741, dated the 20th October 1952, 

regarding procurement by States of oilcakes produced 
by mills. 

(vi) Order No. S.R.O. 1582, dated the 16th September 1952, 
regarding delegation of powers to the· Bombay State 
to impose controls on cattle fodder. 

{vii) Order No. S.R.O. 1823t dated the 30th October 1952, 
regarding delegation of powers to the Punjab State to 
control the prices, production, movement .and distribu
tion of cattle fodder. 

(viii) Order No. S.R.O. 342. dated the .13th February 1953. 
delegating powers to the State Government to prevent 
indiscriminate establishment of oil mills. 

(8) Cotton Seeds. 

(i) The Cotton Seeas (Removal of Control) Order, 1952. 
(ii) The Cotton Seed (Forward Contracts Prohibjtion) · Order, 

1952. 

{iii) The Cotton Seed (Control) Order, 1952. 
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(9) -Miscellaneous. 

The Perishable (Foodstuffs) (Power of Sale) Order, 1950. 

100. We shall refer to the controls on each of these commodities in' 
turn. 

( 1) FoonGRAINS 

Background of the Control.-In an earlier chapter we have referred. 
to the circumstances under which wheat came to be subject to control 
during the early part of the last war. Even before the outbreak or
the war, India was not self-sufficient in regard to foodgrains, and she 
had to depend on Burma for imports of rice. When imports were cut 
off from that country as a result of the Japanese invasion in the early 
part of 1942, this country was placed in a difficult position regarding 
its food supply. The large purchases by the-British Government for 
the forces in the Middle East added to the difficulties. Various 
measures were, therefore, taken by the Government of India !o meet 
the situation in respect of which reference has been made already. 
Among the measures· taken were the creation of the Department o:f 
Food in December 1952, for ensuring equitable distribution of food
stuffs and the Grow-More-Food campaign. The end of the war did. 
not bring much relief to the food situation, but then with the resump
tion of trade with other countries. it was relatively less difficult to· 
import food. The partition of the country in August 1947, 'increased,. 
however, the deficiency in regard to food supply. In addition to the· 
measures taken to import foodgrain~ from other countries, steps had· 
to be taken to distribute equitably the stocks of foodgrains imported: 
as well as internally procured. Though in recent years, due to the· 
increase in the production of food crops, there has been an improve
ment, the food problem is stfll difficult, necessitating imports of' 
foodgrains from abroad. 

101. The various measures of food control-procurement, rationing, 
price and movement control-are being enforced by State Govern
ments through powers delegated to them under the Essential Supplies; 
(Temporary Powers) Act, 1946. We shall refer below to the Central' 
Orders, six in number, on the subject which are still current. 

(i) The Foodgrains (Futures and Options) Prohibition Order, 1946. 

This Order was first issued under the Defence of India Rules, but 
has been continued under the Essenti~l Supplies (Temporary Powers}· 
Act. The Order applies only to the territodes which formed former 
.British India. 
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modities specified in the Schedule, viz. wheat and gram, is prohibited 
-except with the permission of the Central Government. The Inten
tion of the Order is to check speculative rise in prices. So long as 
food controls ·continue, it is necessary to have these controls not only 
ln respect of wheat and gram but also in respect of other foodgrains.. 
ln. view, however, ~f the passing_ -of the Forward Contracts (Regula
tion) Act, 1952, by Parliament, and_ with its coming int_o force, forward 
contracts in foodgrains.should be regulated under that Act and the 
.Foodgrains (Futux:es and Options) (Prohibition) Order, 1946, should be 
withdrawn. It is understood that some of the Part B States have 
issued similar Orders under their own laws. It would be- desirable 
~o bring these also under the purview of the Forward Contracts 
·(Regulation) Act, 1952. 

. (ii) The Flour (Use in Soap Making) (Prohibition) Order, 1946. 

· 103. This. order· was issued as its name indicates to conserve the 
:zupplies of flour. It extends only to territories which formed former 
British India. Some of the witnesses who appeared before us favour
-ed the withdrawal of this Order. In view of the fact that the restric
!ions on the manufacture, sale and prices of flour from imported 
wheat have been removed. this Order seems to have lost much of 
'its force .. There is, however, stiJ,J some poinu in not allowing flour 
to be used for soap manufacture." When the food situation improves 
further.· the question of the withdrawal of this Order may be 
considered. 

(iii) The Foodgrains (Licensing and Procurement) Order, 1952. 

104. This Order was issued on the 8th July 1952, and has been 
brought into force in all States (except Assam and Bhopal, because 
in these two States the existing control Orders as recently modified 
contain all the provisions of the Control Order). The foodgrains 
'Covered are wheat, paddy, rice, jowar, bajra, maize, barley, minor 
millets and gram including their edible products. The main features 
()f the Order are as follows:-

A-Licensing of deaLers in foodgrains. 

Under clause 3 of the Order, no person can engage in the 
business of purchase, sale or storage fo'r sale of foodgrains except 
under a licence issued by a State Government.· Any person who 
-stores more than 15 maunds of foodgrains shall be deemed to have 
-stored it for the purpose of sale. In the case of producers, however, 
this limit is 100 maunds. 
:23 M of C&I 
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B-Procurement of foodgrains. 

Clause 10 empowers a State Government to procure foodgrains 
from any person at a specified price. The specified price should, 
however, not exceed (a) the procurement price in existence before 
the 30th April, 1952, or (b) if any procurement price has been fixed 
after this date, but before the extension of the Order to the State,. 
the procurement price plus a sum not exceeding 10 per cent. in 
either case. · 

The other provisions deal with powers to seize foodgrains, power 
to enter and search premises, etc. 

In view of the fact that the overall deficit in foodgrains still per
~ists, and so long as there are transport difficulties and also the
possibilities of recurring famines and local scarcities resulting from 
natural calamities, continuation of this Order and other subsidiary 
Orders appears to be essential. The question as to what should be
done after the expiry of the Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) 
Act, has, however, been discussed elsewhere. 

(iv) The Rajasthan Gram and Gram Products (Exvort Control) 
Order, 1953. 

and 

(v) The Gram and Gram Products (Export Control) Order, 1953. 

105. Under clause 3 of the Rajasthan Gram and Gram Products 
(Export Control) Order. 1953, which was issued on the 19th March 
1953. the export of gram or gram products from Rajasthan is pro
hibited except under permits. Clause 5 provides that a State 
Government may allow an applicant to export 60 per cent. of the 
gram or gram products intended for export, and as regards the 40 
per cent. balance, the applicant may be required to sell the whole 
or a part of it to the State, in the case of gram at Rs. 10 per maund, 
and in the case of gram products at the rate of Rs. 10 per maund 
plus the normal-charges for converting gram into the ~ram proaucts 
in question. The Gram Products (Export. Control) Order. 1953, was 
issued on the 21st April 1953. Under clause 3 of the Order, the ex
port of gram and gram products from the States of Punjab, Patiala 
and East Punjab States Union. Madhya Bharat, Vindhya Pradesh, 
Bhopal and Bihar is prohibited except under permit. Clause 5 of th~ 
Order contains the same provi3ion as clause 5 of the Rajasthan Gram 
and Gram Products (Export Control) Order. These Orders seem to
be necessary so long as the deficit in gram continues. 
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.J}'i) Order No. PY.620(ii)/52-53. dated the 18th May 1953 pro
hibiting the .manufacture of 'Fines' from indigenous wheat. 

106. Under this Order, no owner or person in charge of a flour 
mill or a chakki shall manufacture fines (maida, rawa and sooji) 
from indigenous wheat except under permits. We thinK that this 
Order cannot be enforced, and if it is desired to encourage the use 
of the more expensive imported wheat for making maida, it should 
be done by administrative measures and not by a statutory control. 
This Order may, therefore, be withdrawn. 

107. Working of Foodgrains ControZs.-Administration of Controls 
in respect of foodgrains in regard to which there is an all-India plan 
of distribution has been largely the responsibility ·of the State Gov
ernments under the Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act. 
The State Governments exercise control under tpe power delegated 
to them by the Central Government in respect of procurement, dis
tribution, movement, prices, etc. of foodgrains. The State Govern
ments have, however, to obtain the prior concurrence of the Central 
Government before issuing any Orders. The Government of 
India lays down the broad policies in respect of foodgrains and also 
exercise general supervision over their implementation. 

Under the terms of reference, this Committee is not directly 
concerned with an examination of the various Orders and Notifica
tions issued by the State Governrpents in regard to the controls .. 
exercised . by them on foodgrains in their respective areas. But 
in so far as some of the matters in respect of which the State Govern
ments have exercised controls and which are of an ali-India 
importance, a reference to them becomes necessary. These matters 
relate mainly to procurement and distribution. 

108. Procurement.-The methods of procurement followed differ 
from State to State. The main methods· of procurement are the 
ioJlowing:-

(1) Monopoly procurement. 

(2) Levy: (a) on producer (b) on trade. 

(3) Monopoly cum levy. 

( 4) Direct purchase from the market. 

The witnesses who appeared before us were critical of the pro
r:urement prices fixed and the methods of procurement followed by 
particular States. As referred to in an earlier chapter, in the fixation 
of prices it is desirable that normally account should be taken of the 
(OSt of production plus a reasonable margin of profit. In the case 
of most agricultural commodities, however, the one disadvantage is 
that it is extremely difficult to arrive at the cost of production. 
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especially in a fluctuating market, within any reasonable degree of 
accuracy and what is important in good time before the harvest so 
as to be of real benefit to the farmers. The cost of production 
varies widely not only from crop to crop but also from field to field 
and the average is not necessarily the most equitable or economic. 
All that seems to be practicable is not so much to fix the prices of 
agricultural commodities on the basis of cost of production but to 
keep in view, along with the other factors, the possible trends in 
what is known as bulk line costs. Then again, the price fixed for a 
particular food crop must also have a reasonable parity with the 
prices of other food crops and also cash crops. The dangers attend
ant on the fixation of a price which is very much out of parity not 
only .with bulk line costs but also prices of alternative crops are 
obvious. If the procurement price fixed is too low, the agriculturist 
not only tries to evade selling his produce to Government, but he has 
no incentive to grov1 the particular food crop and he may switch 
qver to alternative crops, e!?pecially cash crops which may fetch a 
better return. If the price fixed for a particular crop is too high, 
then the production of other essential crops will suffer and the
consumers also will be adversely affected. 

109. The criticism of witnesses who appeared before us and who 
spoke for the cultivators was that the procurement prices fixed at 
present do not give a fair return to the agriculturists. There was 
another criticism in which some of the State Governments also join
ed, viz. that for the same food crop, the procurement prices differed 
widely from State to State. 

110. As regards the system of monopoly procurement under which 
surplus areas are cordoned off and there is only one monopoly pur
chaser, viz., the Government, it is the price and the quantum of the 
surplus available which are the determining factors. Scope for 
harassment by petty officials is relatively less under this system but 
it can work successfully only in a surplus area. Moreover, the 
maintenance of inter-State or inter-district bans on movement is a 
sine qua non of the monopoly system. 

111. As regards the levy system of procurement, under which 
the cultivator has to sell directly to Government a certairi part of 
his produce, after all9wance has been made for his own requirements 
and for seed purposes, the criticisms centre round the question of 
price and the proportion of the levy. If the price fixed is low, the 
cultivator would try to hide his surplus so as to sell it in tlie black
market. Some of the witnesses referred to the fact that under this 
syst~m the cultivator is unduly parassed by petty officials. 
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Levy on traders which is a variant of this system was generally 
favoured by certain witnesses. But in this system again, inter-State 
ban is considered essential and it is doubtful whether this system 
can work satisfactorily except in a surplus area. 

112. Some of the State Governments have a combination of both 
the Monopoly and levy systems which combine the merits and de
merits of both. 

113. As regards the method of direct purchases from the market, 
this P.!-"esupposes that there are other buyers and unless the price 
fixed by Government is competitive,. it may not be possible to mop 
up all the surplus. 

114. The various systems of procurement in force at present aim 
at making the best possible use of the 1ocal production but they are 
not uniform throughout the country because· of local fa_ctors such 
as the administrative set-up, the surplus and deficit· character of the 
State, etc. Each State has evolved a system of procurem-ent which 
in its opim.:...:t is best st:ited to its a<.'ministrative set-up and food 
economy. In judging the efficiency of the system of procurement 
adopted by a Stu.~ .t is noCfair merely to concenhate on the ratio 
of the· quantity prO\!ured by the State to the total production or 
population. Nor is uniformity ia the method of procurement of 
primary importance. In a surplus State,. it should be sufficient if 
under the procurement system in force, the entire surplus, after meet
ing the requirements of its population on a reasonable basis, becomes 
available for export outside the State. In the case of self-sufficient 
areas, the procurement system should be such as would enable the 
State to meet its own requirements without having to ask for alloca· 
tions from the Centre. In the case of deficit areas, the procurement 
system should be such as would make minimum demands for supplies 
from outside. In all these cases the maintenance of a reasonable 
price level is essential. 

115. The iol10Vving further points are relevant in this connection:-

(i) There is no large scale farming in India nor are the primary 
producers organized. The surpluses have to 'be collect
ed from millions of individual farmers who cultivate 
small farms and generally have small surpluses to offer. 

(ii) A small increase in production does not necessarily mean 
a cor.responding increase in procurement. A large per
centage of farmers do not ordinarily produce sufficient 
grain for their own needs, and the small extra produc
tion is likely to be utilized for personal consumption in 
the first instance. 
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(iii) It has be.en found necessary to have recourse to an in
.creasin~ extent, to the system of cotnpulsory -procure
ment either on a monopoly or on a levy basis, at a 
-~pecified p:tice. The monopoly procurement involving 
mter-State ?ans has accentuated price disparities as 
~etween States and has also created inter-State jealous
Ies. The levy system has caused disconteat amongst the 
producers. 

116. The Co~mittee recognises that so long as food shortage con
tinues, compulsory procurement will have to continue as a necessary 
evil. But it is desirable to organise it in such a manner that its 
irksome features are minimised and there is as little scope as possi
ble for jealously amongst the States as well as harassment for the 
farmers. From this point of view it seems desirable .to leave alone 
the .small scale. movements of a local character across the State 
borders as well' as the produce of the small farmers. 

117. The Committee has given some thought to the two points 
which were raised before it, viz., (i) the need for some parity of 
prices as between the different food and non4ood crops, anJ (ii) the 
need for parity of prices as between the States. In regard to parity 
of prices as between one food crop and another and also as between 
food crops and non-food crops, we agree that the present, position is 
unsatisfactory and that there is a very -strong case for ensuring that 
the normal parities are not unduly disturbed. We feel at the same 
time that this question cannot be solved- until this country has a 
requisite machinery to determine expeditiously and with precision 
the costs and prices of various competing crops. We recommend 
therefore, that early action should be taken to set up a suitabl~ 
machinery for the purpose. As regards the second point, while we 
feel that at least as between adjoining States there should be some 
parity of prices in respect of a particular food crop we recognise 
at the same time that some difference is inevitable on account uf 
the wide differences between the agricultural economy, wages, cost 
,)f living, etc. of various States. It seems, however that there is a 
peculiar t"endency for these disparities to grow with time. w~ have 
c.lso received complaints that some of the surplus States have tried 
in the past to charge a higher price for the grain which they were 
required to export to deficit States and that this has given dse to 
considerable ill-feeling between the States. We cannot too strongly 
emphasise the need for discouraging such tendencies. It is only in 
the fitness of things that there should be some regional specialisation 
in a countr.y of this size and some States may specialize in growing 
more foodg~ains while others may specialise in growing more cotton 
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or jute. If each surplus State tries to keep for its own people a 
hrge share of the commodity that it produces and also to exploit 
f.ithers who are obliged to buy from it because they are producmg 
Jess of the commodity in question and more of some other commodity, 
.not only will the economy of the country be seriously undermined 
but the national unity will receive a very rude shock. We recognise 
that in the case of one or two very backward States ~here may be 
.sound reasons for allowing a small surcharge for carrying out certain 
:development projects which would lead to an increase in the produc
tion and export of the commodity under question. But such con
<:essions should be very exceptional and should not be allowed with
out the express consent of the Central Government. Moreover, what
.ever money may be collected by such a surcharge should not be put 
ir.to the general revenues of the State but should be spent for such 
.developmnet projects only as would help increase the production 
.and export of .the commodity under question. The question of inter
commodity and inter-State price parity would1 . therefore, require 
.constant study and vigilance. We would recommend that the Central 
Ministry of FDod and Agriculture should take special care to keep 
this question under constant review and minimize all such disparities 
as well as prevent any exploitation by a surplus State of the difficul
ties of a deficit State. 

118. One of the other questions to which reference was made 
before us was in regard to the agency of procurement. The agen
des through which the foodgrains are procured differ from State to 
State. In some States, for example, the agencies for procurement 
are the rice mills. It was stated to us by the representatives of trade 
interests that the normal channels of trade have been disrupted. 
The reason why in some cases the normal trade channels were not 
utilized was that the trade was not co-operative. But with the im
provement in the food situation and the measures towards decon
trol taken by some of the States, normal trade ·channels may now 
be utilized. It was suggested to us by the repres~ntatives of one of 
the State Governments that instead of procuring directly from the 
cultivators, procurement should be made from the traders or mer
chants. The Government could licence the trader or merchant and 
make him responsible for delivering a specific quantity of foodgrains. 
The merchants would then have the incentive to get as much as 
possible from the' cultivator, and after delivering the specific quan
tity to Government, he could sell the rest as he liked. As we have 
pointed out earlier, this system has its limitations, but we feel that · 
this system may play a useful role at a stage when it is found 
practical to relax controls. 
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119. In this context we may make a note of two complaints which 
were made to us in Assam. It appears that the rice mills there are· 
·not only compelled to sell all their production to the Government 
but are not also allowed to purchase paddy tlirectly from the culti-~ 
vator. The result has been, especially in the present ..year, that on 
.the one hand rice mills have been obliged to carry heavy stocks 
and lock up their capital, because the Government was not able to
lift all the rice that they were milling.· On the other hand, large· 
stocks of paddy were lying with the, cultivators in the absence of 
vigorous and timely procurement by the Government Agents with: 
the result that some of the quantity which could have been procured 
during the harvest time was later on either dissipated through in-
creased consumption by the farmers or through smuggling to East: 
Pakistan. We also received complaints that in the Shillong area 
where there is a State monopoly of public transport the mills are 
not allowed to move their paddy or rice in their own trucks. This: 
has not only hampered timely movement of grains but has also in
creased the cost of transport substantially. We feel that such in-

. terference with normal channels of trade is regretable. 'Ihe Assam 
Government should consider whether they cannot allow the rice
mills to procure paddy directly from the cultivators and also sell 
a part of the rice produced by them in the open market after meet
ing the full requirements of the State Government. The rigid mono
poly over State transport which is being exercised by the Assam 
Government in the Shillong area appears also to be objectionable 
from several points of view. It has created difficulties not only in 
the case of rice but also in the case of a number of other commodi
ties, e.g., coal, fruits, timber, etc., While there may be some ground· 
for having a monopoly over passenger traffic, ·we fail to understand~ 
why private industries and traders should not have complete freedom, 
to transport their goods in their own trucks. We understand that: 
one of the results of the present transport monopoly has been that 

-trucks carrying goods from Shillong to Gauhati and vice versa have
often to come back empty and thus increase the cost of transport~. 
We would. recommend that the Assam Government should inquire
into the matter and see whether the present unsatisfactory state of: 
affairs cannot ):>e rectified. 

120. Distribution.-For the. purpose of distribution of foodgrains~ 
the States, have (1) statutory rationing or (2) informal rationing. 
Statutory rationing binds the Government legally to provide a spe
cific ration to every card liolder and makes it 1llegal for the card 
holder to buy grain except from the ration shops. Under informal' 
rationing there is no legal obligation either on the part of the Gov
e.rnment or on the part of the rationed population and: purchases: 
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from the open market are ·permitted. In some:: of the.: States which:. 
have recently adopted a policy of relaxation. of. control Government: 
have opened fair price shops; these exist side by side with the operu 
market. In some areas, e.g., Delhi and Calcutta, where statutoryc 
rationing is still in force, economic price shops have been opened; 
where limited quantities of superior grains ar.e available in addition 
to the normal ration quota. 

121. As regards the foodgrains distributed: 1iy the State: Govern
ments through the ration shops, we lieard a lol of complaints aoout 
the quality of foodgrains supplied. Not only was the quality stated·~ 
to be poor, it was also complained that the foodgrains were mixed' 
with stones and other foreign matter. It was represented to, us- that 
on this grouna alone, rationing should be ab"alished and the consu-
mers allowed to purchase their requirements from the.: open market.. 
On the other hand, the representatives of the Trade Unions were· 
of the view that so long as food was in short supply in the country, 
rati'Jning in the urban areac: and in the'Oig indrlStrial cities should' 
b ~ continued· otherwise, the poor anJ the working classes would be· 
thrown at the mercy ol the traders. 

122. The solution seems to be to replace the system of·· statutory· 
rationing by that of fair price ..• shops except irr very oig- cities and~ 
highly deficit areas and then in the latter to allow a limited· number
of economic price shops to operate pari passu with ration shops; 
In fact, this has already been done in some of the States, e.g., in• 
Madras where all classes of people said this was· working satisfac-
torily but a general application of this method presupposes· an eas
ing of the over-all food supply position. 

123. The Future of Food Controls.-As is well known, the ques-· 
tion of the future of controls in respect of foodgrains- is highly con
troversial. For the past six years or more, this- country has been 
importing about ,3 million tons of foodgrains annually to meet the·. 
deficit in the food supply. There were some witnesses who express
ed the view that there would be no food problem in this country; 
if all the controls were removed. They based their contention on the· 
fact that in some 'of the rationed areas where the quantum of ration 
was small,_ the people naturally supplemented the rations by making; 
purchases in the blackmarket. Some of them also stated that the· 
official statistics tended to inflate the deficit. If the controls were, 
therefore, removed, these witnesses stated that the foodgrains which 
were being hoarded would come out. Remo-val of controls and the~ 
consequent harassment would also give an incentive to the cultiva
tors to step up their production. The Committee feels, however, that 
in view of the fact that on an average 3 million tons of foodgrains.c 
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.have annually been imported and consumed, there is no ground for 
believing tpat the food shortage is purely statistical and not real. 
We may note, however, that as a result of the increase in internal 
,production of foodgrains, this country's dependence on imports has 
recently been reduced progressively. In 1951, for example, 47 lakh 
tons of foodgrains were' imported. This was reduced to 39 lakh tons 
in 1952, and the Governmen~'s import target for 1953 has been provi
slonallv fixed at 25 lakh- tons. 

124. It appears to us that if the urban areas comprising of a popu
lation of about 40 millions could be fed by Government, then the rest 
Df the country would look after itself. The q•Jestion of feeding the 
non-producers in the non-urban areas and preventing the prices from 
fluctuating too much would, however, still be there and some machi
nr::ry to take care of this problem would have to be devised. This 
machinery can appropriately take the form of fair-pric.e shops and 
buffer stocks. The former would look after the vulnerable groups 
;{)f the population. The latter would be very useful for meeting 
.sudden emergencies which are such a common feature of this country. 
So long as the bulk of our agriculturists dep~nd 0n the vagaries of 
monsoon and so long as imports continue to be difficult, the Com
mittee does not see much prospect of food controls being completely 
lifted. The Committee, therefore, feels that at least a skeleton of the 
present food administration will have to be continued for a long time 
to come. At least one point is certain that it would not be possible 
;to do away with food controls completely by January 1955 when the 
present Ess~ntial Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act expires. Even if 
'Iood production is good in most of the States there are bound to be 
pockets where there will be acute scarcity due to droughts or floods 
or other natural calamities. We feel, therefore, that at least the 
:Foodgrains (Licensing and Procurement) Order, 1952 will have to be 
,continued under some legislation or other and a skeleton staff will 
,have to be maintained to operate this Order, administer procurement 
.and rationing wherever and whenever necessary and carry out buffer 
.stock operations, including management of fair.:price shops and 
.storage godowns. In fact with the gradual n~laxation of direct con
-trols, buffer stock operations will assume very great importance in 
Juture. We cannot go back to the laissez fahe of the thirties. The 
State will have to intervene not only when there is a rise in prices 
.but also when there is a slump in foodgrains as well as ·commercial 
.crops. Moreover, soine sort of control over prices and distribution 
is a sine qua non of a planned economy wtich the country has 
adopted. Buffer stocks would be a very useful method of keeping 
the control over prices even in more normal times. It would, there
fore, be advantageous to transform gradually the present 'food admi· 
nistration' into a 'buffer stock administration' wherever feasible so 
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that in the course of time the latter may become a very useful instru
ment for stabilising the price leveljn the country :protecting both the 
CL•nsumer and the producer: against undue fluctuation>: 1n n1•i"eS. 

(2) SUGAR. 

(i) The Sugar and Gur Control Ord~r. 1950~ 

125. The Order provides for the following: -

(a) Fixation o{ minimum price of sugar-cane-Under Clause 3, 
the Central Government can nx in respect of any area 
the minimum price to be paid by a sugar or gur manu
facturer for sugarca~e purchas~d by him. · 

(b) Regulation of movement of sugar-cane, and production and 
movement of sugar-Under Clause 4, the Central Govern
ment can prohibit or restrict the export of sugar-cane 
from any area, and direct that no gur or sugar shall be 
manufactured from sugar-cane except with a licence. 
The Central Government- can also prohibit or restrict 
the despatch of gur or sugar from any State or any area 
therein. 

(c) Fixation of sugar" and gur prices-Under Clause 6, the 
Central Government can fix the maximum ex-factory 
price from time to time of sugar and gur. 

(d) Allocation of quotas of sugar an.:i gur-Under Clause 7, 
the Central Government can, from time to time, allot 
quotas of sugar or gur to any spE-cified State or area and 
direct any producer or dealer to ·supply sugar or gur to 
such areas, markets, persons or organisations. 

The> other provisions deal with such matters as the issuing of 
direct1ves to producers and dealers, maintenance of records by pro
ducei ':l and dealers, power to seize stocks of sugar or gur, delegation 
of power, etc. 

(ii) The Sugar and Gur (Futures and Optio''I.S) (Prohibition) Order, 
1951. 

126. As its name indicates, this Order prohibits futures trading in 
sugar and gur. The Order was issued consequent on the rise in prices 
of gur during 1949-50. Futures trading in gur was considered to be 
resp.msible for the rise in the prices of gur. With the coming into 
force of the Forward Contract (Regulation) Act, 1952, this Order 
should be withdrawn. and suitable action under the said Act may be 
taken. 
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Besides the above Orders, the Central Government have issued! 
three Orders (referred to at the beginning of the Chapter) for exercis-

. ing d1rect control over three sugar mills for ~aintaining production 
and supply of sugar. Such controls seem to be desirable where there
is serious charge of mismanagement but in future such orders should 
be issued more appropriately under the Industries (Development and 
Regulation) Act, 1952. 

127. Present Control on Sugar.-The present position in regard tO' 
the price control on sugar is that the pric~s for sugar-cane were
reduced by Government from Rs. 1-12-0 to Rs. 1-5-0. Sugar produc
tion has improved considerably during the . last two seasons as a: 
result of the introduction of what is known a3 the dual price policy. 
Under this policy, the sugar mills were requi:::ed to surrender to Gov
ernment a specified quantity at controlled prices an:l sell whatever 
they produced in addition to this in the market without any price 
control. The Government have now removed all controls over the· 
prices, movement and distribution of sugar produced in the 1952-53 
season. Only releases from -the factories are now regulated. Control 
over prices of gur and khancisari has also been lifted. 

1~8. Owing to increased production, the supply position of sugar 
has eased considerably. Prices have showed a downward tendency,. 
though now and then there is a slight rise. Powers to regcl.ate
rel<"ases from the factories are, however, necessary, and the Sugar 
and Gur Control Order, 1950, should, therefore, be continued to that 
extent. In fact. the recent sharp rise in sugar prices in spite of a 
subt:,tantial increase in production emphasizes the necessity for retain
ing the powers for control. In this context the Committee would like 
to recommend that the dual price policy which has had such a salutary 
effect in the case of sugar is well worth' giving a trial in the case of 
othE'r ·controlled commodities .also as far as practicable. 

(3) FRUIT PRODUCTS.-

The Fruit Troducts Order. 1948. 

U.9. The two main features of the Order are:-

(i) Every manufacturer of fruit produ:.::ts, which includ.· fruit 
juices, tomato juice, jams, jellies tl!ld marmalades, i ottled 
and canned fruits and vegetables, etc., is required 1.0 take 
a licence. 

(ii) Every manufacturer of fruit products is required to con
form to certain sanitary requirements and specified 
standards of quality. 
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lt ·.;ill be seen that the main objects of the Order are to improve 
the quality standards of the fruit products and also to see that the 
'fn.:it products are manufactured under hygienic conditions. This, in 
.()Ur view, is highly desirable and we feel that this Order should be a 
.permanent measure. 

(4) SKIM MILK. 

t(i) The Bombay Skim Milk Powder (Control on. Distribution and 
Movement) Order 1952; and · 

l{ii) Order No. S.R.O. 1606, dated the 13th Septmeber, 1952, delegating 
power to the Bombay Government to impose controls on miLk 
a.;d milk products. 

130. The Bombay Skim Milk Powder (Control on Distribution 
and Mtwement) Order came into force on 24th April 1952, for a period 
of cne year. Under Clause 3 of the Order, the export, import, sale or 
;Qbtatnin!! of skim powder in Greater Bombay and certain Districts 
was prohibited except under permits. ';Ole Order was issued mainly 
'for the purpose of the implementation of the Greater Bombay Milk 
Scher'le. The Order lapsed on 23rd April 1933, but was replaced by 
anotbcr Order issued by the State Governmf!nt on the 20th April 1953, 
under the authority delegated to them by the• Centrc1l Government 
under S.R.O. 1606, issued on the 13th September 1952. During our 
discussions with representatiyes of the Bnrnbay Government, the 
Milk Commissioner, Bombay, gave us an account of the Skim Milk 
Pmvd2r Scheme. He said that the Scheme has worked successfully. 
in the Bombay State and made fresh milk available for domestic con
·sumption at subsidised rates. The essence of the Scheme is that the 
Bombay State holds a monopoly for the import and sale of skim milk 
pov:der. The skim milk powder which is imported at lower price is sold 
by. the Bombay Government at a higher prict>, and the profits made 
in the transaction are utilised to subsidize the fresh milk scheme. 
~he representatives of tlie Bombay Government complained that the 
Tecent placing of skim milk powder on the Open General Licence for 
import had placed the State in a difficult position. Skim milk powder 
'vas bein15 smuggled into the State and usen as an adulterant of fresh 
milk. The representatives of the Bombay Government pleaded that 
it was essential that the import of ~his article should remain a State 
monopoly. On the other hand, there was some complaint .against the 
Bombay Government's using this Order for charging a higher price 
from the skim milk consumer to subsidise the consumer of fresh 
:milk. 

131. While the Committee agrees that such ·price discrimination 
may not be altogether undesirable as a temporary measure if kept 
within certain limits, it feels that fresh milk scheme should be 
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made self-sufficient as soon as possible. In any case, we cannot find 
any justification for the proposal to remove skim milk powder from 
the Open General Licence for import and make the rest of the country 
_pay a higher price for the benefit of the fresh milk consumer in 
Bcmbay. 

(5) SPICES. 

The Spices (Forward Contracts Prohibition) Order, 1944. 

132. This Order was issued along with similar Orders on other 
commodities banning forward trading. With the coming into force 
of· the Forward Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1952, this Order should 
be withdrawn, and appropriate action under that Act may be taken. 

(6) ONIONS. 

The Onions (Removal of Control) Order, 1952.-

133. Under Clause 3 of this Order which was issued on the 1st 
June 1952, the State Governments are prohibited from imposing bans 
on the movement of onions within or outside the States, and also 
controls on the price, production, movement or distribution of onions, 
unless authorised to do so by the Central Government. 

. (7) 0ILSEEDS, OILS, 0ILCAKES AND CATTLE FODDER. 

(i) The Oilseeds (Forward Contracts Prohibition) Order, 1943. 

and 

(ii) The Vegetable Oils and Oilcakes (Forward Contracts Prohibi
tion) Order, 1944. 

134. The Oilseeds' (Forward Contracts Prohibition) Order was 
issued on the 29th May 1943 with a view to check the rise in prices 
that .was witnessed during 1941-42 and 1942-43, mainly due to 
speculation, hoarding and internal transport difficulties. The 
Vegetable Oils and Oilcakes (Forward Contracts Prohibition) Order 
was issued on the 8th January 1944 with the object of banning for
ward trading in vegetable oils and oilcakes. With the enforcement 
of the Forward Contracts (Regulation) Act 1952, these Orders should 
be withdrawn, and appropriate action under that Act should be taken_ 

(iii) The Vegetable Oil Products (Control) Order 1947. 
-

135. The main features_ of the Order are the following:-

(a) Distribution.-Under Clause 3, a producer can sell any 
vegetable oil product only to or through a recognised 
dealer, or to a person specially authorised to so acquire 
the vegetable oil product. 
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(b) Production.-Under Clause 4; restriction can be placed' on 
the manufacture of any variety or quality of vegetable 
oil products. · 

(c) Fixation of maximum prices.-Under Clause 6, maximum 
prices for vegetable oit products can be fixed. · 

(d) -Allocation of quotas to States.-Under Clause 7, quotas of 
vegetable oil products can be allotted to States or speci
fied areas or markets. 

The other provisions deal with such matters as powers to enterr 
and inspect premises and take samples and to seize stocks of 
tjanaspati, etc. 

136. The present control on vegetable oil products is exercised for 
the purpose of ensuring· quality only. Price control which was 
introduced in 1945 was withdrawn in June 1'95Z, as the production of 
vegetable oil products was more than sufficient to meet the demand. 
Since vegetable oil products are used as an adulterant of ghee, it was 
found necessary to impose quality control. Under the Order, 
vanaspati has to conform to the prescribed spedficatiol)s, particularly 
with reference to the Baudouin test laid down for testing the presence 
vf 'till' oil, whose use in vi:maspati as a latenf"colourant is obligatory. 
The object of laying down the specification is to make vanaspati 
clearly distinguishable from ghee ana also to make it free from 
harmful and injurious ingredi~nts. In order to prevent the nse of 
vanaspati for adulteration of ghee, instructions regarding the manner 
of its sale have also been laid down. 

137. The main criticism made before us against the working of 
the Vegetable Oil Products Order was in respect of the powers given 
to the Vegetable Oil Products Controller to enter and inspect premi
ses and take samples and seize stocks of vanaspati. It was pointed 
out to us by some of the manufacturers and Chambers of Commerce 
that it is not proper if manufacturers are held responsible for contra
vention of the control in respect of quality on the strength of samples 
drawn from the retailers. It was added that it was not possible for 
the manufacturers to exercise any control on the quality of the 
vegetable oil products after they leave their factories. The sugges
tion was made that the Ord~r should be amended so that the manu
facturers should be held responsible only for the samples drawn from 
their own stocks and not from the stocks of the wholesalers or re
tailers. Another comolaint was- that there was· a tendency ior the 
State Governments to lay down their own specifications for vanaspati 
under their food control laws. This, it· is suggested, should be 
prohibited. One suggestion was that the restriction under Clause 
4 of the Order under which the flavour to be used in vanaspati has 
to be 'distinct from that of ghee' should be withdrawn. 
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138. As regards the need for ensuring- the quality of vanaspati 
ihere can be no 'two opinions. It is true that unscrupulous whole
:salers or retailers may resort to adulteration for which the manufac
turers may ·be ·held responsible. But the law. as it stands at present · 
bas to continue. The solution, in our opinion, seems to lie with the 
:manufacturers 'themse1ves who should take all the precautions 
neces_sary to see that the- wholesalers or retailers. through whom they 
sell the goods to the consumers do not resort to unscrupulous methods: 
One way of ensuring that the product manufactured by them reaches 
the consumers without any adulteration is for the manufacturers to 
devise a method or sealing the tins with: ·their ·seals and w-arning the 
consumers not to buy tins which show ~igns of having been tampered. 
The other compla.int, viz., that some 9f the State Governments also 
lay down their own specifications in addition to. the specifications laid 
down by the Central Government should, however, be rectified. If 
the Central Government's specifications are on an all-India basis. there 
is no need for the State Governments 'fo lay down additional speci
fications. If at all a need for these arises, theY. can· be brought to 
the notice of the Central Government 'to be incorpOrated in the all-
1ndia specifications .. As regards the third suggestion for the ·removal 
·of the restriction )aid·. down in cia use 4 oi the Order, viz., that the 
flavour to be used in vanaspati has to be distinct £rom that of ghee, 
we ·feel that in view of past experience, this restriction should be 
retained. Yanaspati is a product distinct from ghee and it is 
essential that there must be provision for distinguishing one from 
ihe other. 

(iv) Order No. S.R.O. 1582 dated 16th September 1952. 

(v) The Oi!cakes (Removal of Control) Order, 1952. 

(vi) .. Order No. S.R.O. 1741, dat1ed the 20th October 1952, and 
l . 

(vii) Order No. S.R.O. 1823, dated the 30th October 1952. 

139. Cattle fodder (including oilcakes and other concentrates) was 
brought under the scope of the Essential Supplies (Temporary 
Powers) Act with. effect from August 1950. The OiTcakes (Removal 
·of Control) Order was issued on the 20th October 1952, in accordance 
·with the Government of India's policy tpat, where in respect of any 
comi:nodity there is no all-India plan, the State Governments should 
not impose inter-State bans on the movements of the commodity. 
Under Clause 3 of the Oilcakes (Removal of Control) Order, the 
State Governments are prohibited from imposing bans on the free 
movement of oilcakes within or outside the States. It is also 
provided under the same clause that the price, p~oduction, movement 
'Or distribution of oilcakes shall not be regulated by the State Govern
ments unless authorised by the Central Government to do so. 
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Under Order No. S.R.O. 1741, dated _the 20th October 1952, issued 
by the Ministry of Food and Agrttulture, the Central Government 
has delegated to the State Governments its power in relation to the 
procurement of oilcakes from mills and the fixing of prices of oil
cakes so procured, subject, however. to. the condition_ that not more 
than 50 per cent of oilcakes produced by any mill can be procured 
from it. Th:.s Order was issued to assist. the State Governments in 
their Grow More Food· drive. 

Under Orders No. S.R.O." 1582 and 1823. dated 16th . ,September 
1952 and 30th October 1952, respectively, the Central Government has 
delegated to the Bombay and Punjab Governments powers in relation 
to the control of prices, production, movement. and distr:ibution- of 
cattle fodder. The concurrence of the Central Government has, how
-ever, to be obtained by the State GOvernments before promulgating 
~ny order under the delegated authority. 

Complaints were received by. the Committee· that undue restric
tions were being imposed and unremunerative. prices 'were being 
fixed for oilcakes by the State Governments und~r these orders~ The 
Committee feels that the Central Governmerit should ~eep- a watch 
on these restrictions and ensure that they are. not abused or kept in . 
force beyond the barest minimum period which the emergency may 
require. They should also see that• the procurement prices fixed for 
oilcakes bear a reasonable relation to the economic price. 

(viii) Order No. S.R.O. 342, dated the 13th February 1953. 
-

Under this Order, powers are delegated, to the State Governments 
to prevent indiscriminate establishment of oil mills. 

· (8) CoTTON SEEDS. 

Existing Control Orders.-

140. The Control Orders relating to cotton seeds are the following: 

(i) The Cotton Seeds (Removaf-of. Control) Order, 1952, 

(ii) The Cotton Seed, (Forward Contracts Prohibition) Order, 
1952, and ·- -

(iii) The Cotton Seed (Control) Order, .1952. 

141. Background and objects of the Control Orders: (i) The· 
Cotton Seeds (Rem?val of Control) Order, 1952. 

Cotton seed is one of the essential commodities included in the 
Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act. During the period 
November 1946 to March 1947, cotton seed along with other oilseeds 
'23 M of C&l 
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was subject to distribution and price control under· a Basic Plan. But 
in March, 1947, the control on oilseeds (including cotton seed) was 
removed and thereafter there has been no all-India scheme of 
distribution. But several States began imposing restrictions on the 
export of cotton seeds with a view to conserving their internal 
supplies. Since the imposition of such restrictions especially in res
pect of commodities subject to an all-India scheme of control was 
not in conformity with the Government of Ind~a's policy, the position 
was examined 'in September 1950, but as it was anticipated that there 
would be an· increase of cotton resulting in the increase of cotton 
seed, it was decided not to take any action. By the issue of a 
Notification on 15th September 1951, the Government of India 
decided to remove the control on cotton seed in ali States except 
Punjab. This Notification was replaced by an Order, viz., the Cotton 
Seeds (Removal of Control) Order,' 1952, issued on the 22nd March 
1952. The object of this Order, which is now in force, is to restrict 
the power of State Governments to control the movem:ent of cotton 
seed within or outside a State authorised by the Central Go~ernment. 
The Order also prohibits the regulation· of production, price or dis
tribution of cotton seeds .. 

(ii) The Cotton Seed (Fo~ward Contracts Prohibition) Order 
1952 . 

. 142. The Cotton Seed (Forward Contracts Prohibition) Order 
which was issued on 20th May 1952, replaced the Cotton Seed (For
ward Contracts Prohibition) Order, 1949. The Order, as its name 
indicates, prohibits forward .contracts in cotton seed. In view of the 
passing of the Forward Contracts (Regulation) Act 1952, by Parlia
ment, action to regulate forward contracts should be taken when the 
Act is brought into operation. The Cotton Seed (Forward Contracts 
Prohibition) Order 1952, would then be superfluous and would have 
to be withdrawn. 

(iii) The Cotton Seed (Control) Order 1952. 

, 143. In view of the issue of the Cotton Seeds (Removal of Control) 
Order 1952,.a State Government could impose a ban on the movement 
of cotton seeds, only under powers .delegated to it by the Central 
Government. On the 18th December 1952, the Government of India 
issued the Cotton Seed (Control) Order 1952, and made it applicable to 
the State of Bombay to meet a temporary shortage in the East 
Khandesh District of the State. The Order prohib~ted free export 
of cotton seed from East Khandesh, West Khandesh, Poona and 
Sholapur Districts of Bombay and was originally intended to nmain 
in force for a period of three months.· By a Notification dated the 
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17th March 1953, the Government of India have extended the life 
of the Order by another three months, i.e., upto 17th June 1953. 
On the 9th May 1953, the Order was extended to the Belgaum and 
Bijapur Districts of Bombay State. The Order was also amended so 
as to require every dealer in cotton seed and every owner of cotton 
ginning factory in the Controlled Districts to furnish such informa
tion regarding stocks of cotton seed as may be called for by the 
Distr:ct Collectors. The Order has oeen again extended by another 
3 months i.e., upto 17th September 1953. 

(9) MISCELLANEOUS 

The Perishable (Foodstuffs) (Power of Sale) Order 1950. . . 
144. This Order applies to all Ports in 'India. Clause 3 of the 

Order provides that where perishable foodstuffs lying within the 
jurisdiction of the Ports' authorities are not removed within a speci- · 
Ned time limit after due notice, they' can otherwise be disposed of. 
The object of this Order is to ensure that perishable foodstuffs lying 
within the jurisdiction of the Ports are disposed of before they are 
rendered unfit for human consumption. No comments were made to 
us in regard to this Order. This seems to be a desirable measure 
and may continue. 

145. Delegation of Powers.-An important aspect of the working 
of controls in regard to foodstuffs and fodder and to which attention 
has to be drawn is the restrictions placed by ·many of the State 
Governments on the free-inter-State movement ~f essentfal commodi
ties. The powers to impose such restrictions were derived by the 
States mainJy from the Notificat:on No. PY. 603 (2)I. issued by the 
late Department of Food on the 21st October 1946. The Notification, 
however, provides that before making any Orders relating to certain 
matters, the State Governments should obtain· the concurrence of 
the Central Government. It was found that several States had placed 
restrictions on the free movement of a large number of essential 
commodities such as oilseeds, oils and oilcakes. cattle fodder, cotton 
and cottonseed, onions, milk and milk products, tea, etc. These 
restrictions were imposed with the object of keeping the local prices 
at a relatively low level. But the deficit States which normally used 
to get their supplies from the above-mentioned .States found these 
restrictions extremely irksome, as they were unable to obtain their 
usual supplies of the commodities in question, and consequently the 
prices of these commodities in . their areas rose to high levels. 
Several complaints were, therefore, made to the Governmf'nt ?f 
India. With the coming into force of the Constitution, freedom of 
trade and commerce throughout India was guaranteed by article 301 
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but the existing inter-State restrictions were saved by article 305 
except in so far as the President would otherwise provide. With a 
view to enable the President to take suitable action under article 
305 and as inter-State trade and Commerce ·was, after the com
mencement of the Constitution, a central subject, the Government of 
India addressed the State Governments early 1n 1950 and called for 
information in regard to the inter-State restrictions. A Conference 
was subsequently held in November 1950, where this subject was 
discussed. The Conference decided that those restrictions which 
were imposed and were being continued by State Governments in 
accordance with an all-India Plan may only be allowed to be 
continued. As regards the other restrictions which were considered 
to be inconsistent with Article 301 of the Constitution. 'which provides 
for-freedom of trade and commerce in the country, it was decided to 
ask the State Governments to remove them. Accordingly; all the 
State Governments were advised to withdraw such restrictions by 
the end of February 1951. Some of the State Governments took 
action to remove the restrictions, but a few Part B States (which 
enjoyed the pow:ers under corresponding laws) continued the restric
tions, the most important of such restrictions being in respect of oil
seeds and oils. On the 27th July 1951, the Government of India 
issued a Notification under which it was laid down that no order 
made or deemed to be made under the Essential Supplies (Temporary 
Powers) Act, or under any corresponding law in force in a Part B 
State shall have effect so as to prohibit or restrict the movement of 
~dible oilseed.s and edible oils from any place in a State to any other 
place within or outsiele the State or so to· regulate or control the 
price, production, movement or distribution thereoi in any manner 
whatsoever. On the 22nd March 1952, the Government of India 
issued the Cotton Seed (Removal of Control) Order removing the 
bans imposed by the State Governments on the free movement of 
cotton seed. Similar action was also taken in respect of onions and 
oilcakes by issuing the Onions (Removal of Control) Order and the 
Oilcakes (Removal of Control) Order, which were issued on the 1st 
June 1952 and the 20th October 1952, respectively. 

146. While the Government of India's policy -in the issuance _of the 
Orders referred to above is no doubt to ban the imposition of controls 
on the free inter-State movements of certain commodities in respect 
of which there i.s no all-India scheme of controlled distribution, the 
problem has to be examined in greater detail. It is necessary to 
review the controls imposed by .the State Governments on other 
commodities which are not the concern ·of a particular State only. 
We would like in this connection to refer to another point also. 
After issuing such Orders as the Oilcakes (Removal of Control) Order, 
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banning the State Governments from imposing controls on inter_. 
State movement, the Central Government has proceeded to m~ke 
exceptions in respect of certain States by delegating to them the 
power to impose certain controls for short periods. For example, in 
the case of cattle fodder, the Bombay and -Punjab States have been 
delegated powers to impose control on this commodity. We are 
informed that in such cases· the 'policy is to delegate on an ad hoc 

. basis only such powers and for such limited periods as are consi
dered by the Central Government to oe necessary to enable a State 
Government to meet an emergency. Before any delegations are 
made or extension granted, the supply· and price position not only 
in the State concerned but also in neighbouring States are taken into 
consideration. In principle, this appears to be a fairly satisfactory 
procedure but we understand that this is ·not always followed in 
practice. There seems to be also no uniform policy .followed 'by the 
various Ministries of the Government of ·India regarding the period 
for which the delegations are made, or· for a· periodical review of the 
delegated powers exercised by the State Governments <>r for ascertain
ing the reactions on neighbouring States. It ha~ also been rep
resented to us that under the authority delegated to them' by the 
Central Government, some of the State Governments are still indefi
nitely continuing certain Orders which have long lost their usefulness. 
On the other hand, we have ~received complaints from some States 
that there is undue delay iri delegating powers to them in sudden 
emergencies and that they were not consulted when powers affecting 
their sources of supplies were give.n to some neighbouring States. 
We would, therefore, like to make a few observations in this connec
tion. 

147. Suggesi'ed Procedure for Delegation of Powers.-If the whole 
procedure for the delegation of powers in regard to the controls on 
foodstuffs is to be placed on a new oasrs, the first step should be to 
clear the decks, as it were, cancelling all the Notifications, etc., issued 
by the Central Government delegating powers to the State Govern
ments and the various Orders issued in exercise of those powers. The 
main notification in this regard is Notification No. PY. 603 (2)!, dated 
the 21st October 1946. Since the State Governments inay be placed 
in difficulties as regards the Orders issued by them u~der the delegat
ed powers, we would suggest that the Central Government's Order 
cancelling all the Orders and Notification.s etc. delegating power to 
the State Governments, including those isued by Part 'B' States 
under their own corresponding laws, should take effect say, within 
six months from the date of the issue of the Order. Having done 
this, the Central Government should ask the State Governments to 
review all the Orders and Notifications issued by them under the 
delegated powers. Before the expiry of th~ six months, the State 
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Governments should approach the Central Government to make 
exceptions, if necessary, in respect of certain commodities enabling 
the former to reimpose controls on these com.q1odities. The State 
Governments should also take this· opportunity to consolidate their 
various Orders as far as practicable. The State Governments• 
request should be substantiated by reference to all the relevant facts. 
Before making an exception, the ·central Government should care
fully examine the request, possibly by ascertaining the views of all 
the interests and neighbouring States likely- to be affected. It the 
Central Government arrives at a decision that an exception should 
be made, the exception sl;ould be for a period not exceeding a year 
in the first instance. Two months before the e}(piry of the year, the 
stBte Government itself should review the position and thep. suffi.
c.iently in advance request the Central Government for a further. 
extension. The Central Government in turn should re-examine the 
whole position in the light of all the relevant facts and eHher refuse 
or agree to ·the request for further extension. In - cases where a 
sudden emerg~ncy has arisen and the Central Government feels that 
there· is no time for making the necessary enquiries and consulting 
the other interests, they may delegate powers to the affected State 
:otraightway for a limited period not exceeding six months and insist 
that any continuance beyond this limited period would be subject to 
the procedure recommended above. We feel that this procedure 
woul"d lead to the smoother working of the controls on foodstuffs 
and remove the irksome features that were brought to our notice. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE EssENTIAL SuPPLIES (TEMPORARY POWERS) AcT, 1946. 

Raw Cotton and Cotton Textiles (Cloth and Yarn) 

148. Raw Cotton: Existing Control Orders.-There is one control 
order in respect of raw cotton, viz., the Cotton Control Order, 1950. 

149. Background of the Control.-The control on' raw cotton owes 
its origin to the situation that was created -i~ 1942-43 when due to a 
shortage of cloth its price began to rise. Consequently, the price of 
cotton also rose. In May 1943, the Cotton (F-orward Contracts and 
Prohibition) Order was issued with a view to· st9p speculation and 
prevent the rise in prices of cotton. In December 1945, the Indian 
Cotton (Control) Order was issued. From the 18th January 1948 to 
the 21st August 1948, there was no control over floor, and ceiling 
prices. The control had to be re-imposed on the 21st August 1948. 
On the 13th September 1949, a new Cotton Control Order was issued, 
this Order being subsequently replaced on the 12th September 1950, 
by the Cotton Control Order, 1950, which is the Order now in. force. 

150. Objects of the Cotton 9mtrol Order.-The main objects of 
the Cotton Control Order are: 

(1) To fix the maximum and the minimum prices of cotton or 
kapas or cotton seed, and 

(2) To regulate the distribution, and movement of cotton. 

151. Fixation of Ceiling and Floor Prices.-Under clause 3 of the 
Cotton Control Order, 1950, the Textile Commissioner can. fix the 
ceiling and floor prices of cotton or kapas or cotton seed. As the 
£Upplies of Indian cotton are insufficient to meet the needs of the 
textile industry, the price policy of Government has two basic objects 
in view. Firstly, it is intended to prevent prices from rising merely 
because supplies are insufficient, and thus resulting in a general in
crease in cloth prices in the country.· Secondly, it is intended to 
assure the grower of a certain minimum return· which Government 
guarantee, by purchasing cotton on their own account, if necessary, 
so that the progress of cotton cultivation in the country is not hamper
ed by any temporary slump in prices. It was suggested to us that 
the priccs.fixed earlier \Vere far too low with the result that on the 

' one hand, the cultivator did not find it profitable to expand cotton 
production and, on the ·other, the control was circumvented and deals 

'11 
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were made at prices higher than the ceiling. The ceiling price v'as · 
raised in July 1950 and again in August 1951. The floor price also 
was raised in 1952. ·The present price levels are considered reason
able. The only other suggestion on this subject which we heard was 
that announcements of change should be made in good time to have 
th~ir proper effect on. sowings. This point, we understand, is fully 
realised and, ..therefore, in 1952, the intention ~o raise flocir prices was 
announced on the 1st July 1952 although it took effect only, when the 
new crop came, under a Notification issued by the Textile Commis
sioner on the 23rd October 1952. If the new prices are .not anLounced 
by June or July it is usually taken as an indication that the status quo· 
continues. While this_may be so, the possibility that a change might 
be made always exists in the minds of the grower and the trade alike. 
Therefore, it would ·seem desirable that a definite announcement 
should be made each year even if it is intended that there should be 
no change in the "prices. We suggest that this announcement should, 
as far as possible, be made before the end of June at the latest so that 
the grower knows where he stands. 

152. Control on Distribution and Movement.-With a view to 
secure the equitable distribution of cotton, the Textile Commissioner 
under clause 7 of the Cotton Control Order, 1950, regulates the quan
tity and the area within which a manufacturer can buy cotton. It is 
further provided in clause 9 that no person can sell or buy cotton 
except in accordance with the conditions of a licence. The licences 
granted under the Order fall into two clauses, viz., A and C, depend
ing on the amount of business done in certain standard years or other 
considerations. Under the procedure provided in clause 14A, the 
Textile Commissioner receives applications from manufacturers for 
allotment of cotton and having regard to the availability of the requir
ed description of cotton and other factors, he proceeded to make the 
allotment. ·Against the· allotment. the manufacturer acquires the 
cotton from the licensees and at the specified price. Movement control 
is exercised under clause 18.\vhiCh gives powers to the Textile Com
missioner to prohibit the transport of cotton or kapas from any place 
wlthin an, area to any place 'out~side that area except with a permit. 

153. In view of the much easier position of cotton supply on ac
count of gradual increase in the indigenous production, the control 
on cotton distribution has been considerably relaxed in the following 
manner:-

(a) Control on movement of cotton within a State has been 
kept free. Eve.n though inter-State movement of cotton 
is still under control, the trade has been given facilities 
to store cotton in the principal consuming centres, for the 
purpose of storage and marketinsr. 
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(b) The eligibility for obtaining licences to deal in cotton has 
been considerably widened. In place of the former three 
classes of licences, viz., A, B, and C. there are now only 
two classes of licences, viz., A and C. The mills are per
mitted to purchase cotton from any one of the A or C 
class licencees. Formerly, they could purchase only from 
A class licensees; while B and C licensees could sell to, 
A class licensees only. 

(c) After a break of three years, permission has been given to
the East India Cotton Asso'ciation, Bombay, to trade in 
futures contracts. 

It may also be of interest to note that for. the 1952-53 season, the 
following modifications were made in the price control policy:-

(i) In order to ensure a fair return to the cotton grower the 
floor prices of 1952-53 crop were raised by Rs. 55 per 
candy over those of the 1951-52 season. The ceiling 
prices have, however, been kept unchanged. 

(ii) More varieties of cotton were brought under price control. 
Some of the improved varieties like Punjab AmericJin 
216F, Laxmi, ~A. 5, Buri 0394 and H-420 which were 
kept outside price control were brought under price 
control for the purpose of encouraging their production. 

154. Cotton Textiles (Cloth and Yarn): Existing Control Orders,
The existing control Orders in respect of cotton textiles (cloth and 
yarn) are the following: 

(1) The Cotton Textiles (Control) Order, 1948. 
(2) The Cotton Textiles (Control of Movement) Order, 1948. 
(3) The Cotton Textiles (Export Control) Order, 1949. 
( 4) The Government Contractors (Disposal of Cotton Textiles 

Unused Material and Rejected Stores) Order, 1949. 

155. Background of the Control on Textiles.-The present control 
on cotton textiles owes its inception to the ear!.y days of the last war
when the abnormal rise in the price of cloth caused considerable 
hardship to the poorer classes of consumers. As direct control over 
the prices of cloth was considered difficult, the Government of India 
thought that the problem could be met by stimulating production 
and by making cheap cloth available to the poorer classes. Towards 
the end of 1941, a scheme for the production and distribution of 
standard cloth was prepared. But the scheme could not be put into 
effect till the end of 1942 when at a conference between the Cen~ral 



Government and . representatives of the cotton mill industry, the 
industry agreed to devote 60 per cent. of its productive capacity to the 
manufacture of cloth required by Government. Subsequently, Gov
ernment placed some orders for the manufacture of standard cloth. But 
the cloth situation was worsening and in June 1943, the Cotton Cloth 

· and Yarn (Control) Order was issued under which the Government 
could control the prices and distribution of cotton cloth and yarn. 
The various measures introduced under this Order were designed 
to bring about a substantial reduction in the price of cloth and yarn, 
and also a considerable increase in their production. In October 1943, 
the Cotton Cloth Movement (Control) Order was issued with the 
object of regulating the distribution of cloth from the producing to 
the consuming centres. But as_ the doth position did not improve, 
Government issued on the 18th May 1945 the Textile Industry 
(Control of Production) Order with a view to introducing rationaliza
tion and standardization .of production. Measures were consequently 
taken to reduce the number of counts spun by mills and' also the 
varieties of cloth produced by .them. Besides, every mill was requir
ed to devote 90 per cent. of its productive capacity to the manufacture 
of utility cloth. Control on distribution was also tightened. In 
December 1947, the Textile (Control of Production) Order was issued, 
but, in January 1948, as a result of the Government of India's de
control policy, restrictions on production of cloth and yarn were 
"'\:emoved . 

.156. Following the remeval of control on cloth and yarn in 
January .1948, prices rose sharply and Government had to reimpose 
the co.ntrol in August 1948 by issuing the Cotton Textiles (Control) 
Orde:· on the 2nd August 1948, and the Cotton Textiles (Control of 
Movement) Order on the lOth September 1948. Subsequently, on the 
26th March 1949, the Cotton Textiles (Export Control) Order was 
issued. The Government Contractors (Disposal of Cotton Textiles 
Unused Material and Rejected Stores) Order which was issued on 
the 29th January 1949 was a re-issue of the same Order issued in 194:5 
but which was withdrawn in April 1948. It is under the above 
Orders, which are in force· now that the control on cotton textiles is 
exercised. 

157. Objects of the ControL-The main objects of the Cotton 
Textiles (Control) Order, 1948, and the Cotton Textiles (Control of 
Movement) Order, 1948. are:-

(1) to regulate production, 

(2) to fix prices, and 
(3) to regulate the distribution and movement of cloth and 

yarn. 
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158. The object of the Cotton Textiles (Export Control) Ordel'; 
1949, as its name suggests, is to regulate the export of cloth an.d yarn. 
The Government Contractors (Disposal of Cotton' Textiles Unused 
Material and Rejected Stores) Order provides for the fixation of the 
prices and markings and the manner of disposal of rejected material 
or stores in the hands of Government contractors. 

We shall first refer to the controls exercised under the Cotton 
Textiles (Control) Orde~, 1948, and the Cotton TextUes (Control of 
Movement) Order, 1948. 

159. Control on Production.-Clauses 12, 13,1 14, 19, 20. 20A, 20B, 
20C and 21 of the Cotton Textiles (Control) Order, 1948, deal with · 
the control on production of cloth and yar·n. Under these clauses, 
regulation is exercised over the acquisition a:r;td installation of looms 
by a person, the use of wheat flour or glucose or other sizing or filling 
material in the manufacture of cloth, and the classes or specifications 
of cloth or yarn and the maximum and minimum quantities thereof 
which may be produced. Besides, regulation. is. also exercised over 
the use of spindles and the packing of cloth and yarn in baies of 
certain sizes. 

160. Under clause 20 of the Cotton Textiles (Control) Order, 1948, 
directions to the producers have to be issued by the Textile Com
missioner. These directions were issued under Notification No. 78-
Tex. 1/48, dated the 30th November 1948. Under these directions, 
restrictions were placed on the varieties of cloth that could be pro
duced, the varieties of cloth that could be dyed, and the printh1g of 
cloth. Restrictions were also placed· on the percentage of lciqms that 
could be employed by a prodncer for the production of certain varie
ties of cloth. The maximum permissible difference 'bet.ween reed 
and pick was laid down, besides the maximum· difference between 
the warp counts and w~ft counts, Subsequently, in September 1949, 
the directions were revised, and a nQW Notification No .. TCS. I/20 
was issued on the 22nd September 1949. Some of the restrictions 
were withdrawn, but the others such as on production. of cloth of 
the same design and colour set-¥p or colour combination in different 
cloth groups, the varieties of cloth to be dyed, the number of warps 
and wefts and the maximum permissible difference between reed and 
picks were retained. Restriction on the percentage of looms that 
could be employed by a producer for the· production of particular 
varieties of cloth was also retained. The directions contained in the 
Notification dated the 22nd September .1949, which is in force now . ' ' have been revised from time to time to meet the changing conditions 
For example, in February, 1951 to meet the shortage' .of dhoties and 
sarees the mills were directed to employ 50 per cent. of their wide
width looms for the production of dhoties and sarees, and of all looms 
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so employed, at _least 60 per cent. were to .be reserved for productiOn· 
of dhoties only. In May 1952, certain relaxatior.s were made in pro
duction control, e.g., quantitative restrictions on dyeing and printing 
by mills were removed, and mills were permitted to dye all categories 
of cloth in sulphur dyes. The mills were also permitted to dye 
sarees and certain packing restrictions were also relaxed. In October 
1952, the restriction placed on the mills, viz., that they should reserve 
40 per cent. of their looms for the production of dhoties and sarees 
was removed, but the permission granted to the mills to dye the 
sarees produced by them was withdrawn with effect from the 1st 
November 1952. In order to assist the· handloom industry, on the 
9th December, 1952, the mills were directed to limit their production 
of dhoties to. 60 per cent. of the ~verage quantity of dhaties packed 
by them for sale in India per month during the year April 1951 to 
March 1952. 

161. On the question of production control on cotton cloth and 
yarn, the various interests examined by us held divergent views 
Representatives of the trade and industry were very critical of the 
control on production, which they said instead of increasing produc
tion actually hampered it. Reference was made by these representa-

. tives to the frequent changes made in production control which acted 
as a damper on production. For example, one of the Associations 
representing the industry, pointed out to tis that under the present 
control, unwanted varieties of cloth are produced with the result that 
there is no demand for them. The Mills, the Association said, should 
be allowed to manufacture such varieties of cloth which suit popular 
tastes and for which there is a general demand. The existing restric
tion on the production of dhoties has ~lso come in for severe criticism~ 
The main points advanced are that the handloom industry should not 
be helped at the cost of the mill industry. If the policy is that ~e 
handloom industry should be assisted, then other measures should be 
taken. As- a result o! the restrfcted production of dhoties, it was. 
stated tO' us that their prices in some of the States had risen sharply~ 

162. Some of the State Governments examined by us, however,. 
were of· the view that production control should remain. They 
·pointed out that when price control was in force control on produc
tion had definitely resulted i.n the manufacture of varieties required 
by the public and prevented the conc~ntration of production of the 
varieties more profitable from the point of view of the mills. 

163. While we appreciate the reasons for production control when 
distribution and prices were controlled also, with the remov~tl of 
price and distribution control, it should be possible to reduce the 
degree of control over production. This, in, fact has been the recent 
policy of Government. We recommend that progressively contnol 
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"'ver production should be lifted and it need only be retained to the 
extent necessary for the following reasons: 

(a) protection to the handloom industry, and 

(b) to ensure that the consumer gets durable cloth. 

With regard to (a), the matter is under examination by another 
Committee and its Report may be awaited. As for (b), for some time 
to come, it seems that some protection to the consumers' interests 
against mills which do not themselves adhere to the high standards 
might be necessary. In this context, we quote similar views express
ed in the Report of the Working Party on the Cotton Textile Industry 
~1952): 

" ........ While we are in sympathy with the general opinion 
expressed by the Textile Industry thaf it may be left 
free to cater to the needs of the consumer without the 
irksome intervention of the present control mea~ures, 
we are equally clear that unless the Inaustry as a whole 
is in a position to put its house in order and adopt 
measures which will expose erring members and mete 
suitable punishments to such, if necessary by claiming 
powers ftom the Government for such reform measures 
being adopted by tllem, it will be difficult to get out of 
the era of controls which many of them desire." 

164. Price Controls.-Under Clause 22 of the Cotton Textiles 
(Control) Order, the Textile Commissioner can specify (1) the ntaxi
mum ex-factory, wholesale and retail prices at 'which any class or 
specification of cloth or yarn may be sold, and (2) the marking to be 
made by a manufacturer. or dealer on any class .or specification of 
cloth or yarn manufactured 'Or sold by him. The .markings include 
price markings. Since 1949, the Tariff Board's formula has been 
taken as the basis for the fixation of prices. Under the Tariff Board's 
formula the fair prices of cloth and yarn are arrived at by taking into 
account the main elements in the cost of production, viz., raw cotton, 
wages and other manufacturing charges, power and fuel and stores, 
'These prices are revised every quarter. Since October 1952, owing 
in the easy suppl'y position of cloth, Government have been gradually 
decontrolling the prices of various varieties of cloth. In October 1952 
dhoties and sarees, mulls and voiles, poplins and crepes, drills, mazri 
cloth, dosuti, bedticking cloth and some less important varieties were 
removed from price control. With effect from the 1st January, 1953, 
other varieties of cloth such as all superfine cloth, falling within 
Groups XIII-XV, twills and coatings and certain other varieties were 
also removed from price control. As a result of these relaxations 
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price control was removed from about two-thirds of the cloth pro
. duction. With effect from the 1st May, 1953, price control on sucis 
and shirtings was removed. Very recently in July 1953 price control 
has been completely lifted over all varieties· of cloth and all counts 
of yarn. 

165. As in the case of production control, the views of the various 
interests examined by us were divergent as regards the control on 
prices of cloth and yarn. The view of the consuming interests was 
that the price control had been beneficial as it enabled the consumers 
to get their requirements at fair prices. But the industry itself and 
the trade were very critical as regards this aspect of the control. 
Opposition to the control has been on various grounds. In the first 
place, the Tariff Board's 'formula under which the prices had been 
fixed came in for strong criticism .. It was stated that the Tariff Board 
did not take a realistic view in formulating their suggestion as regards· 
the manner in which the fair prices of cloth and yarn should be fixed. 
Secon,dly, it was pointed out to us that the fixation of uniform prices 
for a particular variety of cloth, without taking into account the 
quality of the products of the different mills, amounted to putting a 
premium on inefficiency. Certain mills produced better variety of the 
same cloth while certain other mills produced inferior varieties. 
The price fixed at times for certain types did not' leave any margin of 
profits with the result that the mills stopped producing these varie
ties and turned their attention to the production of other varieties 
which were actually not wanted by the consurner. The .shortage of 
dhoties and sarees in early 1951 was attributed to this cause. 

166. Another criticism was as regards the margins allowed to 
distributors over the ex-mill rates in the· fixation of prices. It \Vas 
pointed out to us that originally the margin was fixed at 20 per cent. 
for 'cloth and 15 per cent. for yarn. After. devaluation in 1949, the 
margins had been reduced to 14 per cent. and 12i per cent. respective
ly. These margins, it was claimed, were very low. 

167. Still another complaint was that following the decontrol of 
several varieties of cloth since October, 1952, Government had changed 
their policy in regard to adopting even the Tariff Board formula in 
fixing the prices of the controlled items of cloth as also of yarn. 

168. Although the matter has, in view of the recent decontrol of 
prices, only got an academic interest we would like to point out that 
the Tariff Board formula of price fixation was devised on the assump
tion of ·overall control. \Vhen control was confined to some few 
varieties of cloth the general formula was not always followed. The 
same reason applied to the price of yarn. As regards the margins 
allowed to the distributors, the Textile Commissioner during the 
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course of his examination by us in January 1953, told us that before
the war, the profit margins were small. The margins from 20 per 
cent. for cloth and 15 per cent. for yarn had been reduced to 14 per 
cent. and 12! per cent. respectively only after a conference had been· 
held with a view to reducing prices all round in order to bring down 
the cost of living, and the interests concerned voluntarily agreed to 
the reduction in the margins. :Prices being high, the returns to the
distributors were quite req.sonable, although the percentages were 
reduced. In the case of yarn, the Textile Commissioner further ex
plained that the margin was reduced as it was felt that the handloom 
industry could not produce cloth at a price at which it could be con
sumed, when the raw material price was so high. He also explained 
that as between the 'wholesaler' and the 'r~tailer', a somewhat large-· 
margin had to be given to the latter, as his 'turnover was less and he
had to keep the stock for a fairly ,long period. The Textile Commis
sioner's view was the margins allowed in the circumstances were 
quite fair, taking into account the fact that the consumer was willing
to buy cloth only at reasonable prices. With the decontrol of prices. 
over cloth production, the points referred to above are now ·only of 
academic interest. 

169. One of the suggestions in respect of which .the Committee in
vited comments from the various interests was in regard to the mark· 
ing of prices on the varieties-• of cloth which had been decontrolled. 
Several of the witnesses said that the marking of prices would enable 
the consumers to know exactly that price they would have to pay. 
Other witnesses, however, were of the view that though marking of 
prices was desirable, the suggestion was not practicable, as it could 
not be legally enforced .. Some of ~he witnesses,· including the Textile 
Commissioner, also referred to the difficulties that would be met 
with in the marking of prices on decontrolled varieties of cloth. It 
was explained that the price of cotton is an important element in the 
cost of production, and so long as the prices of cotton are near the 
ceilings, there would be no change in the prices of cloth over a con
siderable period. But when the prices of cotton fall,· prices of cloth_ 
have also to be adjusted downwards. Manufacturers and dealers, how
ever, tend at this stage to hold back the lower priced cloth and releas~ 
to the consumers only the higher priced cloth, as otherwise the higher 
priced cloth would be left unsold in their hands. 

170. Distribution and Movement Control.-Clauses 25 26 28 29 
. ' ' ' ' 30, 30A, 30B and 31 of the Cotton· Textiles (Control) Order 1948 

deal with the control on the distribution of cloth and yarn. The 
maximum quantities of cloth and yarn which may be possessed by a 
producer or dealer or other persons are indicated and no producer 
or dealer can keep cloth and yarn beyond a certain specified period.; 
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from the_ date of production as marked on the cloth and yarn. Pro
ducers have to seU their cloth and yarn only to the following cate
gories of persons, viz., (1) persons nominated by the Central Govern~ 
ment to acquire cloth or yarn to meet Goverllil!ent requirements, (2) 
persons holding licences for export of cloth or yarn out of India, (3) 
wholesale dealers or other persons nominated by a. State Government 
or by the Textile Commissioner and ( 4) certain other persons nomi-
nated by the Textile Commissioner. The Textile Commissioner has 
been given powers for securing proper distrib\Nion of cloth or yarn, to 
issue directions to any producer to sell specified qualities of cloth or 
yarn to any of the persons mentioned above. It is also provided that 
a wholesale dealer must sell only to dealers or certain other persons 
specified by the Textile Commissioner, and a retail dealer can sell 
-only under the directions of the Textile Commissioner. 

171. Under the Cotton Textiles (Control of Movement) Order, 
-1948', as its name suggests control is exercised over the movement of 
·cloth an,d yarn from· one place to another. Cloth and yarn can be 
moved only with a general or special'permit from the Textile Com
'Jmsswner. Under the Notification No. 15-Tex./I. 49, dated 13th 
_August, 1949, issued under the Order, the country has been divided 
into 25 zones. The .movement of cloth and yarn, within a zone is not 
subject to any restrictions, except those laid down by a State Govern
ment. State Governments have also been delegated the powers to 
regulate transport to and Jrom their States, by dealers in cloth and 
yarn. Movement of cloth or yarn from Greater Bombay or the 
Ahmedabad Municipal Borough has, however, been- subject to the 
Textile Commissioner's control. Certain articles are exempted frcm 
the provisions of the control; these articles include handloom cloth, 
belting cotton, surgical dressings, durries, oil 'and· leather cloth, tape, 
newar, camouflage netting etc. 

172. The main features of the distribution system are that alloca
·tions of cloth and yarn quotas are made to the States against which 
·the purchases are made by the State nominees from the producing 
-centres. Distribution to consumers within a State is done through the 
1icenced dealers and consumers' Co-operative Societies. 

173. On account of the easy supply- position in regard to cloth and 
yarn, the control on distribution has been relaxed progressively since 
March, 1952. In April, 1952, the mills were allowed to sell to buyers 
of their own choice, their entire production of fine and superfine cloth 
and 80 per cent. of coarse and medium cloth. Further relaxations 
'have been made since April, 1953, and distribution control has now 
:.been removed entirely over both clotp. and yarn. 
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174. The views of the various interests examined by us on distri
bution control would, therefore, now be of academic interest only. 
However, we should like to refer to those views briefly. In regard to 
the working of distribution control during the last few years, the 
opinion of the consumers and the State Governments was that the 
control had served the pu,rpose for which it was meant. In periods 
of acute scarcity distribution control had helped in the equitable 
distribution of cloth and yarn to the various States, who in turn had 
arranged for its distribution- to consumers. But the trade interests~ 
par~icularly, were v~ry .critical of distribution control and the manner 
in which the control had been exercis.ed. The distribution system fol
lowed, it was pointed out to us, had disrupted the normal channels of 
trade. This arose as a result of the system of .nominees introduced bv 

·the State Governments to lift their quotas. 

175. It was stated to us that these nominees were quite new to th:e 
-distribution trade and could not handle the business efficiently. ·The 
-old traders were thus thrown out of their business and left unemploy-
-ed. Then again it was pointed out that at times when these nominPes 
did not lift their quotas', there was accumulation, of stocks with the . 
mills, and the consumers thereby suffered. .It has come to our notice 
that irt the earlier years· of controls distribution through the trade 
did not function effectively and it ,is mainly on account of this that 

:steps had to be taken by. the State Governments to ensur~ distribution 
.and this was done through the appointment of nominees. The licens
·ing of dealers by the State Governments came in also for severe 
criticism. 

176. The trade ·interests· particularly suggested that in view of the 
decontrol of distribution, the provisions of the Cotton Textiles ·(Cdn
·tro] of Movement) Order should' be relaxed. Orr this question, th'e 
'Textile Commissioner. told us, when. we examined him i'n Janw!~ 
1953, that all mills, except in Bombay and Ahmedabag which were 
]arge producing centres, had been released from the obligation to take 
-out transport permits before despatching cloth. They had only to· 
send to the Textile Commissioner's Office, returns of the despatches. 
·Similarly, all yarn despatches were subject only to the submission of 
returns. He added that cloth was still in category 7 ·of railway 
priority and nothing beyond category 4 m<;>ved automatically; That 
is why transport permits had to be continued at Bombay and Ahmed
abad as thereby the Textile Commissioner was able to arrange for 
ad hoc wagon allotments and 'marry' the wagons available and the 
·consignments offered for despatch. 

It has come to our notice that certain States have taken steps to 
ban import of cloth into their States. This is a retrograde step, as it 
is against the spirit of the Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) 
..23M of C&I 
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Act under which the main object is to make cloth available to i~~ 
public in plentiful supply and at cheap prices. --

177. SimpLification and Reduction of ·Returns.-Representatives of 
the textile industry compiained to us strongly in respect of the returns, 
which they had to submit to the various authorities periodically. It 
was stated to us that the returns were innumerable and the mills have 
to maintain a full fledged department for preparing and submitting 
these returns. So far as mills in Bombay City were concerned, it 
was stated to us that they have to submit the following returns:-

Weekly returns· 

Fortnightly returns 
Monthly returns 
Yearly returns ... 

1 

3 

28 

1 

Th~re were other returns besides, and the total number· of returns to· 
be submitted every year came to 5'77. Many of the forms were
cumbersome and contained many columns to. be- filled in. In addition. 
to the returns to the Textile Commissioner, returns had to be sub-
mitted to the Factory ·Inspectorate, Labour Department of the· 
Bombay Government, Registrar of Joint Stock Companies, etc. It: 
was suggested to the Committee that a direction should be given to· 
the Textile Commissioner to reduce the number of returns to the
minimum.· When we. questioned the Textile Commissioner on this: 
matter, he said that to locate stocks to meet local shortage, Pte., it: 
was necessary to call for certain statistical returns. He said, further 
that in the present circumstances it should be-possible to reduce the 
number and he would examine the matter. We understand from him· 
that he has done this as can be seen from the following statement
supplied by him: 

Annual Monthly For:- Weekly ad-l.oc 
nigh: 1y 

- - -

Total No. of returns (35) :.. I 27 2 l 4 

Returns discontinued (8) . .. 5 .. l 2 

Balance (27) l 22 2 .. I 2 

We would like to state here that in regard to cloth and yarn, where-
controls have been relaxed considerably, there fs further scope for 
reducing the number of returns, and only the 'very important returns. 
should be continued. 
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178. Our specific suggestions on the subject are given below:-

(a) Under Clause 22(1) and (2) of the Cotton Control Order, 
1950, mills are to submit in form 'D' each month informa
tion relating to stocks of raw cotton, acquisition, consump
tion and sales of Indian and Foreign cotton, cotton waste 
and staple fibre. In adilltion, mills report each fortnight 
in form 'E' details regarding their purchases of Indian 
raw cotton. We feel that -the later return can be dis
continued and, if necessary, the extra information that 
it provides can be obtained by a slight modification of 
form 'D'. 

(b) By the 2nd of the month, mills sen~ by telegram a fairly 
detailed report on total pa,ckings ·for export -and for 
home consumption of wearable·· and non-wearable, 
controlled and non-controlled varieties of cloth. They 
also submit a monthly return in form 'S' covering more 
or less the same ground. These two reports can be 
amalgamated into one. 

(c) Two monthly returns in forms I and II are submitted by 
mills relating to cloth and yarn moved from one zone to 
another without Release Orders. It should be possible 
to call for 'Quarterly' instead of 'Monthly' reports on the 
subject considering the general improvement in · the 
supply position. 

(d) Two monthly returns are submitted .by the mills relating 
to the supplies and consumption of coal and coke. One 
of them is confined to the hard 'coke requirements for 
foundries of the mills. · This, we think, can be dis
continued. 

(e) There are two monthly returns in forms CST No. 1 and 
CST-3A relating to the production and packing of cloth. 
We feel that this information can be merged with the 
monthly return which mills ar.e separately submitting 
on the same subject-vide (b) above. 

(f) A monthly return relating to the production, purchase and 
delivery of yarn which mills send in form CST-No. 5 
can be merged with a similar return which mills submit 
to the Yarn Branch of the Textile Commissioner in what 
is known as Annexure-E. Likewise, two other monthly 
returns relating to yarn submitted in forms CST-6 and· 
CST-7 could be merged in this very report. 
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(g) Mills submit monthly returns relating to soft and hard 
waste in CST-5A. This form could be abandoned and 
the information received under (a) above should suffice. 

179. It has come to our notice during the course of the inquiry 
that the State Governments also call for returns. We would '5Uggest 
that a meeting of all the authorities who receive returns from the 
textile industry, whethet the Central Government or State Govern
ments, should be called by the Ministry concerned at an early date 
and an attempt made to see whether the purpose can be servt>d by 
copies of certain returns being supplied_to more than one authority. 
Where the number of returns cannot. be reduced by making copies 
of the same returns, unless there are overwhelmingly strong reasons, 
returns should not be called for more frequently than once a month. 

180. The Cotton Textile (Export Control) Order, 1949.-Under 
this Order which was issued on the 26th March, 1949, ihe procuring 
of and the trading in cloth and yarn for export to countries abroad 
is regulated. Cloth and Yarn intended for export should have 
certain markings, such as 'for export only.'.- The cloth and yam 
should not be stamped with prices. Producers have to selJ cloth 
and yiirn il).tended for export only to an exporter and on production 
of certain specified proofs about his quota or export licence. Expor
ters, are prohibited from selling this cloth and yarn in this country 
itself. As regards the price which a producer could charge an ex
porter, as ~ell as the export price, the Order originally provided for 
certain percentages over the maximum ex-factory prices fixed by the 
Textile Coinmissioner .. This price control was to apply only to those 
countries so notified by the Central Government. In the beginning. 
price control was applicable to only three countries, but subsequently 
extended to all countries. In February 1950, however, price control 
was removed. 

181. Witnesses who were examined by us and who were in favour 
of the removal of all internal controls, such as on production, distri
bution and prices were, however, of the view that export control 
should be maintained. In the event of the supply of cloth and yarn 
not being sufficient to meet the intexnal demand, restrictions on 
export could be imposed. But in that event, all that is necessary is 
to take action under the export control regulations. The Committee, 
therefore, feel that the Cotton Textile (Export Control) Order may 
be issued under the ·Import and Export (Control) Act, 1947. 

182. The Government Contractors (Disposal of Cotton Textiles, 
Unused Material and Rejected Stores) Order, 1949.-ln view of the 
fact that there is no price and distribution control on textiles at 
present, it should be possible to withdraw this Order. 



CHAPTER X 

THE EssENTIAL SUPPLIES (TEMPORARY PowERS) AcT. 1946: 

Coal and Salt 

183. We shall deal with the' controls on coal and salt in this 
chapter. Actually, salt being a food article should have been dealt 
with by us in the chapter on Foodstuffs and Cattle Fodder. But as 
coal and salt are under the administrative control of the Ministry 
of Production, we thought it fit to deal with both these commodities 
in this chapter. We shall take up coal first:· 

Coal 

184. Existing Control Orders.-There is one control order in res
pect of coal, viz. the Colliery Control Order, 1945. 

185. Background of the Control.-The need for control on _coal 
arose during the war years, when, with the increase in industrial 
activity, the demand for coal greatly exceeded its supply. Due tc> 
the fact that labour engaged in the coal mines found attractive work 
elsewhere, coal raisings were a-lso affecte_d. Control had, therefore~ 
to be imposed on the production, distribution and prices of coal. 
The Colliery Control Order, was, therefore, issued in 1944 under 
Rule 81(2) of the Defence of India Rules. This Order was revised 
in 1945, and the Colliery Order, 1945, continues to be in force to-day 
by virtue of Section 17 of the Essential Supplies (Temporary 
Powers) Act, 1946. · 

186. Objects of the Control.-The main objects of the Colliery 
Control Order are: 

(1) to fix prices of coal; 

(2) to regulate the distribution of coal; and 
(3) to prohibit or limit the mining of production of any grade

of coal. 

We shall deal with these objects in turn. 

187. Price Control.-Under Clause 4 of the Colliery Control Order. 
prices' of coal can be fixed for different grades of coal and coke and 
for different collieries. The prices of coal and coke which were first 
fixed in 1944 have been revised from time to time. The prices fixed 
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~re pithea~ prices and different prices are fixed for coal produced 
m the va~wus ~oal ~reas. The representatives of the Coal Mining 
In~ustry m the1r wntten and oral eviden..ce were of the view that 
~nee control has worked effectively and to the advantage of the 
mdustry. They emphasized that the existing price control should be 
conti~ued. Removal of control, they said, would result in lowering 
of pl;'Ices and cut-throat competition which was a feature of the pre
war days. Development work of the coal mines would thereby be 
affected. Besides, the marginal mines would be forced to close down 
and production would suffer. It was pointed out that there are grave 
dangers if mines are also closed dowrr; for once they are closed it 
would be difficult and expensive to reopen them. Closure of mines 
would also have repercussion on employment. The Industry's repre
sentatives drew attention to the fact that even in England there was 
price control. The representatives of the industry were also opposed 
to any reduction in the fixed prices; they explained "that labour 
charges formed a large proportion of the cost of production and with 
the present demands of labour it was not possible to effect any 
reduction in the wage bill. Actually, one of the Associations has 
been asking for the restoration of the reductions of 9 annas and 
10 annas per ton in the price of coal agreed to by the industry in 
1949 at the request of the Government of India in pursuance of efforts 
then made to reduce the price level. The supply of foodgrains at 
concessional rates to labour, the Association complained, was becom
ing unbearable, because collieries were allocated imported grain 
which costs higher than prices of indl.genous grain. Besides asking 
for the restoration of the cut, the Association has requested that they 
may b2 absolved from the responsibility for the supply of foodgrains 
at concessional_ rates. While we agree that the restoration of the 
cut which would increase the price of coal to the consumer is not 
desirable, we would like to b:~;:ing it to the notice of Government 
that to the maximum extent possible, indigenous foodgrains should 
be supplied to the collieries so that the complaint of the collieries 
that they are-made to bear a burden which should be borne by all 
purchasers of foodgrains should be removed. 

188. While the representatives of the Industry were in favour not. 
'Only of the retentio:q. of price control but of the existing fixed prices, 
representatives of the consumer interests, which included industr~al 
as well as other consumers, were against the .continuance of pnce 
·control. Their arguments were based on the fact that coal p~oduc
iion has been increasing and many of the collieries are willmg to 
.Qffer coal at below the fixed prices. Even if it is necessary to fix 
-the prices, they stated that the prices should be fixed at a lower leveL 
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189. Distribution ControZ.-Clau.se 8 of the Colliery Control Order 
:provides for control in regard to distribution of coal. The Central 
-Government can issue directions to the colliery owners regulating 
the disposal of their output or stocks of coal including directions as. 
~o the grade, size and quantity of coal which may be disposed o:f 

. according to the order of priority fixed by Government. 

190. The Coal distribution system is that each month the Deputy 
·Coal Commissioner (Distribution), after obtaining an estimate from 
collieries as to the quantity of coal they could produce for despatch, 
and after also ascertaining ·the requirements of the consumers and 
the number of wagons likely to be made av~ilable, makes the neces-

.sary allocations proposal in broad categories ·to the Ministry of Pro
~uction at Delhi. After the decision of the Ministry of Production 
is communicated to the Deputy Coal Commissioner.·· he makes the 
:necessary allocations-to consumers. 

The object of the diStribution control is twofold, viz., (1) to distri
'bute according to the order of priority amongst the consumers what
·ever coal is produced, and (2) to utilise fully whatever transport 
facilities are available. . 

191. During the war period and later, when there was a great 
£train on the transport system .. oand there was not enough production 
·of coal, distribution control served a useful purpose. But in the 
.~onditions prevailing at present, we found that opinion is not unani
.mous in regard to the continuance of the control. Even amongst 
the industry itself, opinion 'is divided. While one section of .the 
industry was in favour of the removal of distribution control, with 
.Some priority control over wagons which were limited in number, 
the other section wanted· distribution control to continue mainly on 
the ground that the transport system still presented difficulties. 

192. Representatives of the consumers were also divided in. tpeir 
view as regards continuance of distribution control on coal. While 
some of the representatives of the consumers felt "that since coal 
,production was increasing, distribution controls should be removed, 
others referred to the transport difficulties and favoured their 
·retention . 

. 193. The present method of the allocation of coal and wagons 
-came in for criticism at the hands of the representatives of the 
industry as well as the consumers, and various suggestions were 
made for improving the method. · It was pointed out, for example, 
that some lower grade coal was being forced on consumers who 
would prefer better grades. As the ash content was about 15 per cent. 
in high grade coal as against 35 per cent. or even more in low grade 
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coal, n:uch of the shortage of wagons could be met by distributing:_ 
-~nly high grade coal. The Coal Commissioner when examined on 
this point stated that the production of high grade coal was about 
80 per cent. of the total production and onlx 20 per cent. was inferior 
quality coal. This being the position, actually the bulk of the hi~h 
grade coal was being distributed to all the consumers in the country • 

. 194. On the other hand, it was represented by one section of the 
c~al industry that the higher grades of coal were being depleted at 
a· rapid pace. It was, therefore, suggested that the consumers of" 
higher grade coal should be forced to take a percentage of their 
requirements in lower grade coal and that at least 25 per cent. of the· 
available wagon supply should be reserved for lower grade coal. 
This proposition was not acceptable to the producers of high grade 
coal, whose view was that the consumers should- have freedom in 
the choice of coal. Reservation of wagons for lower grade coal, in 
their opinion, would result in loss of available wagon space ancf 
further increase the cost of production while reducing the level of 
production. The Coal Commissioner was of the view that such 
reservation was fraught with practical difficulties, in view of the; 
inadequate wagon supply, any such reservation could be made only 
at the expense of the high priority industries. Similarly, the sugges
tion that consumers should have freedom in the choice of coal was· 
not acceptable in the present conditions. The production of better 
grades of coal was inadequate to meet all requirements. The trans
port facilities were also inadequate and a market should be found for 
lower grade coal also. The present system of qualitative control was 
aimed at utilising the better and lower'grades of coal and the avail
able transport facilities to the best advantage. Every effort was 
made to supply the minimum requirements of each consumer· 
irrespective of priority classifications. 

195. The Committee inquired whether it was not possible to give
some latitude to industrial consumers to buy their requirements of 
coal from the collieries of their own choice within the limit of their· 
quota. It was pointed out by the Coal Commissioner that every· 
consumer has the freedom to choose his colliery,-the only restriction 
being that the t;J.earest colliery should be utilised to save transport_ 
At present, the quota to each important industrial consumer is fixed 
by the Central Government while the quota of the smaller consumers 
is controlled by the -state Governments through their State Coal 
Commissioner. Some of the State Governments represented that the 
present distribution between the Central and State allottees should 
be revised, and all allottees should be under the control of the State· 
_Governments. Further, they wanted that all allotments 
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should be made on the recommendations of the· State Gov-
ernments. One of the State Governments also wanteci that they 
should be given the power to re-allocate from one category of con
sumer to another. When we questioned the Coal Commissioner on 
this suggestion, he said that it was not desirable that the State Gov
ernments should make this sort of diversion. Such diversion, he 
added, should be done centrally, because ~oal was of different quali
ties and different consumers required different varieties of coal. But 
he appeared to be favourable to the suggestion that the State Govern
ments could be given the powers to divert coal within one class of 
consumers and within the State quota. The Ministry concerned m,ay 
consider this suggestion, but it ~ould be ~ecessary for the State 
Government to inform the Coal Commissioner about the diversion so 
that the latter could maintain the necessary records in regard to the 
re-adjustment. 

196. A suggestion was made with a view to solving the transport 
problem, that if coal could be moved by road, it should not be sub-
ject to any distribution control. We put this suggestion to represen
tatives of the industry, the various Stq_te Government and also the 
consumers. It was pointed out to us that movement of coal by road 
would be very costly and hence the suggestion was not of great value. 
Actually, the Coal Commissioner computed that the cost of coal would· 

• be Rs. 2 per maund higher if·"it was transported by road. Another 
point was that as very few industrial and other consumers were 
near the coal fields, the suggestion was not a practical proposition. 
If, however, some consumers are prepared to move their coal by road, 
we do not see why it should be subject to distribution control. 

197. Production Controls.-Clause 11 of the Colliery ·Control' 
Order provides for production control, viz., that mining of certain 
grades may be prohibited or lilnited. It is clear that the purpose 
behind this clause is to conserve certain types of coal whose resources 
are limited, viz., metallurgical coal. Actually, under the Coal Mines· 
(Conservation ·and Safety) Act passed in 1952, Government has been 
empowered to take certain action, especially in respect . of 
the conservation. of metallurgical coal .by restricting· its output. 
The control exercised under the Colliery Control Order is, therefore, 
a sort of negative control and does not aim at increasing production. 
So that for all practical purposes, this means that the coal industry 
is not subject to any production control, the aim of which is to in
crease production. Actually, the necessity for this type of control at 
present does not arise as coal production has been continuously in
creasing. In 1948, production of coal amounted to 29.8 million tons_ 
This increased to 31.9 million tons in 1950, 34.3 million tons in 1951. 
~nd 36.3 million tons in 1952. 
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198. Committee's Observations on Coal Control and its continu
"'{Lnce.-From the above discussion on the working of the Colliery 
·<:ontrol Order, it will become evident that opinions differ in regard to 
·the continuance of the different aspects of the controls imposed en the 
coal mining industry. That the coal mining industry is an important 

·industry, on which several other important industries are dependent, 
needs no emphasis. Taking into account all the factors, we .vould 
agree that the existing control on the industry should be continued. 
The industry -as·we have noted is subject to three main controls, viz., 
in respect of prices, distribution and production. Production control 
is enforced largely to conserve particular types of coal, viz., metal
·lurgical coal in which our resources are limited. As regards price 
contr,9l, the consumers are naturally anxious for its removal or at 
least a reduction in the present fixed prices. Due to the rigidHy of 
the cost structure and the fact that the industry is caJled upon to 

'bear certain burdens, e.g., supply of food at concessional rates, our 
opinion is that the existing system of fixed prices should continue. 
We do not support the suggestion that was made that the 'fixed' pri

,ces may be treated as 'ceiling' prices. For, if the collieries are a.llow
·ed to sell below the ceiling prices, the only result would be that 
there would be unhealthy competition, and the weaker and the mar
. ginal mines would go out of production. Once collieries are 
·closed it would be difficult to re-open them, and it would 
. not be in the national interest to allow such a thing to happen in 
view of the fact that coal production has to be maintained to keep 
1:>ther industries engaged. 

199. As regards distribution control in the context of the present 
transport conditions, our opinion is that the control should continue. 
We have already referred to certain suggestions made in regard to the 
improvement of the distribution control system. Some of these sug
gestions made by the industry, the State Governments and the consu
mers are not considered practicable by the Coal Commissioner. ' -

200. In regard to s~ft coke and brick burning coal in respect of the 
·_supplies of which we heard ·complaints, as the limiting factor is trans
port, the position should be easier with improvements in wagon 

_supply which are expected at no distant date. 

201. It was complained that industries in the South experience 
. .difficulties in obtaining their supplies of coal. As the transport bot
tleneck has been the main cause of the difficulties. it was suggested 

-that. coal dumps should be created at important places like Madras, 
· Bangalore, etc. for regularising the supply of coal to industries in the 
:South. The Coal Commissioner told us in regard to this matter that 
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it would be possible to increase the supplies of coal to the South 
·when the output of the Singareni Collieries went up from the middle 
of this year. The possibility of placing more wagons for _rail trans
"J>Ort was also being investigated, and the questiof! of building up to 
·a larger extent the dumps in Madras was also under active examina-
1ion. If similar action is taken to create dumps at Bangalore and 
-other important places, we expect that the coal supply position in 
'the South will be eased,_ 

Salt 

292. Existing Control Orders.-In re~pect of salt, there is one Con
·trol Order now in force, viz., the Salt (Res~rve Stocks) Order, 195(). 
-However, by virtue of Notification No. PY-:603(2):!, dated the 21st 
'October 1946, issued by the Department of Food, as conti;ued in 
:force under Section 17 of the Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) 
.Act, the State Governments exercise control on the distribution and 
_price of salt within their States. 

203. Background of the Control.-The Salt (Reserve Stocks) 
•Order was issued in 1950 mainly to meet an emergency that had 
.arisen in Calcutta. It was feared that due to shortage of salt at 
·Calcutta, merchants would take advantage and raise prices. As 
·Calcutta is the source from which certain regions in that part, jn
cluding East- Pakistan, draw their supplies, steps had to be taken to 
·ensure that adequate stocks were built up. The Salt (Reserve Stocks) 
·Order was consequently issued. 

204. Object of thJe Control.-The Order provides that every impor
·.ter of salt shall store not less than 15 per cent. of salt imported by 
"him in the Government Golah at Calcutta. The Salt Controller has 
·been empowered to vary at his discretion the percentage of salt to be 
.:Stored, not however, so as to reduce it below 10 per cent. or to in
crease it about 15 per cent. At present the percentage has been fix-
€d at 10. The object of such' a provision is to build up .an adequate 
.reserve of salt at Calcutta. (Imports from Tuticorin not exceeding 
2.000 tons in each consignment are exempted from the provisions of 
the Order). 

205. Reserve Stocks Order: Suggestion for its removal from the 
trade.-Opinion seems to be unanimous from the various Salt Mer
·Chants Associations as well as Chambers of Commerce that the Salt 
(Reserve Stocks) Order is unnecessary at present and should be re
moved. Some of the Associations pointed out to us that the Order 
was issued in 1950 out of panic created at a time when general scar
·cities were developing. As' it is compulsory for every importer to 
.store 10 per cent. of his imports in the Government Golah at Calcutta. 
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the traders were critical of such a measure and said that this meant: 
'blocking up of so much of their capital. It was stated to us that as 
much as Rs. 50 lakhs were blocked up in this way. Besides this il. 
was complained that godown rent and other· incidental expenses are 
also to be borne by the traders. Further, as release of the stock of salt. 
over the 17 lakh maunds to be held as reserve from the 1st Decem
ber 1952, is to be freely given, the traders complained that considera-
ble and unnecessary expenses are incurred in taking stocks to the· 
Golahs and from the Golahs to outside destinations. It was stated 
to us that all these expenses worked out to about 5 annas per maund. 

206. Representatives of the salt trading community as well aS
Chambers of Commerce also stated to us that the Reserve Stocks 
Order has been more or less a dead letter, as no occasion has so far
arisen whereby recourse was had to the reserves held in the Golahs. 
In addition to this fact, it was stated to us salt production was ac
tually increasing and there was no fear of a· shortage of salt. 

On the grounds stated above, the trading community and the
Chambers of Commerce were strongly in favour of the removal of the 
Reserve Stocks qrder. Some of the witnesses, however, agreed that: 
while they had no objection to the Order remaining on the Statute" 
Book, its enforcement should be held in abeyance. 

207. Committe'e's Observations.-The Committee has considered· 
carefully the points raised by the traders and the representatives of 
the Chambers of Commerce in regard to the working of the Salt (Re-· 
serve Stocks) Order and their suggestions for its removal. It must 
be noted that Calcutta is an important distributing centre for salt. 
no~ only for West Bengal, but for the adjoining States such as Bihar~. 
U.P., Assam, Tripura and Manipur. From Calcutta, salt is distributed. 
tO N:epal also. Representatives of the concerned State Governments. 
wh~n questioned by us wer~ of the view that the Order should be 
retained, as, otherwise, they apprehended shortage of salt and the 
soaring of prices. The Salt Commissioner whom we examined was 
also of the same view. We have considered the question from all 
aspects and feel that the Order should be retained. But, at the same 
time we feel that to meet the points raised by the traders and the 
Chambers of Commerce, we can safely make some changes in the 
provisions of the Orcer. At present the stock of salt at the Govern
ment Golah is 17 lakhs maunds which represents about H months 
consumption. The Salt Commissioner when questioned by us as to 
whether the stocks could be reduced from 17 to 12 lakhs maunds to 
give relief to the traders said that there were some risks jnvolved 
)n a drastic reduction in the reserves. There was a tendency on the--
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:part of the trade to export more salt to Japan, overlooking the needs 
of Calcutta and he had, therefore, tQ compel the trade to take some 
-of their supplies to Calcutta. The Salt Commissioner, however, said 
.that a reduction to 15 lakh maunds could be effected without under
taking any risks. We feel, however, that having regard to the pre
sent easy position of salt production, a reduction to 12 lakh maunds 
.should be feasible. 

208. As regards the percentage of salt to be stored by the impor
ters in the Golahs, we would suggest that the Salt Controller may be 
..allowed at his discretion to vary the percentage between 5 and 15 
per cent. This would mean that in Clause 3 of the' Order, for the 
words-'so however as not to reduce it below 10 or increase it ilbove 
15', the words-'so however as not to reouce it below 5 or increase 
it above 15', should be substituted. The pre~ent percentage, viz., .10 
inay then be reduced by the Salt Commissioner to 5, which amounts 
to ~b~ut one month's cosumption. 

209. In regard to the two other complaints of the trade, viz.,, ,that 
:a large capital was locked up in keeping salt jn the Gove;rnm~n~ 
·Golahs and that there was unnecessary expenditure such as go4ow.n 
charges and the charges for transhipment of salt fro~ the ship to.-~he 
-Golah and from the Golah to outside destinations, the Salt Commis
sioner explained to us that eve_n in the absence of the Order it. was 
the .general practice of the tr~?e to store their salt in the Gover~
ment Golahs. As regards the expenses, he_said that.th~y were sx:n~~
We feel that if the reserves in the Golahs are reduced to 12. J~kh 
maunds as suggested by us above, much of the complaint of the ~ra~e 
will be met and the trade could have no compiaint regarding 'the 
incidental expenses which even in the absence of the Order, they 
would any how have to incur. 

210. Zonal Scheme.-A feature of the distribution of salt is the 
existence of what is called the 'Zonal Scheme' and the 'Nonlin'ee 
System'. Whereas the 'Nominee System' is a creation of the State 
Governments. the Central Government is responsible for the creation 
<>f the 'Zonal Scheme'. 

211. The Zonal Scheme was introduced mainly because of trans~ 
port difficulties. With a view to prevent cross haulage and also to 
avoid long haulages, the country is divided into regions and salt 
produced from certain sources is assigned to particular ·regions. 
Wagons for the movement of salt are allocated under the direction 
of the Salt Commissioner. _The main criticism of the traders of the 
Zonal Scheme is that the age old channels of distribution have been 
disrupted. As an example, it was pointed out to us 'that under .the 
present Zonal Scheme, railments to statio~s in Bihar, viz., Gaya. 
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Patna, etc., are being made from Kharagoda, Sambhar and Bombay:-· 
which are far-flung sources·, of supplies. The suggestion was that 
Bihar should be supplied with salt from Calcutta. There was an
other criticism as regards the wagon allocations made by the Salt 
Commissioner. It was pointed out that the Wagon Registration 
Scheme operated by the Salt Commissioner has worked against the 
general body of merchants who have not been in the membership. 
of some particular Associations. On these grounds the trading com
munity were, opposed to the continuance of the Zonal Scheme. 

212. On the other hand contrary to the views of the traders, it. 
was pointed out to us that due to the existing transport difficulties,. 
lt is necessary to continue with the allocations under the Zonal 
Scheme. As salt is a daily necessity, it is necessary to ensure its 
supply to the consumers. The Salt Commissioner was of the vievv 
that the Zonal Scheme has worked satisfactorily and it hfis prevented 
unnecessary haulages and at the same time assured supplies to ·the 
various consuming centres. _ He, therefore, felt that the Scheme
should be continued. He also said that under the Zonal Scheme, salt 
enjoyed priority of movement which was an advantage. The Salt 
Commissioner also referred to the fact that the movement of ::;alt was 
seasonal-the season coming to an end on the 15th June-and if 
wagons were not available in time there would be shortages of salt .. 
Actually, the average supply of nine months was bei:1g moved dur
fug a. period of first four months." The existence of the Zonal• 
Scheme, therefore, helped to overcome these difficulties. Under these
circum;tances, the Committee is of the view that the present Zonal 
Scheme may continue until there is an ~asing of transport. 

213. Nominee System.-The working of the Nominee System came
in for severe criticism at the hands of the salt traders and the Cham
bers of Co!lllllerce. The Nominee System is in existence in the States 
of Assam, Bihar, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, ·Madhya· 
Bharat, Vindhya Pradash, Himachal Pradesh, Bhopal, Delhi and 
.Ajmer. Under the powers delegated to them under the Notification 
No. PY-603(2)-I, dated 21st October 1945, issued by the Department 

of Food. as continued in force under Section 17 d the Ess2:1tial Sup
plies (Temporary Powers) Act. the State Governments referred to 
above have issued their own notifications under \vhich imports of 
.salt in their States are restricted only to those who are called 'No
minees'. These 'Nominees' are appointed by District :Magistrates and 
other ~fficers to whom the necessary powers are delegated. It ap
pears that the Nominee System owes i~ inception to the transport 
difficulties a few years back, and when it was found out that ~raders 

indulged in malpractices in regard to the wagons allotted to them. 
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... l'o overcome these malpractices and to ensure continued supply or·
salt to the consumers, the various State Governments took measures,. 
to appoint their own nominees for importing salt into their States. 

214. Representatives of the salt traders in their evidence referred'" 
to the fact that the appointment of these nomiriees has resulted in: 
throwing out of work a large number of traders. For example, repre· 
sentatives of the traders at Sambhar Salt Lake pointed out to us that 
until the Nominee System was introduced by the States concerned,._ 
they had been exporting salt to these _States. But now their liveli- · 
hood was cut off and hun.dreds of families were suffering. 

215. In addition to the above complaint, representatives of the 
trade referred to the fact that the system was subject to much abuse. 
Ordinarily, they expected that the wholesale·.or retail traders in salt 
in the States concerned would be appointed· as nominees, but this 
was not done. Persons unconnected with the trade were appointed as 
nominees. It was also stated to us that in some of the States only 
a few nominees have been appointed so that they have tended to 
create a monopoly, with the result that the consumers of salt do not 
get their requirements at reasonable rates. In this connection it was 
brought to our notke that the consumers· are getting their salt at 
cheaper rates in those States where the Nominee System does not pre
vail, as compared with those States where the system exists. By the 
intervention of the nominees it was stated that as much as 8 to 10 
annas per bag of 2! maunds '.Jere added as the nominee's profit to 
the cost o~ salt 

216. It was also pointed out that as the railways are in a· position 
to allot all the wagons needed -there is no necessity of continuing the 
system. In support of this it was stated that in the morlth of Novem
ber 1952, permits for 2,505 wagons for despatch of salt ex-Salkia to 
South Bihar and for 1,985 wagons, ex-Dhitput Ghat to Uttar Pradesh 
were allowed to lapse, which showed- that the wagon position was 
not difficult. · 

217. The representatives of the State Governments concerned who 
were examined by us were,-however, strongly in favour of the· conti-· 
nuance of the system which they s·aid had benefitted the consumer. 
Some of the State Governments refuted the allegation that there was 
favouritism in the appointment of the nominees and that persons 
unconnected with the salt trade were so appointed. They stated t(} 
us that actually the nominees were drawn from the trade itself; only 
in respect of displaced persons, exceptions were made. The Salt 
Commissioner also stated that the Nominee System was working 
satisfactorily and only some discontended merchants who wer~ only 
middlemen complained against the system. He added that 
complaints against the nominees were investigated and if necessary; 
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-they were blacklisted. The Salt Commissioner also referred 
to the view of the State Governments that if the Nominee 
System was withdrawn the entire responsibility for the distribution of 
:salt in the. States would have to be borne by the Central Govern-
ment,. and said in this connection that it ~ould not be possible for 

:him to undertake this responsibility. · 

218. We have considered all the points for and against the con
tinuance of the Nominee System and also noted that the State Gov
ernments concerned hold strong views in this matter. We feel that 
the problem should be considered in the light of the main object to 
be achieved, viz., that the consumer should get his supplies of salt 
regularly and at a fair price. In our view the Nominee System has 
outlived its utility, but since the States where the System is prevail
ing are very strongly opposed to its removal, we recommend that in 
the first intance these States should allow 'free' imports also, that is, 
traders other than the nominees should be allowed to take salt into 
the States, in addition to the nominees. We may observe that 'free' 
jmports. of salt are already allowed in the Madhya Pradesh State, 
where the adoption of such a measure has worked satisfactorily. 
'The Central Government may review the position at the end of the 
year, and, if necessary withdraw the delega~ed powers to the States 
in regard to the continuance of the Nominee System, except in respect 
of those States where the transport position still continues to be 
difficult. 



CHAPTER XI 

'THE EssENTIAL SuPPLIES (TEMPORAR'Y PoWERS) AcT, 1946: 

Iron and Steel 

219. Existing Control Orders.-There are two Control Orders 
.r·elating to iron· and ste~l. viz., 

(a) The Iron and Steel (Control of Production and Distribu-

tion) .Order, 1941; and 

(b) 'fhe Iron and Steel (Scrap Control) Order, 1943. 

220. Background of the ControL-During the· early years of the 
war, .when imports were cut• off, there was a shortage of steel in 
this country. ·Whatever steel was available had to be rationed 
among the essential consumers and at a reasonable price. Produc
tion had also to be rationalised. Control on the production and 
distribution was consequently introduced. The control was .later 
extended to iron and steel scrap. 

221. Objects of the Control: (a) The Iron and St'eel (Control of 
Production and ·Distribution) Orcj.er, 1941.-The main ~objects of 
the Order are~ 

(i) To regulate the ,distribution of iron and steel; 

(ii) To co-ordinate and regulate the production of iron and 
steel in accordance with the country's demand; 

(iii) To regulate the creation of new productive capacity in 
respect of iron and steel; and 

(iv) To fix prices for the different cate,gories of iron and 
steel. 

222. Regulation of Production and New Productive Capacity.
Under Clause 11-A of the Iron and Steel (Control of Production 
and Distribution) Order, the Iron and Steel Controller has been 
empowered to co-ordinate the production of iron and steel in 
accordance with the country's demand. He can accordingly require 
producers to obtain his approval to their programmes of manufac
ture and also require the producers to manufacture such categories 
of iron and steel as are in his opinion necessary. Under Clause 
ll~C, it is provided that the setting up of any new iron and steel 

:23 M of C&I 
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plant, or the extensions of the existing plants, should not be 
carried out unless special authority has been obtained. The object 
of the control on production is to have a programme of production 
based on the requirements of different "Classes of consumers. The 
production programme is determined on the basis of the distribu
tion system evolved by the Government, which is described in 
paragraph 224 below. 

223. Regulation of Distribution.-Clause 4 of the Iron and Steel 
(Control of Production and Distribution) Order regulates the 
aC'quisition of iron and steel of controlled categories from producers 
and stock holders. Clause 5 provides for the disposal of iron and 
steel. _No producer or stock-holder is allowed to dispose of any 
iron and steel without a permit issued by the Iron and Steel Con
troller. The object of control over distribution is to ration the 
available supplies of iron and steel in accordance .with the essen
tiality of the demand. 

224. In advance of a production period (which is a quarter of a 
y€ar), an estimate is made of the total quantity of steel that i~ 
expected to be made available from production and at the same 
time an assessment is made of the demands of the different classes 
of consumers. For this purpose the consumers are divided into 
broad categories, such as, (1) Defence, (2) Railways, (3) Industrial 
Maintenance and Packing, (4) Steel Processing ·Industries, (5) 
Government Development Schemes, (6) Private Industrial 
Development Schemes; (7) Refugee Housing Schemes, (8) Agricul
tural Requirements, and (9) General Public (including small scale 
manufacturers of consumer goods). 

The demands under each group are considered and sponsored by 
various sponsoring and co-ordinating authorities, and on the basis 
of this information, ~lotments against each group of demands are 
made by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry at a quarterly 
allocation meeting after taking into consideration the essentiality 
of the demands and availability of iron and steel. Quota certifi
cates against these allotments are issued by the Iron and Steel 
Controller to important individual allottees on the recommenda
tions of the co-ordinating and sponsoring authorities. With the 
quota certificate; the holders can obtain iron and steel by placing 
crders on the producers or on the controlled stockists. Public 
quotas and the agricultural quota are distributed through the 
State Governments. Distribution of the allotment made to a 
State is done by the State Steel Controller, who operates by the 
issue of permits on Registered Stockists. 
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225. The distribution control on iron and steel has been neces
sitated because of the shortage of this commodity. But the policy 
of the Government of India has been to relax the control as and 
when the supply position has eased. As a matter of fact in April, 
1946, the distribution control- on iron and steel was withdrawn, but 
it had to be re-imposed after four -months. Since April 1952, 
Government have been again relaxing the control over distribu
tion. The most recent relaxations in distribution control have been 
in respect of heavy structural and heavy rails, bolts and nuts, wire 
nails, pipes, tubes and fittings (indigenous or imported), bars and 
rods, and light structurals. These relaxations mean that the con
sumers can now buy their requirements in respect of these items 
without a permit. Then again, registered ··stock-holders, including 
un-registered te-rollers in the various State& have been permitted 
to sell without permits, iron and steel materials which are held 
by them for a period exceeding 60 days from the date of receipt by 
the State Steel Licencing Authorities of first intimation of such 
stocks but which remain either (1) uncovered by permits or· (2) 
covered by permits but for which no financial arrangements have 
been made by the allottees within the period of validity of the per
mit issued. This relaxation is intended for quicker disposal. 

::!26. Witnesses who were examined by us generally welcomed 
1elaxations. There was. however, a section who wanted the Gov
r:rnment to go further and remove the entire control on _distribu
tion. They said that they were not in favour of partial control. 
On the other hand. there was another section which advanced the 
view that total removal of distribution control on all categories of 
iron and steel was not desirable. They agreed, however, that in 
respect of items where the supply position has eased, there is a 
case for gradual removal of distribution control. We inquired 
from the Iron and Steel Controller whether relaxation, as suggest
ed by some of the witnesses, was possible,· for example, fn respect 
of rorrugated iron sheets. The Iron and Steel Controller said that 
it was true that one of the producers had produced some time back 
a large quantity of sheets which were allotted to some of the 
States as additions to their normal allotment, but he ·was of the 
opinion that no decontrol was possible until production of sheets 
was sufficient to meet the demand. The Committee feels that as 
supply is still far short of demand there is no case for complete 
decontrol in respect of iron and steel. Government should how-, 
ever, continue to make such relaxations in distribution control as 
the situation justifies. 

227. The present scheme under which iron and steel is distri
buted <.'arne in for criticism at the hands of not only some of the 
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Chambers of Commerce and other interests, but a few State Gov
ernments as well. Various suggestions with a view to modifying 
the present scheme were made. ·First, as regards the classification 
of consumers for the · assessment of the demand for steel. It was 

: repre&ented to us by some witnesses that the existing classification 
needs revision in the light of the circumstances obtaining at 
present. As regards allocation of steel against the demands made 
by the several classes of consumers, though the complaints about 
'inequitable distributio-n of the steel quota are few, it has been 

::represented to us that the steel processing and fabricating indus-
try have not been rece1vmg adequate quota of steel, while 
there has been an increase in the quota allotted to States for agri
cultural purposes. The result has been, it is stated, that the steel 
processing industry has been working below capacity. One of the 
Chambers of Commerce has suggested that the allotment of 
indigenous steel to the small industries should be increased, or in 
the. altl:'rnative, imported steel should be allotted to them at subsi
dized prices as has been done in the case of the big industries like 
rE:-rolling. So long as there is a shortage of supply it is inevitable 
that all the consumers cannot get all their requirements. We 
would, however, commend to Government the needs of the small 
scale industries. 

228. It was stated to us by one of the State Governments that 
in the case of Central allottees, the recommendations made by the 
State Governments should ordinarily be followed and as far as possi
ble no change effected from those recommendations. It was also sug
gested that the Central allottees should be under the effective control 
of the State Governments. The Committee understands that in all 
cases State Governments' recommendations are given full considera
tion before the allotments are made. As regards· the second sugges
tion, we feel that industries of all-India importance must continue to 
be dealt with centrally. 

229. Witnesses also referred to the difficulties experienced in 
obtaining .steel from the producers or the stockists against quota 
certificates. When the necessary indents or orders are placed, an 
advance of 25 per cent. is insisted; in some cases, it was pointed 
out that the full amount is taken as advance. Capital was thus 
blocked up. In addition to this, it took a long· time to get the 
matl:'rials indente~ for. When the Iron and Steel Controller was 
questioned by us in regard to this matter, he said that advance 
payment was insisted from the allottees for obvious reasons. 
Every effort was, however, made to minimise unnecessary delay in 
the matter of expediting orders by the stockists. Production h3.s 
also improved and the time lag has been very much reduced. 
Since about a year, stocks are moving quickly. 
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2:{0. As a result of the· recent decontrol in respect of certain 
items it was stated to us that the relaxation has not resulted in 

' any material change in the distribution systell!. In the case of 
heavy structurals, for example, the main producers do not normal· 
ly book ord~rs directly from ·the fabricators. This means that 
whilt> during the period of control, the fabricators had been getting 
their reauirements from the main producers at Column I rate, 
they wo~ld now be compelled to purchase their requirements at 
Column II or Column III prices from their de'alers. The Iron and 
Steel Controller told us that the main producers were preyailed 
upon to make use of the existing distribution system so that the 
advantage of Column I prices may continue. 

231. Some of the State Governments also· puggested that as an 
imprcvement of the present system, within the quota allotted to 
them, they should be allowed to allocate steel as they wished. 
There was also a suggestion from some quarters that it should be 
made possiqle for State Governments to · divert the agricultural 
quota for non-agricultural purposes. As regards the suggestion 
for a bulk allocation to the ·States, within which they should be 
given a free hand to re-allocate, the Iron and Steel Controller, who 
was questioned by us, said that the bulk allocations were made to 
the States after taking into co:psideration their recommendations 
in respect of demands of individual industries, and once the allo
cations are made the States should not be empowered to alter 
them. The Committee feels that it will be difficult to let the 
Stlltes change allocation at their own discretion because alloca
tions are made on the basis of the importance and priority of the 
demands. In any case, with the progressive relaxation of control, 
this question is losing its importance. 

232. The distribution within a State of its allotment of steel has 
also come in for a certain amount of criticism. It was stated to us 
that some State Governments follow dilatory methods with the 
re:>ult that stockists are unable to sell their products within a 
reasonable period. This 'in turn results in the stockists not being 
able to lift their allotments from the m:1in producers in time, who 
are thus inconvenienced for want of swift and adequate outlet for 
their production. It was. therefore, suggested that State control 
on dislribution should be removed and that this would not result 
in unfair distribution. We would like to point out in this connec
tion that except for sheets, plates and wire, there is no control on 
other categories of steel dealt with by registered stockists and that 
with the sixty-day limit after which the registered stockists are 
free to sell their material, there should be no undue hardship. 
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233. The Iron and Steel Control Order provides for the appoint
ment of .only two classes of dealers, namely, (1)- Controlled Stoc
kist", and (2) Registered Stockists. Some of the State Govern
ments suggested to us. that they should be given some power in the 
appointment of Controlled and Registered Stockists. Some other:; 
suggested that they should have the power of removing them also, 
if they considered such a course necessary. It was also suggested 
to us that the State Governments should be allowed to recognise 
the small dealers ·also. When we questioned the Iron and Steel 
Controller as regards these suggestions, he said that the recom
mendations of the State Governments were as a rule being accept
ed in respect of Registered Stockists. Though the Registered 
Stockists were appointed by the Central Government, they actual
ly functioned. under the direct control of the State Governments. 
In view of this and since controls have been considerably relaxed, 
we do not see any point in pursuing it. If the existing Registered 
Stockists are insufficient to cater to the demand, the question of 
increasing their number may be considered by the State Govew
ments. 

One of the State Governments suggested that just as productioa 
was programmed, similarly if movement · programmes are also 
prepared and despatches are regularised in accordance therewith, 
there would be less difficulty. It was, therefore, suggested that 
the necessary machinery for this purpose should be created in the 
Iron and Steel Controller's Office. While the suggestion is an 
attractive one, we understand that due to transport and other 
practical difficulties, it cannot be given effect to. The Iron a~1d 

Steel Controller has assured us that, as far as possible, the orders 
will. be executed in the order in which they have been booked, 
except for priority demands. 

234. One of the State Governments suggested that Clause 
11-A (c) of the Iron and Steel (Control of Production and Distribu
tion) Order should be amended so as to enable the producers to 
accept <:hanges in indents if not in all categories at least in a few 
less important categories. For the more important categories, 
indents may net be amended unless the Iron and Steel Controller 
gives his concurrence. Such an amendment, the State Govern
ment· said, would enable it to procure supplies of the requisite 

. categories without undue delay. The objection against this st!gges
tion is that if the producers accept changes in indents, without the 
knowledge of the Controller, the latter would be unable to keep 
himself informed of the production programme of the producers. 
\Ve d•J not, therefore, recommend any change in the pi·e3en.t 
practice: 
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235. Price Control.-Under Clause 11-B of the Iron an,d, Steel 
(Control of Production and Distribution) Order, the Iron and Steel 
Cvntroller has been empowered to fix maximum prices for diffe
rent categories of iron and steel sold by (1) a· producer, (2) a 
controlled stockholder and (3) a -registered stockist or any other 
person. 

The system of price fixation followed 'is· that uniform selling 
prices are fixed on f.o.r. port basis, viz., Calcutta, ·Bombay and 
Madras, taking into account the retention prices payable t~ the 
main producers, plus a surcharge to enable a part of imported steel 
to be sold at the controlled price. Extras over the basic export 
selling prices are payable for quality and size!! as also for delivery 
at stations other than these three ports. The prices chargeable by 
stockists are higher by Rs. 30 per ton in the case of Centrally 
Controlled Stockists and Rs. 45 per ton in the case of Registered 
Stockists controlled by the State Governments. 

236 The recent relaxations in distribution control have, how
ev~r. not been generally accompanied by price decontrol. In the 
-ca:>e of pipes, tubes and fittings in respect of which distribution 
control was lifted on the 19th January, 1953, price control has also 
been removed. The general view of witnesses who appeared 
before us is that price control ~ould continue, though in some 
quarters it was expressed that price control along with distribution 
control should be removed. The Committee is of the opinion that 
the present scheme of the fixation of price is working satisfactorily. 
A few suggestions made by certain witnesses are referred to belo_w. 

As regards the price schedule to the Control Order, one of the 
State Governments stated that the schedule needs simplification. 
At present additional expenses, such as place extras, etc. are added 
to the price. If prices are fixed on f.o.r. destination basis, the price 
structure would become clear to every one. The' suggestion was 
that the amount allowed at. present to the producers by way of 
place extras may be added at an average rate in the selling price 
.as specified in the various columns. Most of the industries are in 
<>r near port towns and probably their demand is larger than that 
<>f the industries in the interior. If a flat rate were to be fixed, the 
present port price will have to be increased with the result that 
the industries ·in and round about port towns will lose the advan
tage they have been enjoying for a number of years. Ori the 
other hand, with the partition of the country, East Punjab is now 
required to pay more in the form· of freight with· the J0ss nf 
Karachi Port. We understand that the Ministry of Commerce 
and Industry are already examining this matter with a view t() 
introducing a more rationalised system of freight. 
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Another State Government stated to us that decisions regarding. 
the fixation of prices are taken without consulting State Govern
ments. T~ese decisions at times benefit the stockholders who
charge increased prices on the stocks in 'their hands. It was also 
suggested to us that the State Governments should be given some 
powers to fix prices of certain categories of iron and steel, such as 
agricultural implements. The basic categories of steel are control
led by the Iron and Steel Controller who fixes their prices. So far 
as ·finished products are· concerned, it is open to the State Govern
ments to fix the prices, but considering that supplies are easier, it 
would seem late in the day to think in terms of extending the 
price control. 

237. (b) The Iron and Steel (Scrap Control) Order, 1943.-
0bjects of the ControL-The main objects of the Iron and Steel 
(Scrap Control) Order, 1943 are: 

(i) To control the distribution of scrap, and 

(ii) To fix prices for the different categories of scrap. 

231::. Distribution and Price Control of Scrap.-Clauses 3 and 4 
of the Iron and Steel (Scrap Control) Order deal with the acquisi
tion and disposal of scrap. Under Clause 3, acquisition of scrap by 
producers from all sources and by others from 'controlled sources' 
is controlled. "Controlled sources" are the producers of Iron and 
steel, railways administration and any other factory local authority 
scrap merchant or a person declared as a 'Controlled source' 
Clause 4 regulates the disposal of scrap by controlled sources. 
The distribution system is that a quaterly quota of scrap (includ
ing defectives and bulk production cuttings) is allotted to all State 
Governments. Applications for permits for acquiring scrap are to 
be addressed to the State Government concerned, and supplies 
against permits are obtained from Controlled Scrap Merchants in 
each State. 

239. Certain relaxations in respect of distribution control have 
been made recently. For example, State Governments are allowed 
to relax. the distribution control by issuing permits for scrap and 
defectives freely and by allowing Controlled S~rap Merchants to 
sell without permits whatever materials that the State Govern
ments are unable to allocate within a period of 30 days from the 
date of receipt by the State Iron and Steel Licensing Authority 
of intimation of .the arrival of the stock in the Yard of 
the Scrap Merchant concerned. Certain categories of scrap have 
also been removed from distribution control. The relaxations 
would result in quicker disposal and prevent accomulation at the 
productiOn centre. Some of the witnesses who appeared before 
us were not satisfied with the relaxations and suggested the· 
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removal of the entire control on scrap. The Iron and Steel Con
troller when examined by us on this point, however, thought that
the Order should be continued. We feel that as scrap is being· 
allocated for purposE's for which perfect steel is not available. the· 
Scrap Control Order should continue for the present. 

240. One of the suggestions made to us in regard to the Scrap
Control was that re-rolled articles should be made for good scrap 
and Government should exercise some control to check the q~ality
of scrap to be used for· re-rolh~d articles. The Iron and Steel Con
troller when questioned in regard to this suggestion-agreed that in· 
the case of rods and bars which are re-rolled from scrap, fO'l· · 
example, the quality was not up to the. desired standard. He· 
thought some Government control was necessary. It was also 
stated to us that in one of the States. while. the open market price· 
of scrap was Rs. 130 to Rs. 140 per ton, the State Controller insisted· 
that the stockholders should supply it at Rs. 60~per ton. as other:-: 
wise their licences would be cancelled. It was also "' complained 
that the State restricted the movement of scrap outside the State,. · 
whereas no such restrictio:r;1s had been placed by the .Central 
Government. The Committee feels that there should be no sueh· 
restriction on inter-State movement of scrap. As regards the 
quality of goods made of the re-rolled scrap, some control . over 
quality would seem desirable.• especially when it is used for cons
tructional purposes, where there may be danger to human life. if' 
the material is below standard . 

. 241. Delegation of Powers under the Control ·orders.-We shall' 
refer here to some other suggestions that were made to us in: 
respe::t of the control on iron and steel. First, as regards dele~a
tion of powers. Some of the State Governments stated to us. that. 
delegation of powers to them' was inadequate. For example, in 
one of the States, the delegation of power to inspect, search, etc.,.. 
has been made in favour of only one officer. Such restricted dele
gation was not helpful, it was added. The Iron and Steel Ccmtrol
ler, \vhom we questioned on this point, replied that it all depended 
on the status of the officer co:1cerned. So far as District Magis~ 
trates and other officers of similar status were concerned, he stated 
that sueh powers may be delegated to them, but not to junior
c.fficials. We agree that this suggestion may be given effect to. 

242. Uniformity in application of Orders.-It is obviously· 
desirable that there is uniformity in the application of the Orders 
in a!l the States. Certain instances came to our notice- which 
suggested that this was not always so. We understand from the· 
Iron and Steel Controller, however, that the States are now trying: 
to follow a uniform policy, which is desirable~ 



CHA"PTER XII. 

THE SuPPLY AND PRICES OF Goons AcT, 1950. 

243. Main Features of the Act.-Reference has been made in an 
~arlier Chapter to the circumstances under which the Supply and 
Prices of Goods Act came to be on the Statute Book. The Act pro
vides for the control of prices of certain goods and for 'tlie regulation 
of production, supply and distribution thereof. The Act applies to 
goods specified in the Schedule to the Act and to such other goods 
.as the Central Government specifies by a notification. The main 
features of the Act relate to: 

(1) Fixing of maximum prices and maximum quantities which 
may be held or sold 

(2) Restrictions on possession and sale of goods by dealers and 
producers. 

(3)' Limitation of quantity which may be poss~ssed at anv one 
time. 

( 4) Issue of Cash Memorandum of certain sales, and marking 
of prices and exhibition of price lists and declaration of 
stock positio~s. ' · 

(5) Regulation of production, distribution and disposal of 
goods. 

'(6) Submission of ~counts and information. 

The other proviSions in the Act relate to penalties, procedure and 
ncidental matters. 

244. Goods Subject to Control.-The goods which are ·brought 
l"ithin the scope of the Act are:-

1. Non-ferrous metalS: including brass (unwrought and semi-
manufactured). 

2. Bicycles, bicycle parts and accessories. 

3. Cycle tyt-es and tubes. 
4. Electric bulbs. 
5. Caustic soda. 
6. Soda ash 
7. Tanning materials (watUe bark. wattle extract and 

quebracho). 
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.S. Raw rubber. 

Q, Casein. 
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10. Infants' foods (Glaxo, Horlicks, Cow and Gate Milk, and 
Ostermilk).. 

11. Sulphur. 

12. Tannery wool. 

13. Chrome ore. 

14. Textile accessones and mill stores. 

15. Raw jute and jute manufactures. 

At present, however. control is exerc1sed on the following .goons 
only: 

1. Non-ferrous metals. -

~- Caustic soda. 

3. Boda ash. 

4. T_anning materials. 

5. Casein. 

6. Sulphur. 

7. Tannery wool. 

245. Nature of Controls on· Goods.-The nature of controls exer· 
cised in respect of each of the controlled goodi) is a·s follows:-· 

(1) Non-ferrous metals: 

Submission of monthly stock returns, limitation of the quantity 
- that can be sold, maintenance of record of sale transac

tions, and exhibi~ion of orice lists. 

(2) Caustic soda and soda ash: 

Control over distribution, limitation of the quantity that may 
be held by consumers, ban on sale by consumers, sub
mission of monthly stock returns, maintenance of re
cord of ·sale transactions and exhibition of price lis±s 
and statement of stocR of goods held. 

(3) Tanning materials: 

Control over price. control over distribution, submission of 
monthly stock returns and exhibition of price lists and· 
statement of ·goods ·held in stock. 

(4) Casein: 

Control over price, control over distribution, submission ol 
particulars of sales, exhibition of statements of price 
lists and stock of goods held. 
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(5) Sulphur: 

Control over distribution, limitation of the quantity that 
may be held by consumers. submission of monthly 
stock returns. 

(6) Tannery wool: 

Control over movement. 

246. Views of interests concerned on the working of the Act.-The 
promulgation of the Supply and Prices of Goods Orduiance 1n 

September 1950 (replaced later by the Supply and Prices of Goods 
Act 1950) was necessitated by the outbreak of the Korean War. 
The view of the various interests examined by the Committee 
generally was that the measure at that time had beneficial effects. 
But it was pointed out that conditions had changed since then, 
necessitating a re'l{iew of the whole position. It would b,e pertinent, 
therefore, to state the views of the interests concerned in respect of 
the goods subject to control. 

(1) ·Non-ferrous metals.-It has been stated' to us that due to re· 
duced demand _there has· been a fall in the prices of non-ferrous 
metals. Owing to the inability of traders to hold stocks, it was 
further stated that non-ferrous metals nave sometimes been sold by 
dealers at less than their cost price. There is no price control, 
and it was, therefore, suggested thaT this item snould be removed 
from the scope of the Act, i.e. that the dealers and producers should 
be exempted from submitting monthly returns and~ maintenance of 
record of sale transactions. The submission of such monthly returns 
and keeping of records of sale transactions, it was pointed out, added 
to their operating expenses. 

(2) and (3) Caustic soda and Soda ash.-In regard to caustic soda 
and soda ash, it was stated that the supply position has improved and 

. the goods are available at lower prices than those fixed. Opinion i,:; 
divided as regards the continuance of control. While some of the 
witnesses have stated that it is desirable to have control on pro
duction and distribution as well as on imports. others have stated 
~hat though control on prices is not desirable, there may be control 
on distribution. 

( 4) Tanning Materials: Wattle bark, Wattle extract and 
Quebracho.-Tanning. materials were included in the Supply and 
Prices of Goods Act in 1950 as at that time due to reduced imports 
there was a scarcity of these commodities. Representatives of the 
tanners and dealers associations stated to the Committee that when 
the control waf' imposed on tanning materials they had strongly 
represented to the Government of India for the removal of the 
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control but without success. Since then, the supply position has 
eased considerably. Besides imports of wattle bark and wattle 
~xtracts from East Africa, there have been offers from other countries. 
Several substitutes for wattle bark and wattle extracts such as 
Avaram bark and Konnam bark have also come i~to the market. 
The plantations of wattle trees in Palani and Nilgiri Hills on a large 
~cale would enable India to be less dependent on imports. Prices 

<>f some of the tanning materials are ruling lower than the imported 
price. On these grounds, the representatives of the tanners and 
dealers associations as well as some of the Chambers of Commerce 
urged the removal of control on tanning materials. 

One of the tanners and dealers associations stated to the Commit
tee that if the demand of the trade for the removal of control on 
1anning materi::~Js is not acceded to, it wou]d ·suggest a modification 
m tl.e existing system, viz., that a quota should be fixed to . the 
tanne;·s on the basis of tanned weight of hides and skins tanned in 
the ta;mery as per accounts determined by the Income-tax Officers. 

(5) Casein.-There have not been any comments in regard to the 
control on casein. The position appears to be that with the cessa
tion of stackpiling brought about as a result of the outbreak of the 
Korean Vlar, there is no possibility of an increase in prices. 

(6) Sulphur.-There is no price control on this commodity,_ but 
there is distribution control. The Government fixes a quarterly 
quota for each manufacturer on the basis of the consumption of 
wlphur during the pre-control period. The U.S.A. is the principal 
.supplier of sulphur and the supplies· are made on the basis of quarter
ly quotas to each country. It was suggested to us that since the 
sulphur supply position is comparatively easy, control can be removed. 

(7) Tannery wooL-There is only movement control over this 
-commodity. No particular comments were made in regard to this 
-control. 

247. Should the Supply and Prices of Goods Act be continued?
We have given above the views of the interests concerned in respect 
<>f each commodity subject to control under the Supply and Prices of 
Goods Act. It was also generally stated to us by the various in: 
terests, including some of the State Governments, that in view of 
the improvement in the supply position and as prices are showing a 
downward tendency, the necessity for the continuance of the Act 
does not arise. Prices of the imported articles were quoted even 
below the landed costs. In the case of the ·articles indigenously 
produced, market prices were also below the ceilings fixed. Since 
price control was the main feature of the Act, in view of the market 
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conditions prevailing ·now the Act has become more or less a dead 
letter. It was also stated that the supply position could he impl"oved 
by adjusting the import policy. There were, however, a few State 
Governments and others who felt the necessity of continuing the 
control and at least the need to have the necessary powers to impose 
controls, especially price control, in case of necessity. 

248. The Government of India have themselves been reviewing 
the position from time to time. When the supply position in respect 
of certain commodities has become easy, these have been removed 
from control. Bicycles and bicycle parts and accessories, cycle tyres 
and tubes. electric bulbs .. and infants' foods. etc. are instances to the 
point. 

249. The trade have also felt, asalready referred to, that some of 
the obligations imposed under· the Act, .e.g. submission of monthly 
stock returns, exhibition of price lists, etc. are irksom.e, especially 
when the controls in respect of prices have become ineffective. 

250. As we have seen in an earlier Chapter, the Supply and Prices 
of Goods Act will expire on the Hth Febmary 1954 un,less its life is 
further extended by an appropriate Resolution under article 249 of 
the Constitution. We do not think that there are any strong reasons 
to provide for the continuation of the Act. The Industries (Deve
lopment and Regulation) Act, as recently amended, covers now many 
of the goods within the scope of the Supply and Prices of Goods Act 
and, if necessary, suitable orders under this Act relating to those 
goods may be made. Controls over goods not covered by the former 
Act can, in our opinion, be allowed to lapse safely. If the compre
hensive Act recommended by us becomes possible there would . be 
!JO difficulty at all in re-introducing controls when the situation 
demands but if it does not. Government may have to think of enact
ing a new law to control articles not covered by the lndustries 
(Development and Regulation) Act. If price control only is then 
considered sufficient, such law should be within the competenc~ of 
Parliament in virtue of entry 34 of the Concurrent List but if pro
duction and distribution also have to be controlled. resort will have 
to be had to the procedure laid down in article 249 or article 250 of 
the Constitution or, as in the case of the Drugs (Control) Act, 
Parliament will have to legislate for Part C States and the States 
'will have to be requested to enact their own laws on similar lines. 



CHAPTER XIII. 

THE DRUGS (CONTROL) AcT, 1950. 

251. Main Provisions of the Act.-The Drugs (Control) Act extends 
to Part C States and applies to such drugs as the Central Govern~ 
ment may by notification in the Official Gazette declare. The main 
provisions of the Act relate to the following matters:-

(1) Fixing of maximum prices and maximum quantities which 
may be sold orileld. 

(2) Limitation on quantity which m~y .be possessed at any one 
time by a person. 

(3) Regulation of sale and disposal of drugs by dealers or 
producers. · 

( 4) Issu·e of cash memorandum of certain sales, and 
(5) Marking of prices and exhibition of price lists and stock 

J)Ositions. 

The other provisions of the Act deal with penalties, procedure 
and incidental matters. Part A a·nd Part B States have made corres
ponding laws, the provisions of which are more Ol' less on the same 
lines. 

252. Should Drug Controls be continued? Views of interests 
concerned.-Representatives of the Chemists and Drugists Associa
tions as well as Chambers of Commerce stated to us that while the 
price control of drugs did bring relief to the general public at a time 
when there was a shortage of essential drugs and medicines, at the 
present moment the Drugs (Control)' Act is more or less a dead letter 
as owing to the improvement in the supply position, the market prices 
of many of these drugs and medicines are below the controlled 
prices. The general view among this section was that the relevant 
law should be repealed. The obligations imposed under the law in 
regard to marking of prices, exhibition of price lists, etc. were irk-· 
some, especially when the price control is unnecessary. While some
of the State Governments maintained that the control should conti
nue in respect of drugs and medicines in short supply, others were
of the view that the drug control laws have outlived their usefulness. 

It was· also stated to us by some of the State Governments and 
others that in the absence of a proper enforcement machinery, such. 
controls could not be enforced effectively. 

111 
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253. We have given careful consideration to the question of the 
-continuance of the control on drugs and medicines in the light of the 
·evidence tendered before us. There is no doubt that the supply 
position today has improved considerably. We find that the conti
nuance of control on prices of drugs under the Drugs (Control) Act 
-js no longer necessary. By liberalisation of the import control policy, 
if necessary, the supply of drugs and medicines can be maintained 
at a reasonable price level. Opinion was also expressed by the trade 
associations and several State Governments that the power -to 
·exercise control over drugs should remain but the Control Orders 
and Notifications be withdrawn in the light of the present easy 
conditions. We agree with this view and we recommend that the 
Orders and Notifications, etc. under the Drugs (Control) Act and the 
-corresponding Part A and Part B State laws may be withdrawn. 
We have recommended earlier that there should be one Act in res
pect of all controls. We, therefore, suggest that the powers unde-r 
-the Drug (Control) Act 1950 also _should be incorporated in that Act 
and the former Act should be repealed in due course. Such a repeal 
is all the more necessary because the public are apt to ·confuse the. 
Drugs Act, 19~0, which deals with Drugs Standard Control. with the 
Drugs (Control) Act of 1950 which has nothing to do-with- Drugs 
·standard. 

254. A suggestion which the Committee put to representatives 
of various interests appearing before it was in regard to the marking 
of prices of drugs and medicines consequent on the lifting of controls. 
'This marking of prices, for example, would be similar to the marking 
of prices on books and would be of hefp to the consumers. Several 
of the representatives of the chemists and druggists- associations, 
-state Governments and others favoured this suggestion. We com
mend this suggestion to the dealers and producers of drugs and 
medicines. The necessary power to issue a direction to achieve the 
<>bject exists in Section 10 of the Drugs (Control) Act. 



CHAPT;ER XIV 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

'255. Our main recommendations are summarised as under:-

(1) _There _are times when controls are· necessary and equally at 
times controls are harmful.· Controls can, however, be used for a 
positive purpose. For planned progress in the economic field, Gov
ernment must, in the last analysis. retain the powers of overall 
guidance and control (Paras. 33 and 34). 

_ . (2) The controls of all essential commodities should be regulated 
on an all-India basis. (Para. 41); 

(3) There should be a single permanent and consoUQ.ated Central 
law conferring upon the "Central Government reserve powers of con
trol over any commodity at any time sufficiently elastic and compre
hensive to meet any emergency. (Para. 36). · 

( ~) The Constitution shoulcl be suitab~y amended to confer upon 
Parliament the necessary 'legislative power to enact such law. En
tries 26 and 27 of the State List sh-ould be transferred- to the Con
<:•.lrrent List to achieve the objeG't in view. (Para. 41). 

( 5) Such law should be_ on the lines of the. Essential Supplies 
(Temporary Powers) Act. On the enactment of such law, the Drugs 
(Control) Act and Chapter IIIB of the Industries (Development and 
Regulation) Act will have to be repealed (Paras. 41 and 42). 

(6) If, however, an outright transfer of entries 26 and 27 of the 
State List to the Concurren't List is for any reason not possible or 
practicable, the Constitution should in the alternative be amended to 
-confer legislative powers on Parliament in respect of foodstuffs, cattle 
fodder, raw cotton, cotton seed and other agricultural products. For 
this purpose an appropriate new entry 33A may be inserted in the 
Concurrent List. (Para. 43) .. 

(7) As the Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act, 1946, js 
due to expire on the 25th January 1955, it is necessary that the action 
recommended be taken before that date. (Para. 44). 

(8) The maximum imprisonment for any offence against control 
laws need not be more than three years. (Para. 48). - -
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(9) It is not necessary to provide that imprisonment should be
compulsory in respect of any offence or that the penalties of both 
imprisonment and fine should be awarded in any specified cases. It 
should be left to the . Courts to determine the form 'and extent of 
punishment in each case on its merits .. (Para. 49). 

(10) Attempts to contravene and abetments of contravention of 
,the control laws should also be'made punishable. (Para. 49). 

(11) As regards offences by corporations, the provisions of section 
15 of the Supply and Prices of Goods Act are more suitable and should 
be adopted in all control Jaws. (Para. 50). 

(12) Regarding the suggestion that certain classes of offem:es 
should be punished by administrative action, it is not desirable that 
the established course of justice should be. short-circuited by. this 
method .. (Para. 51). 

(13) Regarding the suggestion that officers below the rank of 
Police Inspectors may also be empowered to investigate control offen
ces, the normal procedure provided by the Code of Criminal Proce
dure may be followed in control offences a].so. Administrative ins
tructions may be issued by the competent authority that certain spe
cified classes of offences should be investigated only by officers oi or 
above a specified rank. (Para. 54). 

· (14) A provision empowering the Government to make orders 
conferring on the departmental staff powers of investigation of con
trol offences and of search and seizure should find place in all control 
laws so that it may be used in cases where the departmental staff 
are trai~ed to exercise such powers. (Para. 55). 

(15) The suggestion that it should not be made compulsory to call 
witnesses of the same locality when searches are conducted for offen
ces against control laws is not acceptable. (Para. 56). 

(16) In all important, complicated or doubtful cases, the previous 
advice of a Government Advocate should be sought before launching 
the prosecutions. (Para. 57). 

(17) ·The appropriate authorities should make a periodical review 
of the cases in which action has been taken for trivial and technical 
offences and devise ways and means to minimise hardship or haras
sment. (Para. 58). 

(18) The trial of control offences should be concluded within the 
minimum possible time. (Para. 60}. 
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(19) The State Governments should keep a close watch on the 
volume of criminal work and strengthen the magistracy to facilitate 
quick disposal of the control cases. If there is a tendency to put 
back the control cases to give preference to cases u~der the ordjilary 
criminal law, it should be strongly discouraged. (Para. 60). 

(20) If in particular cases or class of cases, inadequate sentence 
is awarded, the higher courts may be moved for enhancement cf the 
sentence. (Para. 62). 

(21) The spedal procedural provisions made in the Essential Sup
plies (Temporary Powers) Act are generally sufficient and suitable 
and may be adopted in all control laws. However, the provisions 
of section 138 of the Essential Supplies (Tem_pprary Powers) Act need 
not find place in the Statute and may be enforced by appropriate 
administrative checks.· (Para. 63). 

(22) The provision for the prior consent or sanction of any autho
rity to institute a prosecution is unnecessary. (Para. 64). 

(23) The posts sanctioned in control offices . though temporary 
should be filled from the permanent services and such temporary 
recruitment as takes place should be in the resultant vacancies. (Para. 
69). 

(24) It is desirable to have an even balance between temporary 
and. permanent people in all the Government Departments than to 
follow the present systelll of concentrating the temporary men in the 
control offices. (Para. 69)". 

(25) It is very undesirable that tenure of staff enaged in control 
offices should in ahy way _induce them to prolong their work. Com
mon rosters of temporary Government servants should be maintain
ed by the Central and State Governments respectively, so that if 
work in a particular control office goes down, the resultant retrench
ment would be evenly borne by all offices. (Para. 69). 

(26) If Advisory Committee are to be really useful the choice of 
personnel must be representative and must be carefully made. (Para. 
71). 

(27) Advisory Committees should meet as often as possible and 
review the working of the controls in their jurisdiction, district or 
State. (Para. 71). 

(28) For some of the important commodities, such as cotton tex
tiles, iron and steel, and coal, it may be advisable to have separate 
Advisory Committees. (Para. 71). 
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(29) A summary of recommendations of the Central and State 
Advisory Committees and the action taken thereon may usefully be 
placed before the respective Legislatures once every year. (Para. 71). 

(30) The sys~em of control laws shoutd be easily intelligible to 
every one concerned. (Para. 72). 

(3_1) The provisions regarding the various aspects of control relat
~ng tq a commodity should be made in a single Order. The practice 
of making different Orders to cover different aspects of control re~ 
lating to a commodity should be discontinued. (Para. 73'). 

(32) ·A sound system of numbering the Orders and Notifications 
and am~ndments thereto shou~d be evolved so that every one con
cerp.ed can easily check the upto date position of t~e control laws. 
(Para. 76). 

(33) Each officer in cha~ge of the administration of controls 
should maintain master. copies, brought upto date, of the Control 
Orders and Notifications with which they may be concerned. and a 
complete list of· all amendments to such Orders and Notifications. 
(Para. 76). 

· (34) Consolidated Orders and Notifications as suggested in Appen
dix V should be reissued and the other Orders and Notifications 
~hich do not require consolidation should be reprinted as brought up 
to _date, in Appendix IV and in doing so the system of numbering 
suggested by the Committee should be adopted .. (Para. 78). 

(35) All Orders relating to prohibition or regulation of forward 
contracts, futures and options should be withdrawn and appropriate 
action in that direction should be taken under the Forward Contracts 
(~egulation) Act, 1952. (Para. 78): 

(36) The number of Forms should be considerably reduced and 
made less cumbrous and. the Returns should not be too frequent. 
(Para. 79). 

(37) The Ministries concerned should make suitable arrang~me?ts 
for a periodical review of the Forms and Returns and for weedmg 
out such of them as may be no longer necessary. (Para. 80). 

(38) Public attention to the Orders ~nd Notifications published 
in the Official Gazette should be drawn by issuing Press Notes con
taining the substance thereof. Wher:ver P?ssible, such Press Not.es 
may be issued in the regional languages as well. (Para. 81). 
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(39) Arrangements should be made at the Government of Indi:i 
Press or other appropriate agency for booking of orders for the re• 
gular supply of. copies of all Orders and Notifications to the subs
cribers on payment of ~nnual subscription. {Para. 81). 

(40) The various Order~ and Notifications, incorporating all the 
amendments thereto, should be reprjnted every year. Handbooks 
containing all the Control_ Orders should be brought out by the Cen
tral and State Goverrunents and be reprinted year after ·year aftet 
incorporatin~ all the amendinents. · (Paras. 82 and 83). 

(41) So long as controls. remain arid the State Governments pre
fer to retain the nominee system in coiuiection with distnbution jt 
should be ensured that the appointment of nominees is made in a fair 
maruier and with the ultimate object of giving the best service to 
the consumer. (Para. 85). · 

( 42) The Central Government or Officers and authorities subordi
nate to the Central Government should not delegate their powers 
directly to Officers and authorities under the State Governments. 
The formula adopted by the Supply and Prices of Goods Act and iri 
the Industries (Development and Regulation) Act is the right one. 
(Pa!a. 86). 

(43) Concurrence of the Centtal Government is necessary for the 
issue of Orders by the State Governments under aelegated powers 
to enable the Central Government to satisfy itself that the delegated 
powers are not exercised by the State Governments in a manner 
detrimental to the interests of their neighbourfug States or of the . 
country as a whole. The Central Government should avoid delay in 
giving or withholding its concurrence .. (Para. 87). 

(44) Wht:m powers are delegated by ·the Central Government t6 
the State Governments to meet a specified.situaHon, express_provisiorl 
should be made in the relevant Notification that the delegation ol 
powers and the Orders made pursuant thereto should be operative 
for specified periods only .. (Para. 88). 

(45) With a view to review and re-examine the various delega
tions of power now in existence, all delegations ~hould be withdrawn 
with six months' notiCe and. the States should be asked to approach 
afresh for delegation of powers withi:r\ that per~od. (Para. 88). 

( 46) Whenever it is necessary. to ·· control prices by law, every 
effort should be made to make a thorough examination of all the 
factors involved, to assess the long-term effects of the policy no less 
than its immediate effects and to ensure that 'the policies followed 
in allied economic field~ are not. such a:s to. undermine th~ ~ffective~ 
ness of the control measures. (Para. 98) 
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( 47) So long as food controls continue, it is necessary to prevent 
forward trading in respect of not only wheat and gram but also in 
respect of other foodgrains. (Para. 102). 

(48) When the food situation improves further, the question of 
the withdrawal of the Flour (Use in Soap Making) (Prohibition) 
<;>rder, 1946, may be considered. (Para. 103). 

( 49) As long as the overall deficit in foodgrains persists, and 
there are transport difficulties, recurring famines and local 'iCarcities 
resulting from natural calamities, continuation of the. Foodgrains 
(Licensing and Procurement) Order, 1952, and other supplementary 
Orders is essential. (Para. 104): . 

(50) The Rajasthan Gram and Gram Products (Export Control) 
Order and the Gram and Gram Products (Export Control) Order, 
1953,' are necessary so long as the deficit in gram continues. (Para. 
~05). 

(51) As Order No. PY-620(ii)/52-53, dated the 18th May 1.953 
prohibiting the manufacture of 'fines' from indigenous wheat cannot 
be enforced in practice, hence it should be withdrawn. (Para. 106). 

(52) So long as food shortage continue, compulsory procurement 
~ill have to continue as a necessary evil. (Para. 116)• 

. (53) Early action should be taken to set up a suitable machinery 
for the purpose of determining expeditiously and with precision the 
costs. and prices of various competing crops. (Para. 117). · 

. (54) The Ministry of Food,and Agriculture should keep the ques
tion of inter-commodity and inter-State price parity under constant 
:review and minimise all such disparities as well as prevent any 
exploitation by a surplus State of the difficulties of a deficit State. 
(Para. 117). 

(55) With the improvement in the food situation and the measures 
towards decontrol taken by some of the States, normal_trade channels 
may now be increasingly utilised. (Para: 118). 

(56) The Assam Government should consider whether they can
not allow the rice mills to procure paddy directly from the culti
vators and also sell_a· part of the rice produced by them in the open 
market after meeting the full reauil'ements of the State Government. 
(Para. 119). 

(57) The Assam Government. should reconsider _the question of 
the rigid State monopoly ever transport which is being exercised in 
the Shillong area. (Para. 119). 
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(58) The system of statutory rationing may be replaced by .that 
.of fair price shops, except in very big cities and highly deficit areas 
where fair price shops should be allowed to operate pari passu with 
ration shops. (Para. 122). 

(59) The Foodgrains (Licensing and Procurement) Order, 1952 
will have to be continued and a skeleton staff maintained to operate 
the Order. (Para. 124). 

(60) Orders issued for direct control over individual sugar mills 
for maintaining production and supply of sugar may be continued, 
nut in future such Orders should be issued more appropriately under 
the Industries (Dev~lopment and Regulation) .Act, 1952. (Para. 126). 

(61) As regards Sugar Control, powers to r,egulate releases from 
rthe factories are necessary and the Sugar and Gur Control Order, 
1950, should, therefore, be continued to that extent. (Para. 128). 

(62) The dual price policy which has had such a salutory effect in 
the case of sugar is well worth giving a trial in the case of other 
.controlled commodities also as far as practicable. (Para. 128). 

(63) The Fruit Products Order, 1948 should be continued as· a 
:permanent measure. (Para. 129). 

(64) There is no justification··~or the proposal to remove skim milk 
_powder from the Open General Licence for import. (Para. 131). 

(65) To avoid liability from adulteration: the manufacturers of 
·vegetable oil products should devise a method of sealing the tins 
with their seals and warning the consumers not to buy tins which 
.show signs of having been tampered. (Para. 138). 

(66) If the Central Government's specification in regard to Vege
-table Oil Products are on an all-India basis there is no need for the 
$tate Governments to lay down additional specifications. (Para. 138). 

(67) As vanaspati is a product distinct from ghee, it is essential 
that there must be a provision as: for· example, 'in clause 4 of the 
Vegetable Oil Products (Control) Order, 1947, for distinguishing one 
from the other. · (Para. 138). 

(68) The Central Government should keep a watch on the restric
tions imposed on oilcakes and ensure that they are not abused or kept 
in force beyond the barest minimum period which the emergency 
may require. (Para. 139). 

(69) The Perishable (Foodstuffs) (Power of Sale) Order, 1950. 
may· continue. (Para. H4). 
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(70) The Committee's recommendations regarding the suggested 
procedure for delegation of powers in respect of foodgrains and 
cattle fodder are contained in paragraph 147. 

(71) A definite announcement should be made each year regar~
ing flqor and ceiling prices of cotton, even if it is intended that there 
should be no change in the prices. This announcement should be 
made before the end of June at the latest. (Para. 151). 

. . 
(72) Progressively control over production of cloth should be 

lifted and it need only be retained to the extent necessary for one 
of the following reasons: (a) protection to the handloom industry .. 
and (b) to ensure that the consumer gets durable cloth.- (Para. 163). 

(73) The steps taken by certain States to ban imports of cloth 
into their States is a retrograde step as it is against the spirit of the 
Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act under which the main· 
object is to make cloth qVailable to the public in plentiful supply and. 
at cheap prices. (Para. 176). 

(74) In regard to textiles there is scope for reducing the number 
of forms an,_d returns to be submitted by the textile mills. The Com
mittee's specific suggestions in this regard are contained in para
graph 178. 

(75) A meeting of all the authorities who receive returns from the 
textile industry should be called by the Ministry concerned at an 
early date and an attempt made to see whether their purposes can 
be served by copies of the same returns being supplied to all the· 
'authorities. (Para. 179). . 

(76) The Cotton Textile· (Export Control) Order, 1949, may be 
issued under the Import and Export (Control) Act, 1947. (Para. 181). 

(77) In view of the fact that there is no price and distribution. 
·control on textiles at present, it should be possible to withdraw the
Government Confractors (Disposal of Cotton Textiles Unused 
Material and Rejected Stores) Order, 1949. (Para. 182). 

(78) The State Governments may be given the powers to divert· 
coal within one class .of consumers and within the State quota. 
·(Para. 195). 

(79) If some consumers are prepared to move their coal by roadr 
it should not be' subject to distribution control. {Para. 196). 

· · (80) The existing control on the coal industry should be continued_ 
(Para. 198). 
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(81) The existing system of fixed prices .for coal should continue. 
•Fix~d' prices may not be treated as 'ceiling' prices. (Para .• 198) 

(82) Distribution control in respect of coal should continue as 
long as transport is short. (Para. 199) 

(83) Special efforts should be made to create coal dumps in the 
South in central places like Madras 'and Bangalore to assure regular 
supplies of coal to industries. (Para. 201) 

(84) The Salt (Reserve Stocks) Order, 1950 should be retained, 
but in the present easy position of salt production,· a reduction to 
12 lakh maunds from 17 lakh maunds of the stock of salt at the Gov

·ernment Golah at Calcutta should be feasible. .(Para. 207) 

(85) As regards the percentage of salt to . be stored by the 
importers in the Golahs, the Salt Controller may by an amendment 
of the Order be empowered to vary the percentage between 5 and 
15 per cent. The present percentage, viz. 10 may· then, be reduced 
by the Salt Controller to 5. (Para. 208)_ · 

(86) The present Zonal Scheme may continue until there is an 
easing of transport. (Para. 21~) .. · 

(87) The Nominee. System in respect of salt has· outlived its utilitv ... 
(Para. 218) ' 

(88) As supply is still far short of demand there is no case for 
complete decontrol in respect of iron and steel. Government should,. 
however, continue to make such relaxation in distribution control as. 
the situation justifies. -~Para. 226) · 

(89) So long as there is a shortage uf supply of steel, inevitably· 
all the consumers cannot get all their requirements. Government 
should pay particular attention to the needs of small-scale industries. 
(Para. 227) 

(90) Industries of all-India importance must continue to be dealt 
with centrally in the matter of supplies of iron and steel. (Para. 
228) 

(91) It will be difficult to let the States change allocations of 
steel in their own discretion because allocations ~are made on the 
basis of the importance and priority of the demands. (Para. 23'1) 

(92) If the existing Registered Stockists are insufficient to cater 
to the demand, the question of increasing their numBer may be con
sidered by the State Governments. (Para. 23~) 
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(93) .As regards tbe suggestion that clause .llA (c) of the Iron 
. .and Steel (Control of Production and Distribution) Order should be 
.amended so as to enable flie producers to acc.ept changes in inctents, 
~o change in the present practice is necess~ry .. (Para. 234) 

(94) As scrap is being allocated for purposes for which good steel 
is not available, the control on scrap should conti~ue_for the present. 
'(Para. 239) 

(95) There should b~ no restrictions on inter-State movement of 
scrap. (Para. 240) 

(96) Some control over quality of re-rolled steel is desirable, 
lespecially when it is used for constructional purposes, where there 
~may be danger: to human life if the material is below standard. 
,(Para. 240) 

. (97) In respect of the control Ot:_l iron and st~el, powers may be 
-delegated to District Magistrates and other officers of similar status. 
--(Para. 241) 

(98) There should be uniformity in the application of the Orders 
in respect of iron and steel in all the States. (Para. 242) 

(99). There are no strong ·reasons to provide for the continuation 
-<>f the Supply and Prices of Goods Act, 1950. It may be allowed to 
~~apse. (Para. 250) 

(100) The Orders and Notifications, etc. under the Drugs (Control) 
~ct, 1950, and the corresponding Part A and Part B State laws may 
;be withdrawn. (Para. 253) 

(101) The suggestion that dealers and producers of drugs and 
·'medicines should mark prices on the drugs and medicines sold by 
dhem is commended to them. (Para. 254) 
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APPENDlX 1 

Questionnaire 

N.B.-(i) 'keply to this Questionnaire with seven spare copies should
be addressed to the Secretary, Commodity Controls Com
mittee, Ministry of Commerce· and Indu.stry, New Delhi. 

(ii) Separate Notes may be sent in respect of each commodity 
in which you may be interested. 

(1) How has the working of the Essential Supplies (Temporary 
Powers) Act, 1946, .the Supply and Prices of Goods Act; 1950, and 
the Drugs (Control) Act, 1950, and the Orders thereunder reacted 
on the general economy of the country; in particular on the produc
tion; supply, distribution and the price ~tructure of the commodities 
under control? 

(2) How has the recent reiaxation of controls iii respect of certain 
commodities affected the economy of the country? 

(3) Do you consider that controls on any of the commodities 
should be totally removed? . If so, please give reasons. 

( 4) Do the present difficulties in transport· necessitate the conti
nuanc~ of controls on any of the commodities? 

. (5) Do you consider that controls on any or all the commodities 
should be in any way relaxed? What, according to you, should be 
the minimum measure of control? 

(6) What measures do you suggest to prevent the possibility of 
hoarding, profiteering and soaring of prices consequent on the 
removal or relaxation of s~ch- controls? 

(7) Are any of the features of the existing control system faulty 
or objectionable? Can you make any sugge.stions for improving the 
system without making it less effective? 

(8) Are the existing provisions relating to detection, investiga
tion and trial of offences for contravention of the control taws and 
the punishments and penalties therefor adequate? Are these provi
sions having any deterrent effect? Do you suggest any modifications 
therein? 
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(9) Do you suggest any improvement in the present set·up of the 
administrative, executive and enforcement machinery? 

(10) Are you aware of any difficulties experienced in the enforce
ment of the control laws? What are you suggestions to overcome 
thein? · · -

(11) Do you suggest any modifications in the existing policy and 
practice of delegation of powers under the control laws? 

(12) Do you considel' that appointment of Advisory Control Com
mittees at the Centre,· in the States and iri th~ Districts, will improve 
the working and administration of the controls? 

(13) Do you suggest any modifications in the existing policy of 
the fixation of prices with respect to any of the commodities under 
(!ontrol? 

(14) Have ·you any suggestions to make for simplifying. and co-
()rdinating the laws relating to control? . 

(15) Have you any other suggestions to xnake? 

·Name .. ~ ....................... : ....... : .•..... 

Address ..... , ................................ * 



APPENDIX II 

List of State Governments, Chambers of Commerce etc., from whom 
replies to the Qu~stionnaire· have been received. 

(a) State Governments. 

1. Government of Assam. 
2. Government of Bihar. 
3. Government of Bombay. 
4. Government of Madhya Pradesh. 
5. Government of Madras. 
6. Government of Orissa. 
7. Government of Punjab. 
8. Government of Uttar Pradesh. 
9. Government of West Bengal. 

10. Government of Hyderabad. 
11. Governmenl of Madhya Bharat. 

12. Government of Mysore. 
13. Government of Patiala and East Punjab States Union. 
14. Government of Rajasthan. 
15. Government of Saurashtra. 
16. Government. of Travancore-Cochin. 

17. Government of Vindhya Pradesh. 
18. Government of Ajmer. 
19. Government of Bhopal. 
20. Government of Bilaspur. 
21. Government of Coorg. 
22. Government of Delhi. 
23. Government of Himachal Pradesh. 
24. Government of Kutch. 
25. Government of Tripura. 
26. The Andaman and Nicobar Islands. 

(b) Chambers. of Commerce and Trade Associations. 
1. The Madras Piecegoods Merchants' Association, Madras. 
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2. The South India Oil Engines and Machinery Importers' and'. 
Dealers Association, Madras. 

3. The Madras Oil and Seeds Merchants' Association, Madras. 
4. The Madras Yarn Merchants' Association, Madras. 
5~ The Chemists and Druggists' Association, Madras. 
6. The Madras Chamber of Commerce, Madras. 
7. The Andhra Chamber of Commerce, Madras. 
8. The Madras Provincial Foodgrains · Merchants' Associationr 

Madras. 

9. Southern India Chamber of Commerce, Madras. 

10. The Southern India Skin and Hide·.Merchants' Associationr 
Madras. 

11. The Chamber of Commerce, Trichur. 
12. The Travancore-Chamber of Commerce, Allepy-. 
13. South India Tanners' and Dealers Association, Ranipet. 
14. The Godavari Chamber of Commerce, Kakinada. 
15. The Tamilnad Foodgrains Merchants' Association, Mathurai ... 
16. The Southern India Millowners' Association, Coimbatore. 

17. The lndian Chamber ot Commerce, Tuticorin. 
! .• 

18. The Andhra Chemists and Druggists Federation, Kovvur~ 
19. The Madura Ramnad Chamber of Commerce, Mathurai. 
20. The Cochin Chamber of Commerce, Cochin. 
21. The Mysore Chamber of Commerce, Bangalore. 
22. Indian Chamber of Commerce, Coimbatore. 
23. The Calcutta Salt Merchants' Association, Calcutta. 
24. Hindustan Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 
25. The Metal Market Review, Calcutta. 
26. Bharat Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 
27. Indian Mining Association, Calcutta. 
28. Indian Chemical Manufacturers' Association, Calcutta. 
29. Indian Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 
30. The Bengal Chemical and Pharmaceutical Works !std.,. 

Calcutta. 

31. The Engineering Association of India, Calcutta., 
32. The Indian Mining_ Federation, Calcutta. 
33. The Bengal Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Calcutta. 
34. The Associated Chambers ·.of Commerce of India, Calcutta. 
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35. The Coal Consumers' Association of India, Calcutta. 
36. Calcutta Trade Association, Calcutta .. 

37. Bengal National Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta . 

.38. Indian Paper Mills Association, Calcutta . 

.39. Indian Ma:rket Publications, Bombay. 

40. The Millowners' Association, Bombay. 

41. Sapt Textiles Products (India) Ltd., Bombay. 

42., The: Indian Rubber Industries Association, Bombay 

43. The Bombay Provision Merchants' Association, Bombay. 
44. M/s. Anandji Haridas & Co., Bombay. 

45. The Zandu Pharmaceutical Works Ltd., Bombay. 
. . 

46. The Bombay Dyeing and Manufacturing Co., Bombay. 

47. The Bombay Pjecegoods Merchants' Associatio~, Bombay. 
48. The East India Cotton Association, Bombay. 

49. The Iron, Steel and Hardware Merchants' Chamber of India, 
Bombay . 

.50. The Oil Merchants Chamber Ltd., Bombay . 

.51. The Indian Salt Manufacturers Association, Bombay . 

.52. Indian Merchants Chamber, :Bo:m:bay . 

.53. The Central Organisation of Oil Industry and Trade, Bombay. 

:54. The Pharmaceutical and Allied Manufacturers and Distribu-
tors Association, Bombay . 

.55. Tata Industries Ltd., Bombay . 

.56. The Bombay Oilseeds Exchange Ltd., Bombay . 

.57. Mill Mazdoor Union, Bombay . 

.58. The Bombay Provincial Hotel Federation, Bombay . 

.59. M/s. Sarabhai Chemicals. Baroda .. 
60. The Merchants'. Association. Sangli. 

61. The Ahmedabad Millowners' Association. Ahmedabad. 
62. The· All India Chemists and Druggists Federation, New Delhi. 

63. Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry, 
New Delhi. 

-64. Indian National Trade Union Congress, New Delhi. 

65. Delhi Hindustani Mercantile Association, Delhi. 

66. Punjab Merchants' Chamber. Delhi. 
67. Madhya Pradesh Millowners' ,Association, Nagpur. 

68. Nagpur Chamber of Commerce, Nagpur. 
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69. M/s. Anandji Haridas & Co., Ltd., Nagpur. 
70. The Provincial Weavers Co-operative Ltd., Nagpur. 
71. Bihar Chamber of Commerce, Patna . • 
72. Indian Colliery Owners' Association, Dhanbad 
73. The Textile Manufacturers' Association. Amritsar. 
74. M/s. Shambhunath & Sons Ltd., Amritsar. 
75. District Chemists Association, Ludhiana. 

-76. The W:estern U.P. Chamber of Commerce,_ Meerut. 
77. National Chamber of Industries- and Commerce, Agra. 
78, Upper India Chamber of Commerce, ~anpur. 
79. Sambhar Salt Merchants' Association, Ltd., Sambhar Lake. 
80. The Salt Merchants'· Association, Ltd.. Sabhar Lake. -· ... 
81. Indian Goal Merchants' Association. Jharia. 
82. Madhya Bharat Chamber of Commerce and Industry. GwaJio:r. 
83. Assam Chamber of Commerce. Shillong. 
84. Assam Rice Mills Association. Gauhati. 

(c) Members of Parliament and other Individuals. 

1. Shri H. D. Rajah, M.P. 
2. Shri R. G. Agarwala, M.P. 
3. Shri Bhogilal Magan Lal Shah, M.P. 
4. Shri Rajpat Singh Doogar, M.P. 
5. Shri R. K. Mookerji, M.P-
6. Shrimati ~ngelina Tiga, M.P. 
7. Shri Tulsidas Kilachand. M.P. 
8:. Shri Manu Subedar, Bombay. 
9. Shri Charat Ram. Delhi. 

10. Shri Ratilal A. Shaw, Coimbatore. 
11. Shri P. Banerjee, Calcutta. · 
12. Shri Pundlik Rao Motghare, Nagpur. 

(d) Ministries of the Governm'ent of India. 
1. Ministry of Commerce. and Industry. 
2. Ministry of Food and Agriculture. . 

. 3. Ministry of Health. 
4. Ministry of Natural Resources and Scientific Research. 
5. Ministry of Production. 
6. Ministry of Transport. 
7. Ministry of Works, Housing and Supply~ 

23 Mat C&T 



APPENDIX III 

List of Witnesses examined· bu the1 Committee. 

(a) State Governm~nts. 

1. Government of Assam. 

2. Government of Bihar. 
3. Government of Bombay. 

4. Government of ·Madhya Pradesh. 

5. Government of Madras. 

6. Government. ~f Orissa. 

7. Government of Punjab.' 
· 8. Government of Uttar Pradesh. 

9. Government of West Bengal. 

10. Government of. Hyderabad. 

11. Government of Madhya Bharat. 

12. Government of Mysore .. 
'. 

13 .. Government of Patiala and East Punjab States Union. 

14. Government of Rajasthan. 

15. Government of Vindhya Pradesh. 

16. Government of Ajmer. 

17. Government- of Bhopal. 

18. Go_vernment of Coorg. 

19. Government of Delhi. 

20. Government of Himachal Pradesh. 

21. Government of Tripura. 

(b) Chambers of Commerce and Trade Associations. 

1. Delhi Hindustani Mercantile Association, Delhi. 

2. Bombay Piecegoods Merchants' Association. Bombay. 

3. Pharmaceutical & Allied Manufacturers Association, Bombay. 

4. Chemists and Druggists Association, Bombay. 

5. Bombay Oilseeds Exchange Ltd., Bombay. 

6. Bombay Millowners' Association, BomBay. 

7. Indian Merchants' Chamber, Bombay. 
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8. Madras Chamber of Commerce, Madras. 
9. Triplic~e Urban Co-operative Sociely Ltd., Madras. 

· 10. Andhra Chamber of Commerce, Madras. 
11. Southern India Chamber of Commerce, Madras. 
12. Southern India Skin and Hide Merchants' Association, Madras. 
13. South India Tanners and Dealers' Association, Ranipet. 
14. Indian Leather Federation, Melvisha~am. 
15. Indian Chamber of Commerce, Coimbatore. 
16. s·outhern India Millowners' Association, Coimbatore. 

17. Madras Piecegoods Merchants' Association, Madras. 
18. Madras Oilseeds Merchants' Association, Madras. 

' ' . 1! , l I 

19. Chemists and Druggists Association, Madras. 
20. Madras Provincial Foodgrains Merchants., Association. Madras. 

I , ·l• 

21. Mysore Chamber of Commerce, Ban_galore. 
22. Rice Millowners' Association; Mercara. 
23. Bihar Chamber of Commerce, Pa'tna. 
24. Bengal National Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta 
25. Hindustan Chamber of Commerce; 'Calcutfa. 
26. Bharat Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 
27. Indian Chamber of Commerc~, Calcuffa. 
28. Indian Mining Association, Calcutta. 
29. Indian Coal Merchants' Association, Jharia. 
30. Indian Mining Federation, Calcut_ta. 
31. ·Indian Colliery Owners' Association, Dhahbad. 
32. Bengal Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Calcutta 
33. Bengal Millowners• Association, Calcutta. 
34. Calcutta Salt Merchants' Association, Calcutta. . . 
35. Calcutta Trades Association.~. Calcutta. . _ . 
36. Indian Chemical Manufacturers' Association, Calcutta. 
37. Assam Chamber of Commerce, Shillong. 
38. Rice Millowners' Association, Gauhati. 

39. Indian Tea Association (Assam Branch), Shillong. 

40. Sambhar Salt Merchants' .Association Ltd., Sambhar Lake. 

41. The Salt Merchants' Association Ltd., Sambhar Lake. 

42. Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Jndustry, 
New Oelhi. 
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43. Madhya Pradesb Cllamoer of Commerce, Nagpur. 
44. Madhya Pradesh Millowners' Association~ N agpur. 

45. Hyderabad (Deccan) ~Chamber of Commerce and Industdes, 
Hyderabad-Deccan. 

c) Trade Unions. 

1. Mill Mazdoor Union,· Bombay. 

'2. Chemical Mazdoor Sabh:a, Bombay. 

3. National Engineering Wori:ers Union and Rashtriya Chemical 
· Kamgar Sangh, Bombay. 

4. Ail-India Trade Union Congress, Bombay. 

5. Bengal Provincfal Trade Un!on. Congress, Calcutta. 

d) Members of Parliament, Economists and otli"er Inoividuals. 

1. Shri Simhasan Singh, M.P. 

2. Dr. Ram Subhag Sip.gB, M.P. 
3. Prof. N. G. Ranga, M.P. 
'4. Shri S. Guruswamy, M.P. 
5; Shri S. K. Patil, M.P. 
6. Shri, H. D. Rajah, M.P. 

7. Dr. V. K. R. V. Rao, New Delhi. 
8. Shri E. P. W. Da Costa, New Delhi. 
p. Lala Shri Ram, New Delhi. 

10. Shri A. D. Gorwala: Bomoay. 
11. Shri. Nakul Das, Shillong. 
12. ·u. Rostanwell War, Shillong. 
13. Shri Hari Pras~d Barua, Shillong, 
14. Shri D. N. Dutt, Shillong. 
15. Shrt N. C. Rajnowa, Shiliong. 
16. Shri .C. C. Sean, Shillong .. 
17. Shri S. ·B. Chauqhury, Shillong. 

18. Shri N. K. Dutt, Shillong. 
19. Shri . Gilbert Ray, Shillong. 
20. Shri L. P. Cjangkakati, Shillong 
21. Mr. J: L. Hards, Shillong. 
22. Shri K. N. Nagarkatti, Nagpur. 
23: Shri Vasantbhai Shah, Nagpur. 
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24. Shri Pundalikrao Mo,.tg.haJ:e-. Nai:!DUr. 

25. S~;i N. S~ Dash<rttar, Nagpu.r~ 
26. Shri Jiwanlal Gupta, Nagpur. 

27. Shri Hansraj Sampat, Nagpur. 

28. Shri Akolawala, Nagpur. 

29. Shri Narendra Tidke, M.L.A., Nagpur. 

30. Shri A. Rahimtula, Hyderabad. 

31. Shri Pannalal Bansilai, Hytlerabad. 

32. Shri M. V. Boljee, Secunderabad. 
33. Shri Bhagat Ram, Hyderabad. 

34. Shri Dundoo Balanarasiah, Hyderab~d. 

35. Shri Bhim Sen Dengarsee, Hyderabad. 

(e) Officials. 

1. Shri T. Swaminathan, I.C.S., Textile Commissioner, Bombay. 

2. Shri R. K. Ramadhyani, I.C.S., Coal Commissioner; Calcutta. 

3. Mr. L. S. Corbett, Chief Mining Engineer; Railway Board and 
Deputy Coal Commissioner<, Calcutta. 

4. Shri B. L. Ohri, Joint Deputy Coal Commissioner, Calcutta. 

5. Shri C. R. Natesan, Iron & Steel Controller, Calcutta. 

6. Shri-S. C. Aggarwal, Salt Commissioner. New Delhi. 


